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Chapter 1

Introduction

Virtualizing large scale systems with minimal overhead requires cooperation between a guest OS and a Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM). This level of cooperation requires both communication and trust across the VMM/guest interface. We might say that the relationship between the VMM and the guest is *symbiotic*. Existing virtualization interfaces focus on achieving wide compatibility at the expense of making semantically rich information unavailable. This limitation makes VMM/guest cooperation very difficult, as the state needed to architect symbiotic behaviors is not readily available. This has resulted in a large *semantic gap* [13] between the OS and VMM, which impedes any form of cooperation across layers. The limitation on a VMMs ability to optimize itself for a guest environment will always exist unless a method can be found to bridge the semantic gap.

Considerable effort has been put into better bridging the of the VMM→OS interface and leveraging the information that flows across it [42, 43, 49, 96, 51, 75, 31]. However, the information gleaned from such black-box and gray-box approaches is still semantically poor, and thus constrains the decision making that the VMM can do. Further, it goes one way; the OS learns nothing from the VMM. To fully bridge the semantic gap a new set of interfaces, that make internal state information easily accessible to both the VMM and guest, are necessary.
1.1 Symbiotic Virtualization

My dissertation focuses on *symbiotic virtualization*, an approach to designing virtualized architectures such that high level semantic information is available across the virtualization interface. Symbiotic virtualization bridges the semantic gap via a bidirectional set of synchronous and asynchronous communication channels.

To explore symbiotic virtualization I have developed a symbiotically virtualized architecture that provides new virtualization interfaces that are capable of fully bridging the semantic gap. Unlike existing virtualization interfaces, symbiotic interfaces place an equal emphasis on both semantic richness and legacy compatibility. The goal of symbiotic virtualization is to introduce a virtualization interface that provides access to high level semantic information while still retaining the universal compatibility of a virtual hardware interface. Symbiotic Virtualization is an approach to designing VMMs and OSes such that both support, but neither requires, the other. A symbiotic OS targets a native hardware interface, but also exposes a software interface, usable by a symbiotic VMM, if present, to optimize performance and increase functionality. Symbiotic virtualization is neither full system virtualization nor paravirtualization, however it can be used with either approach. Symbiotic Virtualization introduces OS changes that facilitate rich information gathering by the VMM, and focuses on the VMM’s functional interface to the OS and not the inverse.

1.2 Symbiotic interfaces

The symbiotic architecture I developed supports multiple symbiotic interfaces. Symbiotic interfaces are *optional* for the guest, and a guest which implements them can also run on non-symbiotic VMMs or raw hardware without any changes. A symbiotic OS exposes two types of interfaces. Passive interfaces allow a symbiotic VMM to directly access internal guest state. This information is exposed directly to the VMM, via an asynchronous com-
munication channel. This interface has extremely low overhead, however its asynchronous
ture limits the kind of information that can be accessed in this way. Functional interfaces allow a symbiotic VMM to invoke the guest directly in order to request that the guest perform an operation on behalf of the VMM. These interfaces impose a higher overhead than passive interfaces, but allow for synchronous invocation and support more complex state queries. This dissertation will examine symbiotic virtualization as well as two symbiotic interfaces: SymSpy and SymCall. These interfaces allow for both passive, asynchronous and active, synchronous communication between guest and VMM. I will also examine SymMod, a mechanism that allows a VMM to dynamically create new symbiotic interfaces inside a guest.

1.2.1 SymSpy

The SymSpy interface provides a mechanism for the sharing of structured information between the VMM and the guest OS. SymSpy builds on the widely used technique of a shared memory region that is accessible by both the VMM and guest. This shared memory is used by both the VMM and guest to expose semantically rich state information to each other, as well as to provide asynchronous communication channels. The data contained in the memory region is well structured and semantically rich, allowing it to be used for most general purpose cross layer communication. The precise semantics and layout of the data on the shared memory region depends on the symbiotic services that are discovered to be jointly available in the guest and the VMM. The structured data types and layout are enumerated during discovery. During normal operation, the guest can read and write this shared memory without causing an exit. The VMM can also directly access the page during its execution.
1.2.2 SymCall

While SymSpy provides a mechanism for easily exposing state information, it is not ideally suited to handling information that is either very large or very complex. For state that exhibits increased complexity a new approach to collecting this information is required, one that does not require a guest environment to preemptively expose an overwhelming amount of data. Instead of relying on the guest OS to provide the data in an easily accessible manner, it is possible for it to support a functional interface that allows a VMM to run queries against it. This would allow the guest OS to organize its internal state however it wanted, and still provide a mechanism whereby a VMM could easily access it. I have implemented such an interface, SymCall, which exposes a symbiotic interface that provides a VMM with functional access to a guest’s internal context. SymCall is a mechanism by which the VMM can execute code synchronously in the guest context while the VMM is in the process of handling an exit. That is, it provides synchronous upcalls into the guest at any time.

1.3 SymMod

Both SymSpy and SymCall implement new virtual interfaces that expose much more semantic information than is available with current approaches. However, both of these interfaces require the guest environment to implement some level of support for each interface that is to be used. This can lead to a situation where a VMM needs an interface that is not available. To address this issue, a mechanism is needed whereby a symbiotic VMM can dynamically extend a guest environment to enable new interfaces not supported by the guest OS. I have designed and implemented symbiotic modules (SymMod) as an answer to this problem.

SymMod is a mechanism that allows a VMM to run arbitrary blocks of code inside the
guest context. These code blocks are injected into the guest context as modules and are capable of implementing special device drivers, security scanners, performance monitors, new symbiotic interfaces, or any other functionality that is needed by the VMM. In essence these modules can be thought of as a special kind of loadable kernel module in Linux or a driver in Windows. My dissertation will explore three different types of symbiotic modules that interface with the running guest context in different ways. The important thing to note is that symbiotic modules are able to vastly minimize the semantic gap because they actually operate inside the guest context instead of through a generic external interface. Operating inside the VM also allows a guest to directly access the modules functionality with negligible overhead, since the VM does not need to trap into the VMM whenever a module is accessed.

1.4 Virtual Machines

Scalability is one of the greatest challenges currently facing the computing industry. As the demand for computation has continued to increase dramatically throughout the world, the scale of computational resources has increased as well. Furthermore, it has now become well established that the future of computing will be one of ever larger numbers of slightly faster resources instead of exponentially faster ones. While it is no longer possible to buy a computer every year that is twice as fast as the previous one, new CPU architectures are using higher transistor densities to increase the number of available resources inside a machine. This shift of growth towards scale instead of speed has introduced an explosion in the complexity of running and managing computer systems.

The effects of this explosion of scale is already well understood in the context of enterprise data centers as well as the high performance computing centers. Today’s large scale computing resources are performance limited primarily by power, cooling, and failure rate
Figure 1.1: Architectural hierarchy of a traditional OS environment vs. a virtualized environment. Traditionally OSes run directly on hardware and multiplexes resources between multiple running applications. In a virtualized environment a VMM runs manages hardware directly multiplexes resources between multiple running guest OSes. This allows VMM to manage OS environments as an OS manages an application.

constraints rather than by the raw performance of the hardware. Addressing these issues requires a great deal more flexibility than is present in traditional data center architectures. A number of solutions have been developed to address the challenges of these large scale systems, not least of which is the reintroduction of Virtual Machines (VMs).

As shown in Figure 1.1, virtual machines provide a layer of abstraction between a computer’s physical hardware and an operating system (OS) running on top of it. This abstraction layer allows a Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) to encapsulate an entire Operating System environment and manage it much in the same way an OS manages applications. A VMM is able to execute, pause, and switch between multiple operating systems without having to reboot an entire machine. Furthermore, because an OS is fully encapsulated by the VMM, it is no longer tied to any dedicated physical hardware, in fact it
can be copied and/or moved to new hardware without requiring any reconfiguration or reinstallation. In specific environments this movement can even be accomplished in a matter of milliseconds, without interrupting the execution of the OS or any applications [15]. The encapsulated OS is thus referred to as a “Virtual Machine” or a “Guest”.

Virtual Machines have a long history in the field, with their basic architecture having been well established since the early 1970’s [73] with the IBM VM/370. However, virtualization quickly fell from prominence due to the limitations of the x86 Instruction Set Architecture (ISA), the defacto standard in use today. These well documented limitations [81] severely limited the ability of x86 platforms to support virtual machines until the late 1990’s, when several new software based approaches were developed to bypass the problems with the x86 ISA. This led to a renaissance of virtualization technology that continues through today [23].

1.5 Current VMM architectures

Virtualization is an architectural concept in which a very low level abstraction layer is provided to allow entire computing environments to run in isolated software containers. This abstraction layer is supported by a virtual hardware interface that performs, in software, the same operations traditionally implemented in hardware. Virtualization has been understood for many years and formalized based on a procedure called *Trap and Emulate* [73]. Trap and emulate denotes the two fundamental operations required of a virtual machine monitor (VMM): trap special instructions and events when they occur in a guest environment, and emulate them as necessary inside the VMM. These operations are required because of how virtualized environments actually execute code in a guest context.

Based on my description thus far, it would seem that virtualization is no different from emulation. At a high level, both VMMs and full system emulators provide the same func-
tionality. That is, both enable the execution of a full software system stack in an encapsulated context controlled by another software layer. Both allow for starting and stopping guest images, as well as easily moving entire OS environments between physical hardware as you would application data. However there is one major difference between the two approaches, and that is how the instructions in a guest environment are actually executed on the hardware. In a full system emulator, each individual instruction is decoded and emulated by software. In other words none of the hardware instructions that make up a guest environment are ever actually executed on real hardware. While this allows for a great deal of compatibility, such as running software written for completely different hardware architectures, it imposes a significant performance penalty as a result of instruction translation.

Virtualization on the other hand executes a guest’s hardware instructions directly on the hardware itself. Thus, a VM executes directly on hardware except when the guest OS needs to perform a sensitive low level operation, which the hardware is configured to trap and deliver to a VMM. These sensitive operations are typically uncommon and result from such low level OS behavior as switching between processes and interacting with hardware devices. This means that most of the time there is no performance penalty for code executed in a VM versus on real hardware. Furthermore, this is almost always true for code executing in user mode, which never needs to execute any privileged instructions at all.

A more detailed taxonomy of the wide range of virtualization architectures is described by Smith and Nair [88]. The current collection of virtual machine technologies in use today are designed around the classic system VMM architecture they describe. These technologies are based on either a full system virtualization approach (e.g., VMWare [108]), a paravirtualization approach (e.g., Xen [6]), or a combination of the two (e.g., KVM [76]). The former approach provides the guest OS with a hardware interface abstraction, while
the latter provides a more abstract software interface. The former requires no OS changes, while the latter requires that the OS be ported to the abstract interface, but can offer better performance. Increasingly, these categories are turning into a continuum: hardware virtualization features can be used to bridge a commodity OS to a paravirtualization-based VMM, and full system virtualization-based VMMs can also support paravirtualized OSes.

Figure 1.2 shows a high level overview of a virtualized architecture. As I just described, VMs execute directly on hardware but are prevented from arbitrarily reconfiguring it. This is necessary to protect the host OS and VMM. Because a guest OS expects to have full control over the hardware, the VMM must present that illusion to the guest via emulated hardware state. Therefore, a guest OS will execute in a virtual context and perform operations on various pieces of hardware state and devices as if it had full control over them. However, underneath the VM these operations are actually being trapped by the VMM and then emulated in a way that updates this illusory hardware state visible to the guest. Meanwhile the VMM controls the actual hardware directly, and ensures that it is configured in a way that maintains the isolation of the virtual environments. This behavior affords VMM architectures that are designed as large event-dispatch loops. The virtualization extensions implemented in modern x86 processors enable exactly this behavior.

As one might expect, there is additional overhead added to a virtualized system by the fact that operations that used to be executed directly by hardware are now trapped and implemented instead in software. The hardware traps in particular generate full hardware world switches with considerable CPU cycle latencies. This means that guest environments that perform a large number of sensitive operations will experience correspondingly large performance penalties due to the hardware cost of the world switches.
Figure 1.2: High level architecture of a VMM. A guest environment controls what it believes to be real hardware, but is instead emulated inside the VMM. The VMM meanwhile configures the actual hardware appropriately to maintain the illusion and provide isolation to the guest environment.
1.6 Enterprise and data center environments

Virtualization has become exceedingly popular with enterprise and large scale data center users and administrators. This adoption and acceptance of Virtual Machines has increased in step and in parallel with the dramatic increase in scale. The reason behind this is fairly obvious when one examines both the problems resulting from scale and the benefits provided by virtual machines.

1.6.1 Server consolidation

Service isolation has long been an established mantra for managing large scale enterprise environments. The principle reason behind this practice is that it is important to ensure that two services do not interfere with each other in unpredictable ways. This interference is capable of manifesting itself in any number of ways. For instance if one application is suddenly placed under heavy load it could cause a denial of service against another application running on the same host. Also many applications require highly specialized OS configurations that many times are incompatible with other applications, thus requiring separately configured environments for each. For these reasons, and many more, the long standing practice in data centers was to have every application run on its own dedicated hardware. As the number of applications increased both by adding new services, and replicating old ones to handle additional loads, the number of physical machines increased in turn. As the number of machines increased, the cost of powering them and managing them increased as well, eventually to unsustainable levels.

With the introduction of virtual machines this upward trend was abated considerably. Because virtualization ensures the isolation of each OS environment running concurrently on the same hardware, multiple applications can be consolidated on the same physical machine. This allows data centers to reduce the number of physical machines on hand
substantially, often by 12-15X [28].

1.6.2 Fault tolerance

It is inevitable that as the number of components in a system increases the failure rate of the system increases as well. This is an acute problem for any large scale system, especially one that is as highly complex and interdependent as a modern data center environment. Any service interruption or downtime of a large scale commercial system is highly undesirable, with the principle mission of every system manager being to avoid such a scenario. Traditional approaches to this problem have focused on reducing the time to recovery of the system, often resulting in replicating entire enterprise environments to serve as a hot spare should a failure occur.

Virtualization again alleviates these issues by separating the software services from the hardware substrate. This allows any physical machine to run any software service without reconfiguring or reinstalling. This allows hot spare machines to be dramatically scaled back, as there is no longer a need to keep a 1:1 ratio between live machines and preconfigured replicas.

1.7 High Performance and Supercomputing

High performance computing (HPC) is another area that faces many problems resulting from ever increasing scale. Just as with enterprise environments, virtualization has the potential to dramatically increase the usability and reliability of HPC systems [37, 63, 27, 68]. HPC is generally characterized as an area of computing that runs highly tuned applications at extremely large scales. Furthermore, HPC systems generally place an overriding focus on performance. This is because even small performance losses can have dramatic multiplying effects on large scale tightly integrated systems. Virtualization cannot succeed in
HPC systems unless the performance overheads are truly minimal and do not compound as the system and its applications scale up.

This challenge is amplified on high-end machines for several reasons. First, these machines typically run a carefully crafted custom HPC OS that itself already minimizes overheads and OS noise [21, 71], as well as makes the capabilities of the raw hardware readily available to the application developer. Second, the applications on these machines are intended to run at extremely large scales, involving thousands of nodes. Finally, the applications are typically tightly coupled and communication intensive, making them very sensitive to performance overheads, particularly unpredictable overheads. For this reason, they often rely on the deterministic behavior of the HPC OSes on which they run.

Virtualization offers the option to enhance the underlying machine with new capabilities or better functionality. Virtualized lightweight kernels can be extended at runtime with specific features that would otherwise be too costly to implement. Legacy applications and OSes would be able to use features such as migration that they would otherwise be unable to support.

1.7.1 Usability

Full system virtualization provides full compatibility at the hardware level, allowing existing unmodified applications and OSes to run. The machine is thus immediately available to be used by any legacy applications, increasing system utilization when ported application jobs are not available. This allows application developers to target the OS best suited to their application’s needs while not precluding them from running on any specific HPC machines. The virtual hardware behavior can also be modified to expose a hardware environment more suitable for a particular guest OS or application.
1.7.2 System Management

Full system virtualization would allow a site to dynamically configure nodes to run a full OS or a lightweight OS without requiring rebooting the whole machine on a per-job basis. Management based on virtualization would also make it possible to backfill work on the machine using loosely-coupled programming jobs or other low priority work. A batch-submission or grid computing system could be run on a collection of nodes where a new OS stack could be dynamically launched; this system could also be brought up and torn down as needed.

1.7.3 Fault Tolerance

Virtualization also provides new opportunities for fault tolerance, a critical area that is receiving more attention as the mean time between system failures continues to decrease. Virtual machines can be used to implement full system checkpoint procedures, where an entire guest environment is automatically checkpointed at given intervals. This would allow the centralized implementation of a feature that is currently the responsibility of each individual application developer. Migration is another feature that can be leveraged to increase HPC system resiliency. If hardware failures can be detected and predicted, the software running on the failing node could be preemptively migrated to a more stable node.

The challenge is not, however, limited to high-end machines. The primary driver behind the challenge is the scaling of the machines and the applications, and this scaling is ubiquitous. Today’s high-end machines are tomorrow’s typical machines. Even at the extremes, such as server or desktop environments, scalability is a key driver with the advent of multicore processors, which are rapidly starting to look like message-passing parallel supercomputers [36].
Modern VMMs have been designed with a focus on targeting enterprise data center environments. While this is a sensible approach, it is unclear whether the architectures developed for that environment accurately map to HPC or other specialized environments. While steps are being taken to offer specialized VMM architectures for desktop [106, 70] machines, there has been no specialized architecture designed for HPC [102]. To date, HPC virtualization technologies have consisted of adaptations of techniques developed for enterprise data centers [98].

To address the lack of research into the area of HPC virtualization architectures (as well as the areas of architecture and education), we have developed the Palacios\textsuperscript{1} Virtual Machine Monitor. Palacios is an OS independent embeddable VMM specifically designed for HPC environments as part of the V3VEE project (\url{http://v3vee.org}). Currently, Palacios targets the x86 and x86\textunderscore 64 architectures (hosts and guests) and is compatible with both the AMD SVM [2] and Intel VT [38] extensions. Palacios supports both 32 and 64 bit host OSes as well as 32 and 64 bit guest OSes. Palacios supports virtual memory using either shadow or nested paging. Palacios implements full hardware virtualization while providing targeted paravirtualized extensions.

As of the writing of this dissertation, Palacios has been evaluated on commodity Ethernet based servers, a high end Infiniband cluster, as well as Red Storm development cages consisting of Cray XT nodes. Palacios also supports the virtualization of a diverse set of guest OS environments, including commodity Linux and other OS distributions, modern Linux kernels, and several lightweight HPC OSes such as CNL [45], Catamount [46], and the Kitten Lightweight Kernel.

\textsuperscript{1}Palacios, TX is the “Shrimp Capital of Texas.”
1.9 Symbiotic Virtualization in Palacios

Palacios was originally designed as a full system VMM, and so presented a traditional virtual hardware abstraction to the HPC guest environments. While early experiments showed that this was a viable approach for scalable virtualization, there was however a non-negligible degree of overhead added to applications. This overhead was the result of both added hardware performance penalties as well as the necessity of emulating hardware operations inside Palacios. In order to alleviate these overheads it became clear that the VMM layer needed additional state information from the guest OS in order to operate in an optimal manner.

Based on this observation, we applied and evaluated symbiotic techniques as a solution to the issues identified with virtualizing an HPC platform. In later chapters I will describe the symbiotic techniques as they apply to HPC systems, as well as describe how symbiotic virtualization can still be applied in the future. I will also show how Symbiotic Virtualization is capable of delivering scalable virtualization with $\leq 5\%$ overhead in a high-end message-passing parallel supercomputer. The exemplar of such a machine is Sandia National Lab’s Red Storm machine [83], a Cray XT [11] machine.

1.10 Palacios in High Performance and Supercomputing

As stated earlier, Palacios is an OS independent VMM that requires a host OS in order to run. In the HPC context, Palacios specifically targets the Kitten Lightweight Kernel from Sandia National Laboratories. Kitten is a publicly available, GPL-licensed, open source OS designed specifically for high performance computing. It employs a “lightweight” philosophy [79] to achieve superior scalability on massively parallel supercomputers. The general philosophy being used to develop Kitten is to borrow heavily from the Linux kernel when doing so does not compromise scalability or performance (e.g., adapting the Linux
bootstrap code for Kitten). Performance critical subsystems, such as memory management and task scheduling, are replaced with code written from scratch for Kitten.

Kitten’s focus on HPC scalability makes it an ideal host OS for Palacios on HPC systems, and Palacios’ design made it easy to embed it into Kitten. In particular, Kitten/Palacios integration was accomplished with a single interface file of less than 300 lines of code. The integration includes no internal changes in either Kitten or Palacios, and the interface code is encapsulated with the Palacios library in an optional compile time module for Kitten.

When Palacios is linked with the Kitten Lightweight Kernel, it is capable of virtualizing large scale supercomputing environments with minimal overhead. Palacios is the first VMM specifically designed to target these environments, and is able to deliver scalable virtualized performance within 5% of native.

1.11 Outline

The remainder of my dissertation will be organized around both symbiotic virtualization and the Palacios virtual machine monitor.

Chapter 2 describes the architecture of Palacios. Palacios is a full featured OS independent embeddable VMM that I primarily designed and developed. Palacios is designed to be highly configurable and easily portable to diverse host OS architectures. This chapter will provide an in depth description of the organization and design choices of Palacios.

Chapter 3 provides an evaluation of Palacios in an HPC environment. Palacios is the first VMM designed specifically for HPC environments and through a collaboration with Sandia National Laboratories we were able to analyze its effectiveness. Our results show that Palacios is capable of virtualizing an HPC system and deliver performance within 5% of native. This evaluation was performed on part of the RedStorm Cray XT supercomputer
at Sandia.

Chapter 4 describes Symbiotic Virtualization. In this chapter I will describe the symbiotic virtualization approach and philosophy as well as introduce SymSpy, a basic symbiotic interface using shared memory as an asynchronous communication channel.

Chapter 5 explores the integration of symbiotic techniques with HPC environments. Having developed a new interface that allows a VMM and guest to optimize themselves based on the other’s architecture and behavior, we proceeded to evaluate how well these techniques apply to an HPC system. This chapter includes the largest scale performance study of virtualization performed as of the writing of this dissertation. Of particular note is the passthrough device architecture built on top of SymSpy that allows a guest to access physical devices with zero overhead.

Chapter 6 moves beyond the realm of HPC and introduces the architecture of the SymCall symbiotic interface. SymCall is a functional interface that allows a VMM to make synchronous upcalls into a guest environment. This chapter will describe the SymCall architecture both from the VMM’s and guest’s perspective. Furthermore, this chapter will describe and evaluate SwapBypass, a VMM service that is designed to optimize a guest’s swapping performance.

Chapter 7 describes the design and implementation of symbiotic modules. While symbiotic upcalls do allow a VMM to perform complex queries of internal guest state, this interface is restricted to explicit queries implemented by the guest OS. In this chapter I will describe the symbiotic module framework that allows a VMM to load arbitrary code blocks into a running guest. These code blocks execute inside the guest’s context and have full access to it’s internal API.

Chapter 8 elaborates on related work in the areas of virtualization, HPC, and VMM/guest interaction.

Chapter 9 concludes with a summary of contributions and future research directions.
Chapter 2

Palacios

My dissertation is based on the design and use of the Palacios Virtual Machine Monitor. Palacios is an OS independent VMM developed from scratch at Northwestern University and the University of New Mexico as part of the V3VEE project. The V3VEE project began as a result of the dearth of VMM architectures for particular environments such as HPC, architecture research, and education. Palacios is designed to be a highly configurable and portable VMM architecture that can be deployed in a number of specialized and constrained environments. To date, Palacios has successfully virtualized commodity desktops and servers, high end Infiniband clusters, and supercomputers such as a Cray XT.

2.1 Introduction

Virtualization has emerged as a critical enabler of new systems research and has simultaneously lowered the barriers to deployment faced by such research. However, despite this broad impact there are only a small number of existing Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) architectures [6, 76, 107]. As a side effect of this small architectural foundation, virtualization technologies have not been able to penetrate into many specialized areas to the degree that is possible. Of particular interest to us are the areas of high performance computing (HPC), architecture research and education.
Existing VMMs have been developed with a business centric purpose and specifically
target environments that are capable of generating the largest revenue. As a result, exist-
ing VMM architectures are primarily designed for both enterprise and large data center
environments. While these environments represent the largest market segment, and have
the greatest need for virtualization, they do not represent the full virtualization user base,
which has specific needs and priorities which in turn translate into highly specialized archi-
tectures that are optimized for specific use cases. Concentrating on enterprise environments
has also resulted in a very tight integration of the VMs with existing commodity OSes, to
the exclusion of others. As a result of this concentration on large scale enterprise users,
existing architectures are no longer suitable for use in HPC and other specialized environ-
ments. An explanation of the shortcomings of existing VMMs in HPC environments will
be presented in the next chapter.

As a response to these trends we have developed the Palacios Virtual Machine Monitor
as part of the V3VEE Project, a collaborative community resource development project
involving Northwestern University and the University of New Mexico for which I am the
primary designer and developer. Palacios is designed to provide a flexible VMM that can
be used in many diverse environments, while providing specific support for HPC. Palacios
is also designed to be OS agnostic, with the goal of providing virtualization functionality
to any OS that wishes to include it.

At a high level Palacios is designed to be an OS independent, embeddable VMM that is
widely compatible with existing OS architectures. In other words, Palacios is not an oper-
ating system, nor does it depend on any one specific OS. This OS agnostic approach allows
Palacios to be embedded into a wide range of different OS architectures, each of which can
target their own specific environment (for instance 32 or 64 bit operating modes). Palac-
cios is intentionally designed to maintain the separation between the VMM and OS. In
accordance with this, Palacios relies on the hosting OS for such things as scheduling and
### Palacios lines of code

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>sloccount</th>
<th>wc *.c *.h *.s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Palacios Core (C+Assembly)</td>
<td>15,084</td>
<td>24,710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palacios Virtual Devices (C)</td>
<td>8,708</td>
<td>13,406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XED Interface (C+Assembly)</td>
<td>4,320</td>
<td>7,712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>28,112</td>
<td>45,828</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.1: Lines of code in Palacios as measured with the SLOCCCount tool and with the `wc` tool.

process/thread management, memory management, and physical device drivers. This allows OS designers to control and use Palacios in whatever ways are most suitable to their architecture. Palacios is also designed to be as compact as possible, with a simple and clear code base that is easy to understand, modify, and extend.

The scale of Palacios’ code base is shown in Figure 2.1, as measured by two different source code analysis tools. Note that the Palacios core is quite small. The entire VMM, including the default set of virtual devices is on the order of 28–45 thousand lines of C and assembly. In comparison, Xen 3.0.3 consists of almost 580 thousand lines of which the hypervisor core is 50–80 thousand lines, as measured by the `wc` tool.

As mentioned previously, Palacios supports a wide range of host OS architectures and is fully capable of running in whatever context the host OS implements. At one extreme, Palacios can be linked with a simple bootstrap OS that handles the initial machine configuration before relinquishing full control to Palacios. Conversely, if Palacios is linked with a full featured multitasking OS, Palacios can run in a kernel or user thread context subject to the host OS’ scheduling policies.

To better understand Palacios’ embeddability, consider a few examples. The first example would be an embedded minimalist OS that only wants to run a single VM container with everything executing inside of it. Such an OS could be a monitoring or instrumentation layer that only intends to collect performance data for some given OS/application
stack. This OS would provide only rudimentary and basic functionality such as memory management. Palacios would fully and straightforwardly support this environment. It would exist as the primary thread of execution, with occasional interruptions for measurement tasks, while also exposing the full set of hardware devices directly to the guest OS.

As a second example, consider a lightweight OS designed for HPC environments, such as Catamount [46]. These OSes would run HPC applications while retaining a virtualization layer to support legacy applications or to provide better management functionality. This OS would implement many of the standard OS functions with a few notable exceptions such as a file system. In this case as well, Palacios would be able to provide a full featured virtualization layer that operated in a more traditional sense. VMs could be loaded via the job dispatch framework, and then be instantiated as kernel threads with voluntary preemption while having direct access to a small set of high performance devices. Finally, Palacios could be embedded into a full featured OS designed for general use. In this environment, VMs could be started as user space processes and be able to load disk images directly from the host file system. These examples span the full range of potential OSes and operating environments, and each is fully supported by Palacios.

Providing support for such a wide range of OS architectures and environments required a careful design process for Palacios. As a result Palacios exposes a minimal and partitioned set of OS requirements, that take the form of function hooks that are implemented in the OS. These hooks are used by Palacios to access internal OS functionality such as memory allocation and deallocation. Palacios is also designed to be highly configurable, both at compile and run time. The configurability is supported by means of modularization of the Palacios code base, that allows components to be selectively linked into the final Palacios executable. VMs themselves are also configurable at run time via a configuration file that is loaded with each VM image. This allows Palacios to tailor the virtual environment for
each guest it executes.

The Palacios implementation relies entirely on the virtualization extensions deployed in current generation x86 processors, specifically AMD’s SVM [2] and Intel’s VT [38, 100]. A result of this is that Palacios only supports both host and guest environments that target the x86 hardware platform. However, while the low level implementation is constrained, the high level architecture is not, and can be easily adapted to other architectures with or without hardware virtualization support. Specifically Palacios supports both 32 and 64 bit host and guest environments, both shadow and nested paging models, and a significant set of devices that comprise the PC platform. Work is also underway to support future I/O architectures such as IOMMUs [8]. In addition to supporting full-system virtualized environments, Palacios provides support for the implementation of paravirtual interfaces. Due to the ubiquity of the x86 architecture Palacios is capable of operating across many classes of machines. To date, Palacios has successfully virtualized commodity desktops and servers, high end Infiniband clusters, and supercomputers such as a Cray XT.

2.2 Host OS interfaces

Palacios is designed to be embedded into a wide range of host OSes, encompassing both minimalistic as well as more full featured implementations. Palacios requires only a very minimal set of functionality.

From the host OS perspective, Palacios is just another host OS service However, there are important differences:

- Palacios independently manages paging for guests.
- Palacios can provide guests with direct access to physical resources, such as memory-mapped and I/O-space–mapped devices.
• In certain cases Palacios requires the host OS to provide low-level notifications of hardware events, such as keyboard scan codes as well as mouse events.

Palacios expects to be able to request particular services from the OS in which it is embedded. Function pointers to these services are supplied in a `v3_os_hooks` structure:

```c
struct v3_os_hooks {
    void (*print)(const char * format, ...);

    void *(*allocate_pages)(int numPages);
    void (*free_page)(void * page);

    void *(*malloc)(unsigned int size);
    void (*free)(void * addr);

    void *(*paddr_to_vaddr)(void *addr);
    void *(*vaddr_to_paddr)(void *addr);

    int (*hook_interrupt)(struct guest_info * vm,
                           unsigned int irq);

    int (*ack_irq)(int irq);

    unsigned int (*get_cpu_khz)(void);

    void (*yield_cpu)(void);
};
```
The print function is expected to take standard printf argument lists and is used to print debugging or performance related messages. allocate_pages() is expected to allocate contiguous physical memory, specifically numPages 4 KB pages, and return the physical address of the memory. free_page() deallocates a physical page at a time. malloc() and free() allocate kernel memory and return virtual addresses suitable for use in kernel mode.

The paddr_to_vaddr() and vaddr_to_paddr() functions should translate
from host physical addresses to host virtual addresses and from host virtual addresses to host physical addresses, respectively.

The `hook_interrupt()` function is how Palacios requests that a particularly interrupt should be vectored to itself. Palacios will acknowledge the interrupt by calling back via `ack_irq()`.

`get_cpu_khz()` and `start_kernel_thread()` are self-explanatory. The Palacios guest execution thread will call `yield_cpu()` when the guest does not currently require the CPU. The host OS can, of course, also preempt it, as needed.

The host OS allocates, configures, initializes, and starts a guest VM using an external API that is exported from the Palacios library.

### 2.2.1 Optional host interfaces

As can be seen, the host OS interface includes only essential functionality necessary to run and manage a VM environment. These interfaces are required for each OS being targeted by Palacios. While this might seem somewhat limiting, Palacios also supports a number of optional host features that can provide extended functionality. These interfaces are fully optional and Palacios will retain its core functionality even in their absence. Making these interfaces optional is a crucial design decision that allows Palacios to be compatible with a wide range of host operating systems, especially HPC OSes that have a minimal feature set.

**Sockets:** A host OS with networking support can provide a socket based interface to allow internal Palacios components to communicate over a network. This interface is loosely based on Berkeley Sockets, and provides both TCP and UDP based client and server connections.

**Console:** A host OS that wants to provide console access to a running VM can implement a special interface that allows Palacios to notify the host of console events. The host
OS receives these notifications and displays them to the user.

### 2.2.2 Guest configuration

Guest environments are launched at runtime from externally loaded VM images. A VM image consists of a guest configuration as well as packed copies of any binary data (such as disk images) needed by the guest environment. Palacios includes a special user utility that generates these guest images from an XML based configuration file. Once these images have been generated they can be loaded from the host OS and launched via the Palacios control API. The host OS is responsible for actually loading the guest image into memory and passing its address to Palacios. This approach taken by the host OS depends on the host OS architecture as well as the environment it is running in.

The guest configuration itself is expressed through a slightly modified XML syntax. The syntax itself is not type checked, treats attributes and sub-tags equally, is parsed in order, and does not support forward dependencies when referencing other configuration options. The configuration syntax has a set of standard top level tags that are recognized as core configuration options. These options include such things as the amount of memory granted to the VM, the number of cores, the virtualized paging method, and the list of virtual devices assigned to the VM. The configuration file also specifies the paths of any binary data files needed by the VM. The configuration syntax allows arbitrary syntaxes for any sub tag options. Thus a virtual device can have an arbitrary set of configuration parameters that are passed directly to the device implementation. This means that the core configuration implementation does no syntax checking other than to ensure that the configuration is specified with a valid XML format.
2.2.3 Execution process

The host OS is responsible for booting the physical machine, establishing basic drivers and other simple kernel functionality, and creating a kernel thread to run each Palacios core. Palacios reads a description of the desired guest configuration, and calls back into the host OS to allocate physical resources. Having the resources, Palacios establishes the initial contents of the VM control structures available on the hardware (a VMCB for SVM, and a VMCS for VT), an initial set of intercepts, and an initial memory map. It maps into the guest’s physical address space a copy of the BOCHS ROM and VGA BIOSes [52]. It then uses the SVM or VT hardware features to launch the guest, starting the guest in legacy real mode identical to a real hardware environment. The guest context begins executing at what looks to it like a processor reset, which results in an entry into the BIOS image mapped into the guest’s memory space. The BIOS handles the first stage of the guest OS boot process: initializing hardware devices, loading a boot sector from some storage medium, and jumping to it.

2.3 Core architecture

Palacios is an OS independent VMM, and as such is designed to be easily portable to diverse host operating systems. Palacios integrates with a host OS through a minimal and explicitly defined functional interface that the host OS is responsible for supporting. Furthermore, the interface is modularized so that a host environment can decide its own level of support and integration. Palacios is designed to be internally modular and extensible and provides common interfaces for registering event handlers for common operations. Figure 2.2 illustrates the Palacios architecture.

Palacios fully supports concurrent operation, both in the form of multicore guests as well as multiplexing guests on the same core or across multiple cores. Concurrency is
Figure 2.2: High level architecture of Palacios. Palacios consists of configurable components that can be selectively enabled. The architecture is designed to allow extensibility via event routing mechanisms.
achieved with a combination of local interrupt masking and host OS provided synchronization primitives. The behavior of the synchronization primitives is dependent on the host OS, for instance waiting on a lock can be done via either busy waiting or sleeping. The primitives are available to Palacios via a set of OS interface hooks that export a mutex style interface.

2.3.1 VM exits and entries

As explained in Section 2.1 VMMs are primarily designed as event dispatch loops that trap exceptional events that occur while a VM is executing. This means that a guest executes just as it would natively on real hardware until an exceptional condition occurs. The occurrence of an exceptional condition causes a VM exit. On a VM exit, the context of the guest OS is saved, the context of the host OS kernel (where Palacios is running) is restored, and execution returns to Palacios. Palacios handles the exit and then executes a VM entry, which saves the host OS context, restores the guest context, and then resumes execution at the guest instruction where the VM exit occurred. As part of the VM exit, hardware interrupts may be delivered to the host OS. As part of the VM entry, software-generated interrupts (virtual interrupts) may be delivered to the guest. This architecture allows Palacios to virtualize a subset of the hardware resources in a way that is completely transparent to the guest environment. At a very high level, the Palacios kernel thread handling the guest looks like this:

```c
guest_context = processor_reset_context;

while (1) {
    disable_host_interrupts();
}```
By far, the bulk of the Palacios code is involved in handling exits.

The notion of exceptional conditions that cause VM exits is critical to understand. Exceptional conditions are generally referred to either as exit conditions (Intel) or intercepts (AMD). The hardware defines a wide range of possible conditions. For example: writing or reading a control register, taking a page fault, taking a hardware interrupt, executing a privileged instruction, reading or writing a particular I/O port or MSR, etc. Palacios decides which of these possible conditions merits an exit from the guest. The hardware is responsible for exiting to Palacios when any of the selected conditions occur. Palacios is then responsible for handling those exits.

The above description is somewhat oversimplified, as there is actually a third context involved, the shadow context. It is important now to explain what is meant by each of host context, guest context, and shadow context. The host context is the context of the host OS kernel thread running Palacios. The guest context is the context which the guest VM believes it is running in. This includes register contents, internal CPU state, control structures and registers, as well as the actual software state of any code running in the VM. Code executing in the guest context has full access to change any part of the guest context, though it should be noted that certain changes can trigger VM exits. The important part to
keep in mind is that the guest context is actually abstract. It is only the context that the guest thinks it has, not the context that is actually instantiated. The actual context which is used to execute a VM is called the shadow context. The shadow context includes the execution state of a guest that is actually loaded onto the hardware. That is the shadow context is the actual processor context that is being used when the guest is running. This means that the guest does not really run in guest context, it just thinks it does. In reality, it is the shadow context, which is fully managed by Palacios, that runs the guest environment. This separation of the guest and shadow context is what makes hardware virtualization support necessary. The hardware is configured to cause a VM exit whenever a guest attempts to change an important component of the guest context. This VM exit traps into Palacios (the host context) where its operation is emulated such that the modification appears to occur in the guest context, while a modified version of the operation is executed on the shadow context. The reasoning behind this will become apparent during the discussion of shadow paging.

2.3.2 Resource hooks

During normal operation it is common for a guest to attempt to interact with the guest context in a manner that cannot be fully captured by the shadow context. In other words the guest will try to access a hardware component for which the hardware does not support a shadow version. This can include things such as hardware devices, special control registers, or specially handled memory regions. When such an event occurs, the only recourse is to emulate its behavior inside the VMM. To facilitate this common behavior, Palacios provides an extensive interface to allow VMM components to register to receive and handle these guest events.

Special handlers are implemented in Palacios to emulate the operations involving resources such as MSRs and CPUIDs, as well as hypercalls. Each of these resources is
actually a collection of resources, with an associated unique ID used to determine which MSR or which CPUID is being operated on. A special handler framework is implemented for each resource, that allows a VMM component to register itself as a handler for a specific resource ID. When a handler is registered, it includes a set of callback functions which are called whenever the resource needs to be emulated. When an operation is performed such as an RDMSR or WRMSR, the framework determines the appropriate handler for the MSR in question, and invokes the callback functions to handle the emulation.

Because Palacios is capable of trapping and emulating such a large number of possible actions both inside and outside of the guest execution context, it is fully capable of emulating a wide range of possible behaviors. This functionality makes it possible to construct a large and diverse set of different guest environments.

2.4 Memory architecture

Achieving decent performance in a VM requires efficient virtualization of the guest environment’s memory address space. All modern OSes already include support for a single address virtualization layer, referred to as virtual memory. In this case an OS uses page tables loaded in hardware to automatically translate virtual memory addresses to physical addresses that are used to access physical memory. These page tables are structured as a tree hierarchy that is indexed via specific segments of the virtual address being translated. This translation is performed automatically by hardware, and includes a number of optimizations including a special cache called a Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB). Much of the complexity needed in a VMM architecture is a result of having to virtualize this address translation hardware.

A VMM cannot allow the guest to establish a virtual address mapping to any physical address, as this could allow the guest to conflict with Palacios, the host OS, or other guests.
At the same time, VMMs must maintain the illusion that the guest is running, by itself, on an actual machine in which mappings to any physical address are permitted. This requires a new memory address abstraction layer that is located between the physical hardware and what the guest perceives as hardware. Conceptually, this new abstraction is implemented using two levels of memory address mappings. Virtual addresses in the guest (“guest virtual addresses”) map to “physical” addresses in the guest (“guest physical addresses”) using the guest’s page tables, and these guest physical addresses map to “host physical addresses” (real physical addresses) using a separates set of page tables created by the VMM.

There are two standard methods for VMMs to implement this new virtualized paging abstraction. The first method, required by the early versions of SVM and VT, is called shadow paging, and requires the VMM to fully emulate the address translation hardware in software. The second method, introduced in current versions of SVM and VT, is called nested paging, and uses new hardware extensions to perform the additional address translation directly in hardware.

I will now discuss in more detail how Palacios virtualizes a guest environments memory address space, as well as examine how Palacios implements both shadow and nested paging.

2.4.1 Memory map

Palacios maintains its own representation of the mapping between guest physical addresses and host physical addresses, which will be referred to as the memory map. This memory map separates the actual address translation mapping from the architectural representation used for either shadow or nested paging. This memory map contains the translations between every guest physical address and the corresponding host physical address that has been allocated by Palacios. As shown in Figure 2.4.1, the memory map is designed to be as
Figure 2.3: The Palacios memory map architecture. Guest memory is contained in a single preallocated physically contiguous memory region. Additional memory regions can be specified and stored in a red black tree. These sub regions provide guest memory redirections as well as emulated memory regions via memory hooks.
efficient as possible in both the space and time domains. This means that the data structures needed for the map are compact and translation lookups can be done very quickly.

The most important aspect of Palacios’ memory management system is that guest memory is preallocated in a single physically contiguous chunk. This means that at the basic level, a guest's memory address space is a single block that is located at some offset in the host’s physical memory space. Memory translations are thus accomplished by simply adding a single offset value to every guest physical address. This contiguous chunk of memory is referred to as the base memory region, and is responsible for the translations corresponding to the vast majority of all guest memory accesses.

While a single memory segment is capable of handling most address translations, most guest environments require special handling for a small set of specific address ranges. These ranges belong to such things as emulated devices that are accessed via memory mapped I/O, as well as special mappings for physical devices that the guest has been given direct access to. To support these special ranges, Palacios implements a second memory map that is overlaid onto the base memory region. This overlay map is implemented as an ordered red black tree keyed to the lowest guest physical address contained in a region. It should be noted that generally the contents of this red black tree are very few in number, generally no more than 5 for standard guest environments. These regions use the same data structure as the base region, and include the size of the region, the guest physical address it maps from, and the host physical address it maps to.

Address translations are accomplished by first performing a lookup of a guest physical address in the overlay map. If a special region containing that address is found it is returned to the caller. If the address is not contained in any special region, the lookup falls through and the base memory region is returned. It is possible to also create special regions that have no corresponding host physical addresses. These regions instead contain a reference to a special function handler that is called whenever an address in that region
is accessed. The most common use case for these regions is a memory hook, in which the VMM emulates the accessing operation in software. Memory hooks will be discussed in more detail later.

2.4.2 Shadow paging

As stated earlier, some hardware features are not directly supported by the SVM and VT hardware virtualization extensions, which requires a VMM architecture to implement a special shadow context to ensure correct execution. Early versions of these extensions lacked this support for paging features, and so required that page tables be implemented inside the shadow context. This approach is commonly referred to as Shadow Paging. Palacios supports shadow paging as the default virtual paging mechanism, since it is guaranteed to be supported by all CPU versions.

Shadow paging is implemented via a second set of page tables that exist in the shadow context. These are the page tables that are actually loaded into hardware when a guest begins executing. These shadow page tables map guest virtual addresses directly to host physical addresses, as configured in the VM’s memory map. These shadow page tables are generated via a translation process of the guest page tables (the page tables located in the guest context). Recall that the guest page tables translate guest virtual addresses to guest physical addresses, which are not valid memory locations since the guest memory space is located at some offset in physical memory. Therefore when a guest attempts to activate its set of guest page tables, the operation is trapped into a VMM where a set of shadow page tables is loaded into the hardware instead. Furthermore, any changes made to the guest’s page tables are trapped by Palacios, which makes corresponding changes to the shadow page tables. This propagation of information happens through two mechanisms: page faults and reads/writes to paging-related control registers, both of which cause VM exits.
The core idea behind Palacios’s current shadow paging support is that it is designed to act as a virtual TLB. When a guest initially loads a new set of page tables, it is trapped by Palacios which instead loads an empty page table into hardware. This is equivalent to a TLB flush operation that occurs whenever page tables are switched on real hardware. As the guest continues to execute, it accesses memory addresses that trigger page faults, due to the lack of any page table entries. These page faults are trapped by Palacios, which in turn must update the shadow page tables to allow the access to succeed. This is done by first determining the virtual address causing the page fault, and then looking up the guest’s page table entry associated with that virtual address. This guest page table entry includes a guest physical address that must be translated to a host physical address via a lookup in the VM’s memory map. Once the host physical address is located, the page permissions are reconciled between the guest page table entries and the permissions included in the memory map. This information is then used to generate a shadow page table entry that is accessible by the hardware. This behavior is consistent with the behavior of a hardware TLB.

Of course, some page faults need to be handled by the guest itself, and so a page fault (on the shadow page tables) which causes an exit may result in the handler delivering a page fault (based on the guest page tables) to the guest. For example, a page table entry in the guest may be marked as not present because the corresponding page has been swapped to disk. An access to that page would result in a hardware page fault, which would result in a VM exit. The handler would notice that the shadow page table entry was in sync with the guest, and therefore the guest needed to handle the fault. It would then assert that a page fault for the guest physical address that originally faulted should be injected into the guest on the next entry. This injection would then cause the guest’s page fault handler to run, where it would presumably schedule a read of the page from disk.
2.4.3 Nested paging

More recent CPUs actually include hardware support for virtualized paging. This support takes the form of a second layer of page tables that translates from guest physical addresses to host physical addresses. This is commonly known as Nested Paging. Nested paging requires $n^2$ page table lookups in hardware to translate first from a guest virtual address to a guest physical address, and finally from a guest physical address to a host physical address. In essence nested page tables are a direct hardware representation of the VM's memory map that is readable by the CPU. This allows a guest OS to directly load its own page tables and handle most page faults without requiring VM exits to first determine if shadow page table updates are necessary. Unfortunately this requires an additional hardware cost for each page table lookup, since it now must traverse two page tables instead of just one. The impacts this has on performance are well documented, and several potential solutions have been proposed [9, 34]. In general the software complexity needed for nested paging is considerably less than for shadow paging.

2.5 I/O architecture and virtual devices

There are generally three types of devices in modern x86 based systems. The first set of devices are those that have collectively come to define the x86 hardware platform. These devices include components such as interrupt controllers, hardware timers, northbridge, and southbridge chipsets. Because this set of devices will always be present in any system, modern OSes have all been designed around the assumption that they will be available. The second set of devices are almost as common as the first type but are not necessarily required. These devices include the PCI and IDE buses, and generally serve as interconnects which other devices use to interface with the OS and other devices. While these devices are not necessarily required for the OS to function correctly, their absence would introduce
severe limitations on OS functionality. The final set of devices is made up of a very diverse collection of hardware. These include common I/O devices such as network and graphics cards. Each of these devices exists as a non standard component that can only be accessed via a specific and often proprietary interface. While the first two types of devices are designed according to well established standards, the final set of devices generally have no standard interface at all. It should be noted that the majority of hardware devices fall into the third group.

The differentiation in types of devices is very important for VMMs. In order for a VMM to provide a virtual environment that is capable of supporting a standard OS, it must include the first set of devices that the OS expects to find. A VMM must also support the second type of devices if it intends to support OSes that provide more than just a very basic set of features. Finally to support most of the features available in an OS, such as a file system and network connectivity, the VMM must provide at least a limited set of devices from the third set. That is the VMM must provide at least one virtual network card, and at least one type of block storage device. Furthermore, because hardware virtualization extensions currently support virtualization of the CPU and only very limited virtualization of devices, the VMM itself must handle the virtualization of each of the required devices, typically through emulation. Every full featured VMM currently available includes a set of virtual devices, that meets the criteria listed above. Palacios follows this pattern by including a set of emulated devices consisting of common hardware components. Each of the devices included with Palacios has been implemented from scratch as part of the project.

Due to the fact that virtualized devices are so important to the operation of a virtualized guest OS, Palacios provides an extensive support for incorporating virtual devices into the system. This support consists of a framework that exports a set of common interfaces which allow virtual devices to easily be integrated into the code base as well as instantiated
and configured for any VM.

The virtual device interface itself includes specific support for each of the device classes I have described. Because the first class of required devices interacts closely with the virtual environment, these devices are designed to interact directly with the core VMM through specialized interfaces designed specifically for each device. The second class of interconnect devices each export their own interface to allow other devices to connect to them. For instance the emulated PCI bus provides a number of different functions to allow other devices to register themselves onto the bus. Finally, the third type of devices are designed to focus purely on data transfer, and are designed to allow the utmost flexibility in how the data transfer is accomplished.

Each device from the third set is architected using a split device model. This architecture allows the separation of the actual device interface from the mechanisms used to actually transfer the data. This allows a large degree of flexibility in how virtual devices are actually implemented by the VMM. The device frontend implements the actual emulation of the hardware interface. It is the frontend that the guest actually interacts with directly by sending control commands and receiving interrupts. The device backend implements the actual data transfer, and interacts with the frontend via standard interfaces implemented for each general class of device. For instance, storage devices transfer data using read and write functions that operate on parameters that include the offset and length of the data on the actual storage medium. The underlying method used by the backend to transfer data is fully independent of the frontend behavior, and can be implemented in any number of ways. For example, Palacios supports virtual ATA disk devices via a virtualized IDE bus. The disk frontend implements a fully implemented ATA command interface, and translates each transfer command into a general read/write operation. These read/write functions are implemented in a set of backends which can either operate on an in memory ramdisk image, over network to a remote disk, or to a disk image located on a local file
system. This split architecture allows a wide variety of device behaviors to be implemented using generic interfaces that do not have to implement full hardware specifications.

The current list of included virtual devices is (not including device backends):

- NVRAM and RTC
- Keyboard/Mouse [PS2]
- Programmable Interrupt Controller (PIC) [based on Intel 8259]
- Programmable Interval Timer (PIT) [based on Intel 8024]
- PCI Bus
- Multi Channel IDE BUS [ATA/ATAPI command support]
- Local APIC / IOAPIC
- Northbridge [based on Intel 440FX chipset]
- Southbridge [based on Intel PIIX 3]
- Serial Port [Based on generic UART spec]

**VirtIO** Palacios supports a suite of virtual devices based on the Linux VirtIO interface [82]. VirtIO is a minimalist device interface designed specifically for virtualized software environments. VirtIO devices are structured as a set of ring buffers located inside a guest’s address space. These ring buffers store DMA descriptors which a virtual device uses to transfer data. VirtIO is a general framework which can be used by many classes of virtual devices. The Linux kernel includes drivers for VirtIO based network, block, console and balloon devices. Palacios includes support for the standard set of Linux VirtIO devices, and also uses VirtIO to implement more specific devices.
Virtual device interface  The implementation of virtual devices in Palacios is facilitated by its virtualized paging, I/O port hooking, and interrupt injection support. Palacios’s shadow paging support provides the ability to associate (“hook”) arbitrary regions of guest physical memory addresses with software handlers that are linked with Palacios. This is the mechanism used to enable memory-mapped virtual devices. Palacios handles the details of dealing with the arbitrary instructions that can generate memory addresses on x86. Similarly, Palacios allows software handlers to be hooked to I/O ports in the guest, and it handles the details of the different kinds of I/O port instructions the guest could use. This is the mechanism used to support I/O-space mapped virtual devices. As we previously discussed, Palacios handlers can intercept hardware interrupts, and can inject interrupts into the guest. This provides the mechanism needed for interrupt-driven devices.

I will now explain the registration and configuration process used by the device framework. The resource hook interfaces will be explained in later in Section 2.5.2.

Each device in Palacios is instantiated only in response to its existence in a VM’s configuration file. Each guest configuration includes a special section that includes an enumeration of the devices the guest will use as well as their associated configuration options. Each device is defined using a subtree in the XML configuration file which is passed directly to the device implementation. This means that every device can include its own configuration parameters and not rely on a global configuration syntax. This allows a large degree of configurability in device behavior, as each device can include special options in an ad hoc manner. The only constant configuration syntax is the top level tag which specifies the global device type. When a VM is being initialized, Palacios iterates over these tags and performs a lookup of the global device type. This lookup returns the device descriptor which is used to instantiate the device and connect it to the new VM.

When the device’s initialization function is called it is responsible for creating a device instance and attaching it to the VM. This is done by first calling \texttt{v3\_allocate\_device()},
which takes as arguments a device ID, a collection of function pointers which define
the generic virtual device interface, and an opaque pointer used to store instance spe-
cific state. This function returns a pointer to the newly created device in the form of a
`struct vm_device *` data type. Once the device has been allocated, it must be at-
tached to the VM context via a call to `v3_attach_device()` whose arguments are the
pointer returned from `v3_allocate_device` and the VM context it is being attached
to.

2.5.1 Interrupts

All modern hardware devices rely heavily on hardware generated interrupts in order to
function correctly. Interrupts are used to signal the OS that some event occurred, such
as a network packet arrival or the completion of a particular I/O operation. Interrupts
themselves are differentiated by an index value that is generally uniquely assigned to each
hardware device. The guest OS is responsible for providing a special handler for each
interrupt that reacts to the event that occurred. For instance, when an interrupt occurs for a
received packet from a network card, the interrupt handler copies the received packet into
a memory buffer. Obviously, interrupts are an integral component of all modern hardware
devices, so any VMM must include some facility to inject interrupts into a running guest OS.

Interrupt delivery in the presence of a VMM like Palacios introduces some complexity.
Both Intel and AMD include extensive support for virtualizing both hardware and soft-
ware interrupts. This allows a VMM a large degree of freedom in how it responds to actual
physical interrupts as well as how it forwards interrupts to the guest context. Palacios is
currently designed to automatically exit whenever any hardware interrupt (IRQ) occurs.
This exit occurs before any IRQ acknowledgment occurs, so once Palacios exits the inter-
rupt is still pending in the host context. Therefore, as soon as Palacios re-enables interrupts
following the exit, control is vectored to the host operating system’s interrupt handler. This is necessary to ensure that the host OS is capable of responding to hardware events in a timely manner.

Palacios supports a wide variety of interrupt sources. For instance interrupts injected into a guest may originate from a virtual device implementation, a core VMM component, or an actual hardware device. To support all of these possibilities, Palacios includes a general framework that allows any VMM component to raise any possible interrupt. In practice this is rarely used, and interrupts are instead injected via secondary interfaces. This interface routes interrupts through emulated interrupt controller hardware, and tracks the interrupt vectors that are waiting to be injected. Before each VM entry, Palacios queries the interrupt framework to determine if there are any pending interrupts that need to be injected. If so, Palacios configures the entry state of the guest to perform a hardware injection of the appropriate interrupt. Both SVM and VT provide support for injecting virtualized interrupts in such a way as they appear to be actual hardware interrupts inside the guest context. The hardware automatically vectors control of the VM to the appropriate interrupt handler defined by the guest OS. A very similar mechanism is used to inject hardware exceptions.

It is important to note that raising an interrupt in Palacios does not guarantee that the associated guest interrupt handler will be called immediately upon the next VM entry. Raising an interrupt in Palacios only marks it as pending, with the actual injection dependent on a number of situations. For instance, when an interrupt is actually injected into the guest depends on the guest’s current configuration of the interrupt controller hardware, whether it has interrupts disabled, and the priorities of other pending interrupts.

In order to allow direct access to a device from a VM, Palacios also supports an interface that allows particular hardware interrupts to be forwarded directly to the guest context. This interface is part of the external interface implemented by the host OS. The current im-
plementation requires that Palacios explicitly forward the interrupt to the guest, instead of reconfiguring the hardware to handle it. These interrupts are treated exactly the same as virtual interrupts, and use the framework described above.

**Host events**

Virtual devices implemented in Palacios are fully capable of configuring physical interrupts to be routed to Palacios via callback functions. For example, a virtual keyboard controller device could hook interrupts for the physical keyboard so that it receives keystroke data. The Palacios convention, however, is generally to avoid direct interrupt hooking for virtual devices. Instead, we typically have virtual devices export custom callback functions that can then be called in the relevant place in the host, at the host’s convenience. For example, our keyboard controller virtual device is implemented as follows. When the physical keyboard controller notes a key-up or key-down event, it generates an interrupt. This interrupt causes an exit to Palacios. This interrupt then triggers the handler implemented inside the host OS’ keyboard device driver. The driver reads the keyboard controller, and returns the keystroke data to the host OS. The host OS determines whether the keystroke was meant for one of its own processes or a Palacios VM. Any keystroke data meant for a VM is delivered directly to Palacios where it is forwarded to the emulated keyboard device. Upon receiving the data, the virtual device updates its internal state and raises the appropriate virtual interrupt through Palacios. This will then trigger the guest’s keyboard interrupt handler, which will then read the keystroke from the virtual device.

The host event framework is the interface that enables a host OS to forward higher level events, such as a full keystroke, into Palacios. The framework implements a publish/subscribe mechanism where the host OS publishes an event that is then delivered to every Palacios component that has subscribed to it. Currently, Palacios supports keyboard, mouse, and timer event notifications. These events must be generated from inside the host
OS, and currently target specific virtual devices that forward the interactive events to a VM.

2.5.2 Emulated I/O

Modern hardware devices implement three common mechanisms that can be used to control a device and transfer data between it and the OS. These three mechanisms are memory mapped I/O, Direct Memory Access (DMA), and I/O ports. Each of these interfaces must be fully virtualized and emulated in order to support a complete virtual device framework. Palacios handles the emulation details for these operations, and translates them into standard callback procedures that are individually implemented by each device. This allows virtual devices to associate a given software handler to each I/O port and memory region in use by the device. Each device typically “hooks” a common set of either I/O ports or memory regions to enable interaction with the guest OS. For many devices these ports and regions are generally at well known locations and so are often hardcoded into the devices implementation. For other devices, the virtual PCI device handles the allocation and registration of the I/O ports and memory regions used by a device.

DMA operations, the first method of device interaction, are left to each device to implement internally. The reason for this is that they consist entirely of simple memory copies to/from guest physical memory. Palacios provides an address translation interface that allows a device to easily generate a host address from a given guest address. Therefore, all that is needed to implement a DMA operation is a translation from the guest physical address given in a DMA descriptor to a host virtual address that can be operated on directly by the virtual device implementation. The DMA operation is then typically achieved via a `memcpy()` function, which does not warrant further discussion. Instead the remainder of this section will focus on I/O ports and memory mapped I/O.
I/O ports

I/O ports are the traditional x86 method of interacting with hardware devices. The x86 architecture includes a 16-bit I/O address space (the addresses are called I/O ports) that is accessed with a special set of IN and OUT instructions. These IN/OUT instructions operate on small amounts of data loaded to and from registers. As such, I/O ports are more suitable for device configuration and control instead of actual data transfer. Even though most new devices are moving to memory mapped I/O, I/O ports are still used by a number of common devices. It is thus necessary to allow virtual devices the ability to use I/O ports for communication with a guest OS.

Palacios provides an interface whereby a device can register itself as a handler for a given set of I/O ports. This process is called I/O hooking, and involves hooking a pair of software handlers to a specific I/O port. In this manner, whenever the guest OS performs an IN or OUT operation on a I/O port, that operation is translated to a read or write function call to a specified handler. Each handler is responsible for emulating whatever action the I/O operation was meant to accomplish.

The I/O hook interface consists of a registration function, and a set of read and write handlers. For each port that is to be hooked, a call is made to v3_hook_io_port which takes as arguments the port number and two function pointers referring to the read/write handlers. Each guest I/O operation will result in one call to the appropriate read/write function, where the read handles IN instructions (reading data into the guest) and the write handles OUT instructions (writing data from the guest). Palacios also supports the dynamic hooking and unhooking of I/O ports, since some devices (such as PCI) allow an OS to remap I/O ports between devices.

The actual translation and emulation of the I/O operations is accomplished by Palacios before the handlers are called. Furthermore, once the handlers return, Palacios updates
the guest register state to reflect any side effect of the operation such as loading a value from a device into a guest hardware register. This is relatively easy because virtualized I/O operations generally enjoy a large amount of hardware support via the virtualization extensions, such as operand decoding. The hooks themselves are stored in a red-black tree that is keyed to the port number associated with each hook, which allows fast hook lookups. When the guest performs an I/O operation, the hardware is able to determine whether or not an exit should occur (SVM allows VM exits to be configured per port). Palacios will then dispatch the exit to the generic I/O handlers, which will query the list of hooks to find the appropriate callback functions. Palacios then translates the I/O operation to an appropriate read or write call that is dispatched to the appropriate hook callback function. Once the operation is handled, Palacios ensures that the guest state is updated to reflect a successful emulation of the operation.

**Memory mapped I/O**

The second I/O method consists of memory mapped operations in the guest’s address space. Memory mapped I/O relies on the actual hardware to reroute memory operations in a given address range to an associated device. This allows an OS to configure a device using standard memory instructions, instead of the specialized IN/OUT operations. This is beneficial because it allows a larger configuration space that can be manipulated using standard memory operations. Unfortunately, while memory mapped I/O is easier to use in an OS, it is much harder to handle in a VMM. There are a number of reasons for this, such as an increased number of potential instructions performing the I/O operation, and a larger address space which they can operate in. Because of this increased complexity, both VT and SVM provide minimal support for these operations relative to port based I/O.

Conceptually, the behavior of a memory mapped I/O operation is almost identical to a I/O port operation, when viewed from a virtual devices viewpoint. Both operations are hid-
den behind a *hook* abstraction, that allows a virtual device to register a set of read and write handlers to a given region of guest memory. Whenever a guest performs an operation on the region a VM exit occurs, wherein Palacios decodes and translates the operation into one of the two function handlers associated with the memory hook. The registration and handlers are essentially the same: Hooks are registered via either `v3_hook_full_mem()` or `v3_hook_write_mem()` (whose differences will be discussed shortly), and are invoked through either a read or write callback function.

The underlying framework that enables memory hooks is rather complex and consists of components that support hook registration, memory operation trapping, instruction decoding, and instruction emulation. The basic building block for memory hooks is the 4KB memory page due to the fact that the memory hook framework is based around the virtualized paging infrastructure. For every memory hook registered with Palacios, at least one guest physical memory page is reserved for hooked operations. These pages are treated as a special case by the virtualized paging system, and configured to always generate a page fault when they are accessed. These page faults are trapped by Palacios which then translates the operation to be dispatched to the hook’s callback functions.

The memory hooked pages are managed by Palacios’ memory map and virtualized paging system. When a memory hook is created, a new memory region is created in the memory map that includes the range of pages associated with the hook. These regions are tagged as being hooked regions, which the paging system uses when constructing either the shadow or nested page tables. As stated earlier there are two types of memory hooks: write only hooks which only trap write operations but allow read operations to proceed without emulation, and full hooks where both read and write operations are fully emulated by Palacios. Page table entries associated with full memory hooks are marked as not present, which forces a VM exit due to a page fault whenever the memory is read or written. Memory write hooks retain an actual page of memory which the guest can read
directly from, however these pages are marked as read-only so any write operation will trigger an exiting page fault. As described in Section 2.4, when Palacios detects a page fault has occurred, it performs a lookup in the memory map to determine whether any action needs to be taken by the VMM. If it finds that a hooked page is being accessed, it begins the translation and emulation process.

I will now describe the implementation of a write operation performed on a hooked memory region, a read operation is simply the inverse of the steps I describe below. In order to determine what action is being performed on the hooked memory region, Palacios must first decode and then emulate the instruction which caused the fault. The decode phase is handled by the integrated Xed [60] instruction decoder. The decoder is used to return the instruction type as well as memory addresses for each of the instruction’s operands. Note that the entire guest state has been copied into host memory at this point, so register operands can be referenced via a pointer to the in memory version of the registers. Once the instruction and operands have been determined Palacios must then emulate the instruction to determine what the final value would be. This emulation is necessary because not all memory references are simple MOV operations, they can include arithmetic and boolean operators among many others. The emulation is accomplished using an emulation framework which performs the operation on the in memory versions of the decoded operands. Once the final value has been determined it is passed as an argument to the hooks write callback function, along with the guest address of the operation. This allows a virtual device handling the hooked operations to determine exactly what operation was performed on the hardware device being implemented. For a read operation the above steps are the same with the difference being that the callback function is called first to read the value used in the memory operation. Once this value has been read from the virtual device, the faulting instruction is emulated using that returned value. Once the memory operation has been fully handled, execution is returned to the guest.
Similar to the I/O port hooks, memory hooks can be dynamically hooked and unhooked. This is a bit more complicated for memory than I/O ports, as it requires an invalidation of any existing page tables which have been previously configured based on the initial hook configuration. In shadow paging this requires deleting all of the shadow page tables, as the only alternative is an exhaustive search for any entry pointing to the hooked regions. Nested paging simply requires a TLB invalidation of the nested page table entry referring to the hooked regions.

**Passthrough I/O**

In addition to hooking memory locations or I/O ports, it is also possible in Palacios to allow a guest to have direct access, without exits, to given physical memory locations or I/O ports. This, combined with the ability to revector hardware interrupts back into the guest, makes it possible to assign particular physical I/O devices directly to particular guests. While this can achieve maximum I/O performance (because minimal VM exits occur) and maximum flexibility (because no host device driver or Palacios virtual device is needed), it requires that (a) the guest be mapped so that its guest physical addresses align with the host physical addresses the I/O device uses, and (b) that we trust the guest not to ask the device to read or write memory the guest does not own. A full description of Passthrough I/O will be presented in Chapter 5.

### 2.6 Currently supported host operating systems

As I mentioned, one of the central design goals of Palacios to implement an OS independent VMM that is widely compatible with a large collection of host operating systems. So far Palacios has been integrated into a significant set of diverse OSes by myself and others.

The initial OS we targeted was a very small and simple teaching OS called GeekOS.
GeekOS provides only the very basic services required by an OS, and as such proved to be an ideal candidate for our initial development effort. Because GeekOS had so few moving parts as it were, we were able to very easily modify and extend it to support Palacios. In essence it did just enough to boot the machine, and then got completely out of the way. By starting with GeekOS I was able to see early on that a fully featured VMM architecture could very well be designed with minimal requirements of the host OS it is integrated into. The compatibility and OS independent nature of Palacios can be traced directly to its origins as an extension to GeekOS.

The second OS Palacios was integrated with was the Kitten lightweight kernel developed at Sandia National Labs. Kitten is a new OS borrowing heavily from the Linux codebase, but focused on HPC and supercomputing environments. The integration of Palacios and Kitten was done over two days at a joint development meeting between the Kitten and V3VEE developers. Kitten is a minimalistic OS, with slightly more features than GeekOS. The integration with Kitten firmly cemented design of the minimal OS interface as well as the decision to package Palacios as a static library that can be linked into an OS during compilation. Kitten is currently the primary development OS for Palacios.

Recently, Palacios has been integrated into the latest version of MINIX. MINIX is a full featured OS designed for commodity environments, and as such provides a platform for many of the advanced features in Palacios. These include such things as the socket and file system interfaces.

Finally, there is an ongoing effort among a group of Northwestern undergraduate students to integrate Palacios into current versions of the Linux kernel. While this is still in an early stage of development, its possibility serves to demonstrate that Palacios is capable of running in a very diverse range of host OS environments.
2.7 Contributors

Palacios is a large project with many contributors spread across Northwestern University, the University of New Mexico, Sandia National Labs, and several other sites. While I have been the primary designer and developer, Palacios would hardly be where it is today without the contributions, advice, and guidance of many others. Everyone who has been a part of this project has my sincere gratitude. The following is a list of the main contributors.

Much of the original core of Palacios, including the low level hardware support, was originally developed in close collaboration with my advisor, Peter Dinda. He is also responsible for numerous bug fixes, architectural decisions, and component implementations including the keyboard, mouse, NVRAM, and RTC devices.

Patrick Bridges has been the source of countless pieces of advice and guidance, bug fixes, and getting Palacios to run on new hardware environments.

Many other graduate students have also been involved in Palacios’ design. The original virtual PCI bus was implemented by Lei Xia and Chang Bae. The port of VNET into Palacios involved Lei Xia, Zheng Cui, and Yuan Tang, which included the VNET routing core, the VirtIO based virtual network devices, and Dom0 guest support. Lei Xia also did much of the early work to incorporate the XED decoding library. The first virtual IDE layer was implemented by Zheng Cui. Chang Bae explored the use of shadow paging optimizations.

The collaboration with the Kitten developers has been a large part of the project from very early on. Kevin Pedretti and Trammell Hudson in particular have been a tremendous source of help in working on the Palacios/Kitten interface, tracking down bugs, and offering much advice on large scale system development.

Numerous undergraduates have also contributed to the design of Palacios. Andy Gocke implemented the original support for Intel’s VT extensions. Philip Soltero has fixed a
number of bugs, built multiple guest environment configurations, and performed numerous performance studies. Steven Jaconette built the direct paging framework as well as the virtual CGA console device together with Rob Deloatch. The virtual serial port emulation was completed by Rumou Duan. Jason Lee, Madhav Suresh, and Brad Weinberger are currently working on the port of Palacios to Linux. And many others have contributed reference implementations and exploratory work. Matt Wojcik and Peter Kamm worked on networking support for our early targeted host OS.

Externally, Erik van der Kouwe has ported Palacios to MINIX, contributed the console interface, and sent along numerous bug fixes.

2.8 Conclusion

This chapter has introduced the design and implementation of the Palacios virtual machine monitor. Palacios is an OS independent embeddable VMM architecture, that is widely portable to many environments. Palacios has been deployed on a wide range of hardware including supercomputers, HPC clusters, and commodity desktop hardware. Palacios has also been ported to a wide range of different host environments such as the Kitten lightweight kernel, MINIX, and Linux. Palacios is very configurable, allowing it to target specific environments, and includes many optional features that can be deployed as needed. Palacios is also thoroughly extensible, allowing new virtual environments to be implemented and deployed relatively easily.

The nature of Palacios makes it an ideal candidate for deployment on HPC systems. In order to evaluate Palacios as an HPC VMM we have collaborated with Sandia National Laboratories, and analyzed Palacios running on the RedStorm Cray XT supercomputer. The next chapter will detail the results of this evaluation.
Chapter 3  

Palacios as an HPC VMM

As explained earlier, one of the primary design goals for Palacios was to create a VMM architecture that could effectively virtualize high performance computing resources. HPC environments pose many challenges for system designers that are not seen in commodity systems. Extremely large scales and tightly integrated parallel execution are very sensitive to small performance losses. In fact, minor performance loss at only a single node can result in ripple effects across the entire system. Systems that are not specifically designed to achieve tightly coupled scalability will not be able to effectively function in these environments.

HPC is a ripe area for virtualization because there is a substantial amount of interest in using virtualization features to improve the reliability, maintainability, and usability of HPC resources. While there has been effort put into adapting existing virtualization tools for HPC environments, no virtualization architecture has yet been designed specifically for this area.

There are two standard approaches for building VMM architectures. The first approach is to build an OS service that runs in the context of a host OS. The second design relies on a hypervisor architecture, where the VMM has full control over hardware, and implements minimal OS services such that all applications must run inside a VM. Current host
OS based architectures target commodity environments that are running full featured commodity operating systems. This requires that any system running these tools must also run a large OS, such as Linux. This approach is untenable on large scale systems due to the poor scalability that commodity operating systems exhibit. Second, virtualized architectures that implement their own hypervisor such as Xen and VMWare ESX do not allow native execution for any OS. This means that every application running on these systems must execute inside a virtual context with all the associated overheads. Palacios is the first VMM architecture designed to integrate with a lightweight kernel host OS.

3.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the use of Palacios as a high performance virtual machine monitor (VMM) architecture embedded into Kitten, a high performance supercomputing operating system (OS). Together, Palacios and Kitten provide a flexible, high performance virtualized system software platform for HPC systems. This platform broadens the applicability and usability of HPC systems by:

- providing access to advanced virtualization features such as migration, full system checkpointing, and debugging;
- allowing system owners to support a wider range of applications and to more easily support legacy applications and programming models when changing the underlying hardware platform;
- enabling system users to incrementally port their codes from small-scale development systems to large-scale supercomputer systems while carefully balancing their performance and system software service requirements with application porting effort; and
providing system hardware and software architects with a platform for exploring hardware and system software enhancements without disrupting other applications.

Kitten is an OS being developed at Sandia National Laboratories that is being used to investigate system software techniques for better leveraging multicore processors and hardware virtualization in the context of capability supercomputers. Kitten is designed in the spirit of lightweight kernels [79], such as Sandia’s Catamount [46] and IBM’s CNK [85], that are well known to perform better than commodity kernels for HPC. The simple framework provided by Kitten and other lightweight kernels facilitates experimentation, has led to novel techniques for reducing the memory bandwidth requirements of intra-node message passing [10], and is being used to explore system-level options for improving resiliency to hardware faults.

Kitten and Palacios together provide a scalable, flexible HPC system software platform that addresses the challenges laid out earlier and by others [63]. Applications ported to Kitten will be able to achieve maximum performance on a given machine. Furthermore, Kitten is itself portable and open, propagating the benefits of such porting efforts to multiple machines. Palacios provides the ability to run existing, unmodified applications and their operating systems, requiring no porting. Furthermore, as Palacios has quite low overhead, it could potentially be used to manage a machine, allowing a mixture of workloads running on commodity and more specialized OSes, and could even run ported applications on more generic hardware.

In the remainder of this chapter, I will describe the design and implementation of Kitten, examine how Palacios and Kitten function together, and evaluate the performance of the two. The core contributions are the following:

- An introduction and description the Kitten HPC OS.
- A motivation for using virtualization on supercomputers and how Palacios and Kitten
can provide an incremental path to using many different kinds of HPC resources for the mutual benefit of users and machine owners.

- Evaluations of parallel application and benchmark performance and overheads using virtualization on high-end computing resources. The overheads we see, particularly using hardware nested paging, are typically less than 5%.

### 3.2 Motivation

Palacios and Kitten are parts of larger projects that have numerous motivations. Here we consider their joint motivation in the context of high performance computing, particularly on large scale machines.

**Maximizing performance through lightweight kernels**  Lightweight compute node OSes maximize the resources delivered to applications in order to maximize their performance. As such, a lightweight kernel does not implement much of the functionality of a traditional operating system; instead, it provides mechanisms that allow system services to be implemented *outside* the OS, for example in a library linked to the application. As a result, they also require that applications be carefully ported to their minimalist interfaces.

**Increasing portability and compatibility through commodity interfaces**  Standardized application interfaces, for example partial or full Linux ABI compatibility, would make it easier to port parallel applications to a lightweight kernel. However, a lightweight kernel cannot support the full functionality of a commodity kernel without losing the benefits noted above. This means that some applications cannot be run without modification.

**Achieving full application and OS compatibility through virtualization**  Full system virtualization provides full compatibility at the hardware level, allowing existing unmod-
ified applications and OSes to run. The machine is thus immediately available to be used by any application code, increasing system utilization when ported application jobs are not available. The performance of the full system virtualization implementation (the VMM) partially drives the choice of either using the VMM or porting an application to the lightweight kernel. Lowering the overhead of the VMM, particularly in communication, allows more of the workload of the machine to consist of VMMs.

Preserving and enabling investment in ported applications through virtualization A VMM which can run a lightweight kernel provides straightforward portability to applications where the lightweight kernel is not available natively. Virtualization makes it possible to emulate a large scale machine on a small machine, desktop, or cluster. This emulation ability makes commodity hardware useful for developing and debugging applications for lightweight kernels running on large scale machines.

Managing the machine through virtualization Full system virtualization would allow a site to dynamically configure nodes to run a full OS or a lightweight OS without requiring rebooting the whole machine on a per-job basis. Management based on virtualization would also make it possible to backfill work on the machine using loosely-coupled programming jobs or other low priority work. A batch-submission or grid computing system could be run on a collection of nodes where a new OS stack could be dynamically launched; this system could also be brought up and torn down as needed.

Augmenting the machine through virtualization Virtualization offers the option to enhance the underlying machine with new capabilities or better functionality. Virtualized lightweight kernels can be extended at runtime with specific features that would otherwise be too costly to implement. Legacy applications and OSes would be able to use features
such as migration that they would otherwise be unable to support. Virtualization also provides new opportunities for fault tolerance, a critical area that is receiving more attention as the mean time between system failures continues to decrease.

Enhancing systems software research in HPC and elsewhere  The combination of Palacios and Kitten provides an open source toolset for HPC systems software research that can run existing codes without the need for victim hardware. Palacios and Kitten enable new systems research into areas such as fault-tolerant system software, checkpointing, overlays, multicore parallelism, and the integration of high-end computing and grid computing.

3.3 Palacios as a HPC VMM

Part of the motivation behind Palacios’s design is that it be well suited for high performance computing environments, both on the small scale (e.g., multicores) and large scale parallel machines. Palacios is designed to interfere with the guest as little as possible, allowing it to achieve maximum performance.

Palacios is currently designed for distributed memory parallel computing environments. This naturally maps to conventional cluster and HPC architectures. Multicore CPUs are currently virtualized as a set of independent compute nodes that run separate guest contexts. Support for single image multicore environments (i.e., multicore guests) is currently under development.

Several aspects of Palacios’s design are suited for HPC:

- Minimalist interface: Palacios does not require extensive host OS features, which allows it to be easily embedded into even small kernels, such as Kitten and GeekOS [35].

- Full system virtualization: Palacios does not require guest OS changes. This allows
it to run existing kernels without any porting, including Linux kernels and whole
distributions, and lightweight kernels [79] like Kitten, Catamount, Cray CNL [45]
and IBM’s CNK [85].

- Contiguous memory preallocation: Palacios preallocates guest memory as a physically contiguous region. This vastly simplifies the virtualized memory implementation, and provides deterministic performance for most memory operations.

- Passthrough resources and resource partitioning: Palacios allows host resources to be easily mapped directly into a guest environment. This allows a guest to use high performance devices, with existing device drivers, with no virtualization overhead.

- Low noise: Palacios minimizes the amount of OS noise [21] injected by the VMM layer. Palacios makes no use of internal timers, nor does it accumulate deferred work.

- Extensive compile time configurability: Palacios can be configured with a minimum set of required features to produce a highly optimized VMM for specific environments. This allows lightweight kernels to include only the features that are deemed necessary and remove any overhead that is not specifically needed.

3.3.1 Architecture

Configurability  Palacios is designed to be highly modular to support the generation of specialized VMM architectures. The modularity allows VMM features and subsystems to be selected at compile time to generate a VMM that is specific to the target environment. The configuration system is also used to select from the set of available OS interfaces, in order to enable Palacios to run on a large number of OS architectures. The build and
compile time configuration system is based on a modified version of KBuild ported from Linux.

Palacios also includes a runtime configuration system that allows guest environments to specifically configure the VMM to suit their environments. Virtual devices are implemented as independent modules that are inserted into a runtime generated hash table that is keyed to a device’s ID. The guest configuration also allows a guest to specify core configuration options such as the scheduling quantum and the mechanism used for shadow memory.

The combination of the compile time and runtime configurations make it possible to construct a wide range of guest environments that can be targeted for a large range of host OS and hardware environments.

**Interrupts** Palacios includes two models for hardware interrupts, passthrough interrupts and specific event notifications. Furthermore, Palacios is capable of disabling local and global interrupts in order to have interrupt processing on a core run at times it chooses. The interrupt method used is determined by the virtual device connected to the guest.

For high performance devices, such as network interconnects, Palacios supports passthrough operation which allows the guest to interact directly with the hardware. For this mechanism no host OS driver is needed. In this case, Palacios creates a special virtual passthrough device that interfaces with the host to register for a given device’s interrupt. The host OS creates a generic interrupt handler that first masks the interrupt pin, acks the interrupt to the hardware interrupt controller, and then raises a virtual interrupt in Palacios. When the guest environment acks the virtual interrupt, Palacios notifies the host, which then unmaskes the interrupt pin. This interface allows direct device IO to and from the guest environment with only a small increase to the interrupt latency that is dominated by the hardware’s world context switch latency.
3.4 Kitten

Kitten is an open-source OS designed specifically for high performance computing. It employs the same “lightweight” philosophy as its predecessors—SUNMOS, Puma, Cougar, and Catamount\(^1\)—to achieve superior scalability on massively parallel supercomputers while at the same time exposing a more familiar and flexible environment to application developers, addressing one of the primary criticisms of previous lightweight kernels. Kitten provides partial Linux API and ABI compatibility so that standard compiler tool-chains and system libraries (e.g., Glibc) can be used without modification. The resulting ELF executables can be run on either Linux or Kitten unchanged. In cases where Kitten’s partial Linux API and ABI compatibility is not sufficient, the combination of Kitten and Palacios enables unmodified guest OSes and applications to be loaded on demand.

The general philosophy being used to develop Kitten is to borrow heavily from the Linux kernel when doing so does not compromise scalability or performance (e.g., adapting the Linux bootstrap code for Kitten). Performance critical subsystems, such as memory management and task scheduling, are replaced with code written from scratch for Kitten. To avoid potential licensing issues, no code from prior Sandia-developed lightweight kernels is used. Like Linux, the Kitten code base is structured to facilitate portability to new architectures. Currently only the x86_64 architecture is officially supported, but NEC has recently ported Kitten to the NEC SX vector architecture for research purposes\(^{[24]}\).

Kitten is publicly available from http://software.sandia.gov/trac/kitten (or http://code.google.com/p/kitten/) and is released under the terms of the GNU Public License (GPL) version 2.

---

\(^1\)The name Kitten continues the cat naming theme, but indicates a new beginning.
3.4.1 Architecture

Kitten (Figure 3.1) is a monolithic kernel that runs symmetrically on all processors in the system. Straightforward locking techniques are used to protect access to shared data structures. At system boot-up, the kernel enumerates and initializes all hardware resources (processors, memory, and network interfaces) and then launches the initial user-level task, which runs with elevated privilege (the equivalent of root). This process is responsible for interfacing with the outside world to load jobs onto the system, which may either be native Kitten applications or guest operating systems. The Kitten kernel exposes a set of resource management system calls that the initial task uses to create virtual address spaces, allocate physical memory, create additional native Kitten tasks, and launch guest operating systems.

The Kitten kernel supports a subset of the Linux system call API and adheres to the Linux ABI to support native user-level tasks. Compatibility includes system call calling conventions, user-level stack and heap layout, thread-local storage conventions, and a variety of standard system calls such as `read()`, `write()`, `mmap()`, `clone()`, and `futex()`. The subset of system calls that Kitten implements natively is intended to support the requirements of existing scalable scientific computing applications in use at Sandia. The subset is also sufficient to support Glibc’s NPTL POSIX threads implementation and GCC’s OpenMP implementation without modification. Implementing additional system calls is a relatively straightforward process.

The Kitten kernel contains functionality aimed at easing the task of porting of Linux device drivers to Kitten. Many device drivers and user-level interface libraries create or require local files under `/dev`, `/proc`, and `/sys`. Kitten provides limited support for such files. When a device driver is initialized, it can register a set of callback operations to be used for a given file name. The `open()` system call handler then inspects a table of the
registered local file names to determine how to handle each open request. Remote files are forwarded to a user-level proxy task for servicing. Kitten also provides support for kernel threads, interrupt registration, and one-shot timers since they are required by many Linux drivers. The Open Fabrics Alliance (OFA) Infiniband stack was recently ported to Kitten without making any significant changes to the OFA code.

### 3.4.2 Memory management

Unlike traditional general-purpose kernels, Kitten delegates most virtual and physical memory management to user-space. The initial task allocates memory to new native applications and Palacios virtual machines by making a series of system calls to create an address
space, create virtual memory regions, and bind physical memory to those regions. Memory
topology information (i.e., NUMA) is provided to the initial-task so it can make intelligent
decisions about how memory should be allocated.

Memory is bound to a context of execution before it starts executing and a contiguous
linear mapping is used between virtual and physical addresses. The use of a regular map-
ning greatly simplifies virtual to physical address translation compared to demand-paged
schemes, which result in an unpredictable mapping with complex performance implica-
tions. Networking hardware and software can take advantage of the simple mapping to
increase performance (which is the case on Cray XT) and potentially decrease cost by
eliminating the need for translation table memory and table walk hardware on the net-
work interface. The simple mapping also enables straightforward pass-through of physical
devices to para-virtualized guest drivers.

3.4.3 Task scheduling

All contexts of execution on Kitten, including Palacios virtual machines, are represented by
a task structure. Tasks that have their own exclusive address space are considered processes
and tasks that share an address space are threads. Processes and threads are identical from
a scheduling standpoint. Each processor has its own run queue of ready tasks that are
preemptively scheduled in a round-robin fashion. Currently Kitten does not automatically
migrate tasks to maintain load balance. This is sufficient for the expected common usage
model of one MPI task or OpenMP thread per processor.

The privileged initial task that is started at boot time allocates a set of processors to
each user application task (process) that it creates. An application task may then spawn
additional tasks on its set of processors via the clone() system call. By default spawned
tasks are spread out to minimize the number of tasks per processor but a Kitten-specific
task creation system call can be used to specify the exact processor that a task should be
3.5 Integrating Palacios and Kitten

Palacios was designed to be easily integrated with different operating systems. This leads to an extremely simple integration with Kitten consisting of an interface file of less than 300 lines of code. The integration includes no internal changes in either Kitten or Palacios, and the interface code is encapsulated with the Palacios library in an optional compile time module for Kitten. This makes Palacios a natural virtualization solution for Kitten when considered against existing solutions that target a specific OS with extensive dependencies on internal OS infrastructures.

Kitten exposes the Palacios control functions via a system call interface available from user space. This allows user level tasks to instantiate virtual machine images directly from user memory. This interface allows VMs to be loaded and controlled via processes received from the job loader. A VM image can thus be linked into a standard job that includes loading and control functionality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Lines of Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kitten Core (C)</td>
<td>17,995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitten Arch Code (C+Assembly)</td>
<td>14,604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misc. Contrib Code (Kbuild/lwIP)</td>
<td>27,973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palacios Glue Module (C)</td>
<td>286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>60,858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Total</td>
<td>88,970</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SeaStar passthrough support  Because Palacios provides support for passthrough I/O, it is possible to support high performance, partitioned access to particular communication devices. We do this for the SeaStar communication hardware on the Red Storm machine. The SeaStar is a high performance network interface that utilizes the AMD HyperTransport Interface and proprietary mesh interconnect for data transfers between Cray XT nodes [11]. At the hardware layer the data transfers take the form of arbitrary physical-addressed DMA operations. To support a virtualized SeaStar the physical DMA addresses must be translated from the guest’s address space. However, to ensure high performance the SeaStar’s command queue must be directly exposed to the guest. This requires the implementation of a simple high performance translation mechanism. Both Palacios and Kitten include a simple memory model that makes such support straightforward.

The programmable SeaStar architecture provides several possible avenues for optimizing DMA translations. These include a self-virtualizable firmware as well as an explicitly virtualized guest driver. In the performance study we conducted for this chapter we chose to modify the SeaStar driver running in the guest to support Palacios’s passthrough I/O. This allows the guest to have exclusive and direct access to the SeaStar device. Palacios uses the large contiguous physical memory allocations supported by Kitten to map contiguous guest memory at a known offset. The SeaStar driver has a tiny modification that incorporates this offset into the DMA commands sent to the SeaStar. This allows the SeaStar to execute actual memory operations with no performance loss due to virtualization overhead. Because each Cray XT node contains a single SeaStar device, the passthrough configuration means that only a single guest is capable of operating the SeaStar at any given time.

Besides memory-mapped I/O, the SeaStar also directly uses an APIC interrupt line to notify the host of transfer completions as well as message arrivals. Currently, Palacios exits from the guest on all interrupts. For SeaStar interrupts, we immediately inject such interrupts into the guest and resume. While this introduces an VM exit/entry cost to each
SeaStar interrupt, in practice this only results in a small increase in latency. We also note that the SeaStar interrupts are relatively synchronized, which does not result in a significant increase in noise. We are investigating the use of next generation SVM hardware that supports selective interrupt exiting to eliminate this already small cost.

3.6 Performance

We conducted a careful performance evaluation of the combination of Palacios and Kitten on diverse hardware, and at scales up to 48 nodes. We focus the presentation of our evaluation on the Red Storm machine and widely recognized applications/benchmarks considered critical to its success. As far as we are aware, ours is the largest scale evaluation of parallel applications/benchmarks in virtualization to date, particularly for those with significant communication. It also appears to be the first evaluation on petaflop-capable hardware. Finally, we show performance numbers for native lightweight kernels, which create a very high bar for the performance of virtualization. The main takeaways from our evaluation are the following.

1. The combination of Palacios and Kitten is generally able to provide near-native performance. This is the case even with large amounts of complex communication, and even when running guest OSes that themselves use lightweight kernels to maximize performance.

2. It is generally preferable for a VMM to use nested paging (a hardware feature of AMD SVM and Intel VT) over shadow paging (a software approach) for guest physical memory virtualization. However, for guest OSes that use simple, high performance address space management, such as lightweight kernels, shadow paging can sometimes be preferable due to its being more TLB-friendly.

The typical overhead for virtualization is $\leq 5\%$. 
3.6.1 Testbed

We evaluated the performance and scaling of Palacios running on Kitten on the development system rsqual, part of the Red Storm machine at Sandia National Laboratories. Each XT4 node on this machine contains a quad-core AMD Budapest processor running at 2.2 GHz with 4 GB of RAM. The nodes are interconnected with a Cray SeaStar 2.2 mesh network [11]. Each node can simultaneously send and receive at a rate of 2.1 GB/s via MPI. The measured node to node MPI-level latency ranges from 4.8 µsec (using the Catamount [46] operating system) to 7.0 µsec (using the native CNL [45] operating system). As we stated earlier, even though we can run multiple guests on a multicore Cray XT node by instantiating them on separate cores, our current implementation only allows the SeaStar to be exposed to a single guest context. Due to this limitation, our performance evaluation is restricted to a single guest per Cray XT node.

In addition, we used two dual-socket quad-core 2.3 GHz AMD Shanghai systems with 32GB of memory for communication benchmark testing on commodity HPC hardware. Nodes in this system are connected with Mellanox ConnectX QDR Infiniband NICs and a Mellanox Infiniscale-IV 24 port switch. When not running Kitten, these systems run Linux 2.6.27 and the OpenFabrics 1.4 Infiniband stack.

All benchmark timing in this chapter is done using the AMD cycle counter. When virtualization is used, the cycle counter is direct mapped to the guest and not virtualized. Every benchmark receives the same accurate view of the passage of real time regardless of whether virtualization is in use or not.

3.6.2 Guests

We evaluated Palacios running on Kitten with two guest environments:

- Cray Compute Node Linux (CNL). This is Cray’s stripped down Linux operating
system customized for Cray XT hardware. CNL is a minimized Linux (2.6 kernel) that leverages BusyBox [105] and other embedded OS tools/mechanism. This OS is also known as Unicos/LC and the Cray Linux Environment (CLE).

- Catamount. Catamount is a lightweight kernel descended from the SUNMOS and PUMA operating systems developed at Sandia National Labs and the University of New Mexico [87][3]. These OSes, and Catamount, were developed, from-scratch, in reaction to the heavyweight operating systems for parallel computers that began to proliferate in the 1990s. Catamount provides a simple memory model with a physically-contiguous virtual memory layout, parallel job launch, and message passing facilities.

We also use Kitten as a guest for our Infiniband tests. It is important to note that Palacios runs a much wider range of guests than reported in this evaluation. Any modern x86 or x86_64 guest can be booted.

### 3.6.3 HPCCG benchmark results

We used the HPCCG benchmark to evaluate the impact of virtualization on application performance and scaling. HPCCG [33] is a simple conjugate gradient solver that represents an important workload for Sandia. It is commonly used to characterize the performance of new hardware platforms that are under evaluation. The majority of its runtime is spent in a sparse matrix-vector multiply kernel.

We ran HPCCG on top of CNL and Catamount on Red Storm, considering scales from 1 to 48 nodes. A fixed-size problem per node was used to obtain these results. The specific HPCCG input arguments were “100 100 100”, requiring approximately 380 MB per node. This software stack was compiled with the Portland Group pgicc compiler version 7, and was run both directly on the machine and on top of Palacios. Both shadow paging and
Figure 3.3: HPCCG benchmark comparing scaling for virtualization with shadow paging, virtualization with nested paging, and no virtualization. Palacios/Kitten can provide scaling to 48 nodes with less than 5% performance degradation.
nested paging cases were considered. Communication was done using the passthrough-mapped SeaStar interface, as described earlier.

Figures 3.3(a) and 3.3(b) show the results for CNL and Catamount guests. Each graph compares the performance and scaling of the native OS, the virtualized OS with shadow paging, and the virtualized OS with nested paging. The graph shows both the raw measurements of multiple runs and the averages of those runs. The most important result is that the overhead of virtualization is less than 5% and this overhead remains essentially constant at the scales we considered, despite the growing amount of communication. Note further that the variance in performance for both native CNL and virtualized CNL (with nested paging) is minuscule and independent of scale. For Catamount, all variances are tiny and independent, even with shadow paging.

The figure also illustrates the relative effectiveness of Palacios’s shadow and nested paging approaches to virtualizing memory. Clearly, nested paging is preferable for this benchmark running on a CNL guest, both for scaling and for low variation in performance. There are two effects at work here. First, shadow paging results in more VM exits than nested paging. On a single node, this overhead results in a 13% performance degradation compared to native performance. The second effect is that the variance in single node performance compounds as we scale, resulting in an increasing performance difference.

Surprisingly, shadow paging is slightly preferable to nested paging for the benchmark running on the Catamount guest. In Catamount the guest page tables change very infrequently, avoiding the exits for shadow page table refills that happen with CNL. Additionally, instead of the deep nested page walk ($O(nm)$ for $n$-deep guest and $m$-deep host page tables) needed on a TLB miss with nested pages, only a regular $m$-deep host page table walk occurs on a TLB miss with shadow paging. These two effects explain the very different performance of shadow and nested paging with CNL and Catamount guests.

It is important to point out that the version of Palacios’s shadow paging implementation
we tested only performs on demand updates of the shadow paging state. With optimizations, such as caching, the differences between nested and shadow paging are likely to be smaller.

### 3.6.4 CTH application benchmark

CTH [20] is a multi-material, large deformation, strong shock wave, solid mechanics code developed by Sandia National Laboratories with models for multi-phase, elastic viscoplastic, porous, and explosive materials. CTH supports three-dimensional rectangular meshes; two-dimensional rectangular, and cylindrical meshes; and one-dimensional rectilinear, cylindrical, and spherical meshes, and uses second-order accurate numerical methods to reduce dispersion and dissipation and to produce accurate, efficient results. It is used for studying armor/anti-armor interactions, warhead design, high explosive initiation physics, and weapons safety issues.

Figures 3.4(a) and 3.4(b) show the results using the CNL and Catamount guests. We can see that adding virtualization, provided the appropriate choice of shadow or nested paging is made, has virtually no effect on performance or scaling. For this highly communication intensive benchmark, virtualization is essentially free.

### 3.6.5 Intel MPI benchmarks

The Intel MPI Benchmarks (IMB) [39], formerly known as PALLAS, are designed to characterize the MPI communication performance of a system. IMB employs a range of MPI primitive and collective communication operations, at a range of message sizes and scales to produce numerous performance characteristics. We ran IMB on top of CNL and Catamount on Red Storm using SeaStar at scales from 2 to 48 nodes. We compared native performance, virtualized performance using shadow paging, and virtualized performance using nested paging. IMB generates large quantities of data. Figures 3.5 through 3.6
Figure 3.4: CTH application benchmark comparing scaling for virtualization with shadow paging, virtualization with nested paging, and no virtualization. Palacios/Kitten can provide scaling to 32 nodes with less than 5% performance degradation.
Figure 3.5: IMB PingPong Bandwidth in MB/sec as a function of message size
Figure 3.6: IMB Allreduce 16 byte latency in $\mu$sec as a function of nodes up to 48 nodes
Figure 3.5 shows the bandwidth of a ping-pong test between two nodes for different message sizes. For large messages, bandwidth performance is identical for virtualized and native operating systems. For small messages where ping-pong bandwidth is latency-bound, the latency costs of virtualization reduce ping-pong bandwidth. We have measured the extra latency introduced by virtualization as either 5 $\mu$sec (nested paging) or 11 $\mu$sec (shadow paging) for the CNL guest. For the Catamount guest, shadow paging has a higher overhead. Although the SeaStar is accessed via passthrough I/O, interrupts are virtualized. When the SeaStar raises an interrupt, a VM exit is induced. Palacios quickly transforms the hardware interrupt into a virtual interrupt that it injects into the guest on VM entry. The guest will quickly cause another VM exit/entry interaction when it acknowledges the interrupt to its (virtual) APIC. Shadow paging introduces additional overhead because of the need to refill the TLB after these entries/exits. This effect is especially pronounced in Catamount since, other than capacity misses, there is no other reason for TLB refills; in addition, Catamount has a somewhat more complex interrupt path that causes two additional VM exits per interrupt. Avoiding all of these VM exits via nested paging allows us to measure the raw overhead of the interrupt exiting process.

In Figure 3.6, we fix the message size at 16 bytes and examine the effect on an IMB All-Reduce as we scale from 2 to 48 nodes. We can see that the performance impacts of nested and shadow paging diverges as we add more nodes—nested paging is superior here.

The upshot of these figures and the numerous IMB results which we have excluded for space reasons is that the performance of a passthrough device, such as the SeaStar, in Palacios is in line with the expected hardware overheads due to interrupt virtualization. This overhead is quite small. Virtualized interrupts could be avoided using the AMD SVM interrupt handling features, which we expect would bring IMB performance with nested paging-based virtualization in line with native performance. However, at this point, we illustrate the most salient data on CNL and Catamount.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Latency (µsec)</th>
<th>Bandwidth (Gb/sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kitten (Native)</td>
<td>5.24</td>
<td>12.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitten (Virtualized)</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>12.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>4.28</td>
<td>12.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.7: Bandwidth and latency of node-to-node Infiniband on Kitten, comparing native performance with guest performance. Linux numbers are provided for reference.

expect that doing so would require minor guest changes.

3.6.6 Infiniband microbenchmarks

To quantify the overhead of Palacios virtualization on a commodity NIC, we ported OpenIB MLX4 (ConnectX) drivers to Kitten along with the associated Linux driver. We also implemented passthrough I/O support for these drivers in Palacios. We then measured round-trip latency for 1 byte messages averaged over 100000 round trips and 1 megabyte message round trip bandwidth averaged over 10000 trips using a ported version of the OpenFabrics `ibv_rc_pingpong`. The server system ran Linux 2.6.27, while the client machine ran either Kitten natively, Kitten as a guest on Palacios using shadow paging, or Linux.

As can be seen in Figure 5.8, Palacios’s pass-through virtualization imposes almost no measurable overhead on Infiniband message passing. Compared to Linux, Kitten both native and virtualized using Palacios slightly outperform Linux in terms of end-to-end bandwidth, but suffers a 1 µsec/round trip latency penalty. We believe this is due to a combination of the lack of support for message-signaled interrupts ( MSI) in our current Linux driver support code, as well as our use of a comparatively old version of the OpenIB driver stack. We are currently updating Linux driver support and the OpenIB stack used in in Kitten to address this issue.
### Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HPCCG MFLOPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Native CNL</td>
<td>588.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palacios/Kitten + CNL Guest</td>
<td>556.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KVM/CNL + CNL Guest</td>
<td>546.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Diff Palacios vs. KVM</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.8: Comparison of Palacios to KVM for HPCCG benchmark.

#### 3.6.7 Comparison with KVM

To get a feel for the overhead of Palacios compared to existing virtualization platforms, we ran the HPCCG benchmark in a CNL guest under both KVM running on a Linux host and Palacios running on a Kitten host. KVM (Kernel-based Virtual Machine) is a popular virtualization platform for Linux that is part of the core Linux kernel as of version 2.6.20. Due to time constraints we were not able to expose the SeaStar to KVM guest environments, so only single node experiments were performed. The same "100 100 100" test problem that was used in Section 3.6.3 was run on a single Cray XT compute node. HPCCG was compiled in serial mode (non-MPI) leading to slightly different performance results. As can be seen in Figure 3.8, Palacios delivers approximately 1.8% better performance than KVM for this benchmark. Each result is an average of three trials and has a standard deviation less than 0.66. Note that small performance differences at the single node level typically magnify as the application and system are scaled up.

#### 3.7 Conclusion

Palacios and Kitten are new open source tools that support virtualized and native supercomputing on diverse hardware. We described the design and implementation of both Palacios and Kitten, and evaluated their performance. Virtualization support, such as Pal-

---

*Figure 3.8: Comparison of Palacios to KVM for HPCCG benchmark.*
cios’s, that combines hardware features such as nested paging with passthrough access to communication devices can support even the highest performing guest environments with minimal performance impact, even at relatively large scale. Palacios and Kitten provide an incremental path to using supercomputer resources that has few compromises for performance.

Our analysis has determined that in order to deliver the best possible performance, a VMM must have detailed knowledge of a guest environment’s architecture, behavior, and internal state. Unfortunately, existing virtualization interfaces do not offer a method of exchanging this information directly. To address this issue I have explored symbiotic virtualization, a new approach to virtualized architectures that implements a set of high level virtual interfaces. In the next chapter I will describe in detail symbiotic virtualization and introduce a very basic symbiotic interface.
Chapter 4

Symbiotic Virtualization

While our experiences have shown that it is indeed possible to virtualize large scale HPC systems with minimal overhead, we have found that doing so requires cooperation between the guest and VMM. Traditional virtualization approaches that implement VMs as opaque entities are not able to achieve acceptable performance in HPC settings. Maximizing the potential performance in an HPC setting requires that a VMM have detailed knowledge of the internal state and behavior of the guest environment in order to fully optimize the operation of the VMM and hardware. I have found that this knowledge is only accessible when there is increased communication and trust across the VMM/guest interface. Simply put, the relationship between the VMM and the guest needs to be *symbiotic*. In this chapter I will examine existing techniques for collecting knowledge about virtual machine state, and explore a new approach called *Symbiotic Virtualization*.

4.1 Introduction

As discussed previously, virtualization provides a great deal of flexibility for guest environments. This flexibility (such as machine consolidation, resource sharing, and migration) can be leveraged in a large number of ways to optimize the virtual environments themselves as well as the computational resources they are running on. There are many
examples of how this flexibility can be used to add new features to existing unmodified operating systems and applications. This ability to operate on any virtualized environment, irrespective of what is running inside the VM, makes these approaches very appealing. These approaches are typically referred to as black box methods because they require no detailed knowledge of the internal execution state of a guest environment.

The black box approach has been used by virtualization architectures from the beginning, and is a natural architectural emergence given the goals of virtualization. The success of virtualization can be directly attributed to its ability to support existing OSes and applications with no modifications. The only way to ensure this compatibility, was for virtual machines to provide exactly the same interfaces as expected by the legacy operating systems which targeted physical hardware. While this interface is universally compatible with existing code bases, it creates a number of limitations because VMMs are much more capable computing substrates than actual hardware. These limitations are due to the use of an interface designed for a substrate that lacked the capabilities and dynamism of a VMM. The two most common interfaces used today are either a fully virtualized hardware interface (e.g., VMWare [108], KVM [76]) or a paravirtualized hypercall interface designed to resemble the hardware interface as much as possible (e.g. Xen [6]).

Black box methods are enabled by the encapsulation that is afforded by virtual machines. This encapsulation allows black box mechanisms to operate with any guest environment, as well as alter the underlying resources in a manner that is transparent to the guest environment. These control mechanisms include such things as VM placement, overlay topology and routing, network and processor reservations, and interposing transparent services. Myself and others explored these techniques in the context of the Virtuoso project, which focused on automatic adaptation of distributed virtual machines. Specifically my contributions focused on using black box methods to dramatically increase network performance in these environments.
While our work in Virtuoso demonstrated the effectiveness of using black box techniques, it did so at only a course grained level. While treating a virtual machine as an opaque container does allow universal compatibility with any existing OS, it precludes any mechanism that interacts with the internal state of the VM. This means that any mechanism developed with this method can only perform operations on whole VMs or any data generated as a side effect of the VM’s execution. As the Virtuoso project demonstrated, these approaches excel in the context of distributed computing due to the fact that the limiting resource is usually the network and not the local compute resources. Because virtualization allows for the removal of any local resource constraints, adaptation mechanisms are able to freely configure the network and locate VMs in a way that optimizes the network configuration.

While these optimizations are effective at optimizing a distributed environment, they have a limited capability to optimize the execution of the VM on local compute resources. This is due to the fact that the guest OS often assumes it is the lowest software layer sitting directly on the physical hardware, even though it is actually an abstraction layer when running as a VM. This assumption has resulted in OS architectures that are not ideally suited to virtual environments. The fundamental issue here is that virtualization allows the creation of extremely dynamic and flexible hardware environments, while modern operating systems are still designed around a very static and exclusive hardware model. Consider memory as an example. In native environments a machine has a static amount of RAM that is fully managed by the OS. If the OS does not have any use for the physical memory, it simply stores it in a free list where it remains unused until needed. This is acceptable in these environments because the OS is managing all of the physical hardware resources, and so is not holding onto memory that could be used for another purpose. Contrast this with virtualized environments, where multiple OSes are executing inside guest contexts. Because each guest OS is designed around the assumption that it has static physical mem-
ory, it is extremely difficult for the VMM to dynamically optimize the memory resources among the different VMs. If one guest over commits its allocated memory there is no basic OS mechanism that can be used by the VMM to give it access to memory allocated but unused by another guest OS.

As a consequence of using hardware based interfaces, current virtualization interfaces are largely designed to be purely unidirectional. The only way a VMM can signal a guest OS is through interrupts or interfaces built on top of a hardware device abstraction. The unidirectional nature of the virtualization interface has created what is called the semantic gap [13]. The semantic gap refers to the lack of semantic knowledge available to a VMM due to the fact that the virtualization interface is at a low enough level that very little semantic information is able to travel across it. Because of this, the VMM has no way of collecting detailed knowledge about the internal state of a guest environment. Considerable effort has been put into using gray box techniques to bridge the semantic gap [42, 43, 26]. Gray box techniques rely on the fact that the VMM has complete access to the entirety of the VMs memory. This access allows the VMM to attempt to reconstruct the internal guest state by parsing the raw VM image in order to locate and parse elements of the internal guest state.

The advantage of gray box approaches is that they maintain the advantages of black box approaches by requiring no modifications to the OS or applications. However, there are a number of drawbacks, including the fact that the information gleaned from such techniques is semantically poor, which restricts the kinds of decision making that the VMM can do or services it can offer. Furthermore, the effort is a significant burden, given the organizational complexity of the internal guest state. These approaches also suffer from compatibility issues, because while they do not require guest cooperation they do require a priori knowledge of the guest architecture and organization. This makes these approaches susceptible to any changes made to the OS implementations. These drawbacks compound
to make gray box approaches an extremely labor intensive approach, especially considering that the state being reconstructed is probably already readily available inside the guest environment. Clearly an alternative is needed in order to fully enable virtualized environments to achieve all that they are capable of.

My thesis focuses on a new approach to virtualization called *symbiotic virtualization*. Symbiotic virtualization is an approach to designing VMMs and OSes such that both support, but neither requires, the other. A symbiotic OS targets a native hardware interface, but also exposes a software interface, usable by a symbiotic VMM, if present, to optimize performance and increase functionality. A symbiotically virtualized architecture consists of a generalized set of *symbiotic interfaces* that provide VMM↔guest information flow which can be leveraged to improve the functionality and performance of virtualized environments. This new set of interfaces preserves the benefits of black box methods by maintaining hardware compatibility with legacy operating systems, while also providing new virtualization interfaces that give a VMM access to high level semantic information. Symbiotic virtualization consists of several components and interfaces that provide both passive and functional interfaces between a guest and VMM. In this chapter I will explain in more detail my early work with black box methods, and explore in more detail the symbiotic approach to virtualization, and finally I will examine the passive interface. The functional interface will be discussed in chapter 6.

### 4.2 Virtuoso

Adaptive parallel and distributed computing with the intent of improving performance or achieving particular levels of quality of service has been an important goal since the 1990s. More recently, autonomic computing, adaptive computing with the intent of reducing the management burden of complex software systems, has garnered significant commercial
and academic interest. The deployment of adaptive computing has historically been limited, in part due to the need to change systems software and applications to support it. With the growth in availability and performance of virtualization technologies, in particular virtual machine monitors for x86 processors, in the 2000s, it became possible to consider adaptive computing using existing, unmodified applications and systems software.

The Virtuoso Project (virtuoso.cs.northwestern.edu) explored inference, adaptation, and reservations for parallel and distributed applications running in virtualized distributed environments at cluster, data center, and wide-area scales. A key insight was that the virtualization layer provides an excellent location for the major elements of adaptive computing. We demonstrated that the virtualization layer can be effectively used to:

- Monitor the application’s traffic to automatically and cheaply produce a view of the application’s network and CPU demands as well as to detect parallel imbalance due to internal or external issues [32, 90, 31, 75].

- Monitor the performance of the underlying physical network by use the application’s own traffic to automatically and cheaply probe it, and then use the probes to produce characterizations [30, 31].

- Formalize performance optimization and adaptation problems in clean, simple ways that facilitate understanding their asymptotic difficulty [91, 94, 92, 93].

- Adapt the application to the network to make it run faster or more cost-effectively with algorithms that make use of network performance information and mechanisms such as VM→host mapping, scheduling of VMs on individual hosts, and overlay network topology and routing [90, 30, 94],

- Reserve resources, when possible, to improve performance [50, 55, 57, 56]. Automatic reservations of CPU, including parallel gang scheduling through real-time
methods, and optical network light paths were demonstrated.

- Transparently add network services to unmodified applications and OSes [49].

Our work focused on adaptation for existing, unmodified applications and the software stacks they run on; our techniques can retrofit adaptation to applications without any software changes. My contributions to the Virtuoso project were a system for network reservations and transparent network services.

4.2.1 Network reservations

The VRESERVE component of Virtuoso makes it possible for an unmodified commodity application that is unaware of network reservations to nonetheless make use of them. Adaptation agents in Virtuoso can potentially make such use automatic by driving VRESERVE themselves.

We primarily focused on reservations of optical network components that support circuit-switching [12], such as the OMNInet testbed network, a large scale, circuit switched, dense wave division multiplexed (DWDM) optical network deployed around the Chicago metropolitan area. The OMNInet network was implemented with dedicated fiber connected to Nortel OPTera Metro DWDM platforms. OMNInet light paths are reserved via the ODIN [61] network reservation service designed for and deployed on the OMNInet testbed. ODIN translates high level path reservation requests into configuration commands for optical switches at each hop.

At any point in time, given a pair of VMs connected by an overlay network, VRESERVE determines whether it is possible to reserve an fiber optic light path between them. If so, VRESERVE interfaces with the network reservation system (e.g., ODIN) to instantiate the optical light path, and then signals the overlay network to modify its overlay topology to use the newly available optical link. The choice of overlay links to enhance with
reservations is typically made in conjunction with the adaptation agents and the inferred traffic load matrix.

### 4.2.2 Transparent services

With Virtuoso we also introduced the notion of transparent network services for virtual execution environments. A transparent network service can not only monitor traffic, and control its routing, but it can also manipulate the data and signaling of a flow or connection. It can statefully manipulate the packet stream entering or exiting a VM at the data link, network, transport, and (to a limited extent) application layers. However, despite this dramatic freedom, a transparent network service must work with existing, unmodified applications. Furthermore, it must not require any changes to the guest OS, its configuration, or other aspects of the VM.

Transparent network services are implemented using our Virtual Traffic Layer (VTL) framework. VTL is cross-platform (Unix and Windows), VMM-agnostic framework that provides APIs for packet acquisition and serialization, packet inspection and modification, maintenance of connection state, and utility functions for common compositions of the previous three. These APIs are used to construct modules that implement services.

Using VTL we have designed the following transparent network services:

- **Tor-VTL**: This service bridges the applications running in a VM to the Tor overlay network [17], resulting in networking being anonymous.

- **Subnet Tunneling**: This service alters the default routing behavior between two VMs that are on the same physical network, requiring network and data link layer packet manipulation, resulting in enhanced performance.

- **Local Acknowledgments**: This service generates TCP acknowledgments locally to improve TCP performance on high reliability networks.
• Split-TCP: This service improves TCP performance by splitting a connection into multiple connections (e.g.[95]).

• Protocol Transformation: This service transforms TCP connections into high-performance protocol connections, such as UDT [29] connections.

• Stateful Firewall: This service is a firewall that is unmodifiable by code in the VM because it exists outside of the VM.

• TCP Keep-Alives: This service maintains TCP connections in a stable, open state despite a long duration network disconnection.

• Vortex: This service provides wormholing of traffic on the unused ports of volunteer machines back to an intrusion detection system [48].

4.2.3 Benefits

We found that it is feasible to infer various useful demands and behaviors of an application running inside a collection of VMs to a significant degree using a black box model of the VM contents. The techniques we developed for application inference fall essentially into two categories. The first category is characterization of the resource demands of the application. The most important result here is the dynamic inference of application topology and the traffic load matrix. The second category is discovery of application performance problems. Here, we describe techniques to infer the runtime performance, its slowdown due to external load, and its global bottlenecks. We can also answer the question of how fast a BSP-style parallel program could run if the current bottleneck were removed.

Using a black-box approach to inference may seem restrictive, but our results show that information sufficient for effective adaptation can be gleaned from this approach. This
is coupled with the clear advantage of the black-box approach in terms of adoption—no assumptions need be made and no code need be modified.

### 4.2.4 Limitations

While we have shown that black box approaches are capable of driving optimization mechanisms in a distributed context, other environments are not so amenable. HPC environments in particular pose a problem for these approaches due to the strong requirements they have for performance. The main limitation with black box approaches is that they rely on heuristic driven decisions based on collections of measurements. As described, black box approaches function by monitoring the execution of a VM and collecting measurements based on its macro behavior and side effects. This monitoring is not without a cost, and can impose a substantial overhead on a VM’s execution. This overhead could be considered a source of noise in the system, and could potentially have negative consequences on overall system performance [21].

The dependence on collections of events also poses a problem for HPC. A poorly configured VMM can result in very poor performance at scale, and a black box approach would not be able to correct the issue until it has collected enough information to make an informed decision. This delay in fixing the problem could result in a very noticeable loss in performance, which would be unacceptable on a large scale system. Finally, because black box methods rely on heuristics, it is possible that the heuristics can generate an incorrect decision. This uncertainty is extremely unpalatable to managers of large scale HPC systems. The issues with black box methods can be summarized as overhead, latency, and lack of information. That is they are too expensive, take too long, and might make things worse because they have incomplete knowledge. Each of these problems are addressed using a symbiotic approach.
4.3 Symbiotic virtualization

Any abstraction interface must be designed around two competing goals. The first is generality, which ensures that the interface is compatible and usable by a wide range of architectures. If an interface includes information or behaves in a manner that is too specific, it precludes a large number of potential users. The second goal is semantic richness. A semantically rich interface allows the different layers to optimize themselves depending on the state of the system. Both of these goals exist in mutual contention, that is, an interface that is very semantically rich tends to lack in generality. Designing an optimal abstraction layer depends entirely on maximizing both generality and semantic richness, without sacrificing too much of either.

Every interface must compromise between generality and semantic richness, as shown in Figure 4.1. An inescapable side effect of this compromise is the lack of semantic information across the interface layer. This loss of semantic information is called the semantic gap, and can vary in degree depending on how general the interface is designed to be. A large semantic gap reduces considerably the options each layer has for optimizations, since the amount of information is severely limited. As a result of the lack of cross layer
As an example, consider the Nagle algorithm [67], a networking optimization technique. The Nagle algorithm is designed to limit the generation of small packets by bundling many small messages into one large message at the network transport layer. By combining small messages into a single large packet, the overhead wasted on duplicated packet headers is reduced. Unfortunately, this technique suffers from a very large semantic gap. The Nagle algorithm is implemented using heuristics to guess whether or not to delay a small packet in order to wait for more small packets to arrive. A heuristic approach is necessary because the transport layer does not have the information needed to determine whether or not an application intends to send additional small messages. This information is lost as the data is sent through the socket interface as a result of the semantic gap. Because the algorithm is only able to guess about whether it should wait for more messages, it can often produce incorrect guesses that have a significant detrimental impact on network performance.

The Nagle algorithm is a prime example of how the semantic gap can cause serious performance and behavioral issues across abstraction layers. In this case it is left up to the applications themselves to alter their behavior such that the Nagle algorithm is less likely to function incorrectly. I argue that this is a failed abstraction interface. In essence, the interface is designed specifically to hide the information that is necessary for performance optimization. And furthermore, the lack of the information can in fact induce a loss in performance.

Existing virtualization interfaces all suffer from this same problem. The virtualization interfaces in use today have all tried to maximize generality over semantic richness, and as a result have introduced extremely large semantic gaps between the VMM and the guest environment. At the time these interfaces were designed this decision was correct. In
order to be usable, VMMs needed to ensure compatibility with existing and unmodified legacy environments. This is in fact one of the central benefits that virtualization provides. However this does not negate the fact that the resultant semantic gap severely limits the behavior of VMM architectures. Because the interfaces were designed to resemble actual hardware as much as possible, VMMs are essentially limited to performing hardware emulation. Most optimizations that are implemented are done so in relation to the interactions with the host OS the VMM is running on, which has no semantic gap. The limitation on a VMMs ability to optimize itself for a guest environment will always exist unless a method can be found to bridge the semantic gap.

The design of a new virtualization interface that is capable of fully bridging the semantic gap is the focus of this dissertation. I denote this new approach to designing virtualization interfaces as symbiotic virtualization. Unlike existing virtualization approaches, symbiotic virtualization places an equal emphasis on both semantic richness and generality. The goal of symbiotic virtualization is to introduce a virtualization interface that provides access to high level semantic information while still retaining the universal compatibility of a virtual hardware interface. Symbiotic virtualization is an approach to designing VMMs and OSes such that both support, but neither requires, the other. A symbiotic OS targets a native hardware interface, but also exposes a software interface, usable by a symbiotic VMM, if present, to optimize performance and increase functionality. Symbiotic virtualization is neither full system virtualization nor paravirtualization, however it can be used with either approach.

A symbiotic OS exposes two types of interfaces. The passive interface allows a symbiotic VMM to simply read out structured information that the OS places in memory. This interface has extremely low overhead, as the VMM can readily read guest memory during an exit or from a different core. However, the information is necessarily provided asynchronously with respect to exits or other VMM events. Because of this, guest information
Figure 4.2: Symbiotic VMM discovery/configuration. First the guest executes a CPUID instruction to detect a symbiotic VMM. If found, it then configures SymSpy by writing to a virtualized MSR. Finally, to configure SymCall (described in Chapter 6), an execution environment is created and sent to the VMM by writing to additional virtual MSRs that may be useful in handling the exit may not be available at the time of the exit.

The functional interface allows a symbiotic VMM to invoke the guest synchronously, during exit handling or from a separate core. However, these invocations have considerably higher costs compared to the passive interface. Furthermore, the implementation complexity may be much higher for two reasons. First, the VMM must be able to correctly support re-entry into the guest in the process of handling a guest exit. Second, from the guest’s perspective, the functional interface provides an additional source of concurrency that is not under guest control. The VMM and guest must be carefully designed so this concurrency does not cause surprise race conditions or deadlocks.

In addition to the functional and passive interfaces, symbiotic virtualization requires a discovery protocol that the guest and VMM can run to determine which, if any, of the interfaces are available, and what data forms and entry points are available.

4.4 Discovery and configuration

One of the principal goals of symbiotic virtualization is to provide an enhanced interface between a VMM and an OS while still allowing compatibility with real hardware. In contrast to paravirtualization, symbiotic virtualization is designed to be enabled and config-
ured at run time without requiring any changes to the OS. As such, symbiotic interfaces are implemented using existing hardware features, such as CPUID values and Model Specific Registers (MSRs). When run on a symbiotic VMM, CPUID and MSR access is trapped and emulated, allowing the VMM to provide extended results. Due to this hardware-like model, the discovery protocol will also work correctly if no symbiotic VMM is being used; the guest will simply not find a symbiotic interface. This allows a guest to detect a symbiotic VMM at boot time and selectively enable symbiotic features that it supports. The discovery and configuration process is shown in Figure 4.2.

In order to indicate the presence of a symbiotic VMM we have created a virtualized CPUID value. The virtualized CPUID returns a value denoting a symbiotic VMM, an interface version number, as well as machine specific interface values to specify hypercall parameters. This maintains hardware compatibility because on real hardware the CPUID instruction simply returns an empty value indicating the non-presence of a symbiotic OS which will cause the OS to abort further symbiotic configurations\(^1\). If the guest does detect a symbiotic VMM then it proceeds to configure the symbiotic environment using a set of virtualized MSRs as well as the higher level SymSpy interface which we will now describe.

### 4.5 SymSpy passive interface

The most basic interface used in Symbiotic Virtualization is *SymSpy*. Configuring SymSpy is the second step in the symbiotic configuration process shown in Figure 4.2, and every other symbiotic interface builds on top of it. Other symbiotic interfaces I have developed will be described in following chapters.

The SymSpy interface provides a mechanism for the sharing of structured information

\(^1\)We use CPUID instead of a virtual MSR because accesses to non-present MSRs generate a General Protection Fault
between the VMM and the guest OS. SymSpy builds on the widely used technique of a shared memory region that is accessible by both the VMM and guest. This shared memory is used by both the VMM and guest to expose semantically rich state information to each other, as well as to provide asynchronous communication channels. The data contained in the memory region is well structured and semantically rich, allowing it to be used for most general purpose cross layer communication. The precise semantics and layout of the data on the shared memory region depends on the symbiotic services that are discovered to be jointly available in the guest and the VMM. The structured data types and layout are enumerated during discovery. During normal operation, the guest can read and write this shared memory without causing an exit. The VMM can also directly access the page during its execution.

A high level view of the SymSpy infrastructure is shown in Figure 4.3. After a guest has detected the presence of a symbiotic VMM it chooses an available guest physical memory address that is not currently in use. This address does not have to be inside the guest’s physical memory space. Once an address has been found, the guest writes it to the SymSpy MSR, which is a special virtual MSR implemented by the VMM. The symbiotic VMM intercepts this operation, allocates a new page, and maps it into the guest at the
location specified in the MSR. The SymSpy page is then mapped into both the host’s and guest’s virtual address space, where it is thereafter accessible to the VMM via a host virtual address, and to the guest via a guest virtual address. For guests that have been assigned multiple cores, SymSpy implements a second per core memory region. This page is used for information pertaining to a local core’s execution, instead of global OS state. The mechanism for mapping in per core SymSpy pages is exactly the same as already described, just using a different virtual MSR. The SymSpy interface has been implemented in both Kitten and Linux guest kernels.

4.6 Conclusion

This chapter introduced symbiotic virtualization, a new approach to designing virtualization interfaces. A symbiotic architecture supports symbiotic virtual interfaces to allow high level semantic information to be shared across the VMM/guest boundary. These interfaces are necessary because existing virtualization interfaces (both hardware emulation and paravirtualization) are specifically designed to minimize the amount of semantic information available. This has resulted in a large semantic gap between a VMM and a guest. Symbiotic virtualization bridges that gap while still maintaining the compatibility features of the current interfaces. Symbiotic interfaces are entirely optional both for a guest and a VMM, but if they are supported by both they can be used for mutual benefit. The basic interface is SymSpy, a communication channel built on top of shared memory. This allows a guest and VMM to exchange structured information asynchronously in order to expose internal state information in an easy to access manner.

Symbiotic virtualization is of particular use in HPC environments, because it provides detailed information with relatively low overhead compared to existing techniques. In the next chapter I will examine how symbiotic virtualization, and SymSpy in particular, can
be used to optimize the performance of a virtualized guest environment deployed at large scale on the RedStorm Cray XT system.
Chapter 5

Symbiotic Virtualization for High Performance Computing

The evaluation results from Chapter 3 included limited performance studies on 32–48 nodes of a Cray XT system that was virtualized using an early version of Palacios. This chapter continues that evaluation using an enhanced version of Palacios running at much larger scale, up to 4096 nodes on a Cray XT system. In addition to considering the much larger scale, this chapter focuses on symbiotic virtualization techniques needed to achieve scalable virtualization at scale. While these techniques are evaluated specifically on an HPC system, they should generalize beyond both HPC and Palacios.

The essential symbiotic techniques needed to achieve low overhead virtualization at these scales are passthrough I/O, workload-sensitive selection of paging mechanisms, and carefully controlled preemption. Passthrough I/O provides direct guest/application access to the specialized communication hardware of the machine. This in turn enables not only high bandwidth communication, but also preserves the extremely low latency properties of this hardware, which is essential in scalable collective communication.

The second technique we have determined to be essential to low overhead virtualization at scale is the workload-sensitive selection of the paging mechanisms used to implement the guest physical to host physical address translation. Palacios supports a range of
approaches, from those with significant hardware assistance (e.g., nested paging, which has several implementations across Intel and AMD hardware), to those that do not (e.g., shadow paging, which has numerous variants). There is no single best paging mechanism; the choice is workload dependent, primarily on guest context switching behavior and the memory reference pattern.

The final technique we found to be essential to low overhead virtualization at scale is carefully controlled preemption within the VMM. By preemption, we mean both interrupt handling and thread scheduling. Palacios carefully controls when interrupts are handled, and internally only does cooperative thread context switches. This control means that it mostly avoids introducing timing variation in the environment that the guest OS sees. This in turn means that carefully tuned collective communication behavior in the application remains effective.

What our techniques effectively accomplish is keeping the virtual machine as true to the physical machine as possible in terms of its communication and timing properties. This in turn allows the guest OS’s and application’s assumptions about the physical machine it is designed for to continue to apply to the virtual machine environment. In the virtualization of a commodity machine such authenticity is not needed. However, if a machine is part of a scalable computer, the disparity between guest OS and application assumptions and the behavior of the actual virtual environment, leads to a performance impact that grows with scale.

We generalize beyond the three specific techniques described above to argue that to truly provide scalable performance for virtualized HPC environments, the black box approach of commodity VMMs should be abandoned in favor of a symbiotic virtualization model. In the symbiotic virtualization model, the guest OS and VMM cooperate in order to function in a way that optimizes performance. Our specific techniques are examples of symbiotic techniques, and are, in fact, built on the SymSpy passive symbiotic interface in
5.1 Virtualization at scale

We conducted a detailed performance study by virtualizing the Red Storm Cray XT supercomputer using the combination of Palacios and Kitten. The study included both application and microbenchmarks, and was run at the largest scales possible on the machine (at least 4096 nodes, sometimes 6240 nodes). The upshot of our results is that it is possible to virtualize a large scale supercomputer with \( \leq 5\% \) performance penalties, even when running communication-intensive, tightly coupled applications. In the subsequent sections, we explain how.

5.1.1 Hardware platform

Testing was performed during an eight hour window of dedicated system time on the Red Storm system at Sandia National Labs. We used the same Red Storm nodes from the early experiment, only changing the scale of the studies performed.

5.1.2 Software environment

Each test was performed in at least three different system software configurations: native, guest with nested paging, and guest with shadow paging. In the native configuration, the test application or microbenchmark is run using the native Red Storm operating system, Catamount [46], running on the bare hardware. This is the same environment that users normally use on Red Storm. Some tests were also run, at much smaller scales, using Cray’s CNL [45].

The environment that we label *Guest, Nested Paging* in our figures consists of Kitten and Palacios running on the bare hardware, managing an instance of Catamount running
as a guest operating system in a virtual machine environment provided by Palacios. In this mode, the AMD processor’s nested paging memory management hardware is used to implement the guest physical address to host physical address mapping that is chosen by Palacios. The guest’s page tables and a second set of page tables managed by Palacios are used for translation. Palacios does not need to track guest page table manipulations. However, every virtual address in the guest is translated using a two dimensional page walk involving both sets of page tables [9]. This expensive process is sped up through the use of a range of hardware-level TLB and page walk caching structures.

In contrast, the Guest, Shadow Paging mode uses software-based memory management provided by Palacios and disables the processor’s nested paging hardware. Shadow paging avoids the need for a two dimensional page walk, but it requires that Palacios track guest page tables. Every update to the guest’s page tables causes an exit to Palacios, which must then validate the request and commit it to a set of protected shadow page tables, which are the actual page tables used by the hardware. We elaborate on the choice of paging mechanism later in the chapter, but generally it is quite dependent on the guest OS. With Catamount, the paging modes give nearly identical performance.

Virtualizing I/O devices is critical to VM performance, and, here, the critical device is the SeaStar communication interface. We provide guest access to the SeaStar using passthrough I/O, an approach we elaborate on later. We consider two ways of using the SeaStar, the default way, which is unnamed in our figures, and an alternative approach called Accelerated Portals. The default approach uses interrupt-driven I/O.

In the version of AMD SVM available on Red Storm, intercepting any interrupt requires that all interrupts be intercepted. Because a variety of non-SeaStar interrupts must be intercepted by Palacios, our implementation adds a VM exit cost to SeaStar interrupts. Essentially, when Palacios detects an exit has occurred due to SeaStar interrupt, it immediately re-enters the guest, re-injecting the SeaStar interrupt as a software interrupt. This
process requires $O(1000)$ cycles, resulting in interrupt-driven SeaStar performance having a higher latency when virtualized rather than native.

In *Accelerated Portals*, the guest uses user-level polling instead of interrupts for message transmission and reception. This is the fastest way of using SeaStar natively. Because interrupts are not involved, the interrupt exit cost described above does not occur when the guest is virtualized. The upshot is that virtualized accelerated portals performance is nearly identical to native accelerated portals performance.

It is important to point out that more recent versions of AMD’s SVM hardware (and of Intel’s VT hardware) can support much more selective interrupt exiting. If such hardware were available, we would use it to avoid exiting on SeaStar interrupts, which should make interrupt-driven SeaStar performance under virtualization identical to that without virtualization.

The guest Catamount OS image we used was based on the same Cray XT 2.0.62 Catamount image used for the native experiments. Minor changes were required to port Catamount to the PC-compatible virtual machine environment provided by Palacios (the native Cray XT environment is not fully PC-compatible). Additionally, the SeaStar portals driver was updated to allow passthrough operation as described in Section 5.2.

5.1.3 MPI microbenchmarks

The Intel MPI Benchmark Suite version 3.0 [39] was used to evaluate point-to-point messaging performance and scalability of collective operations.

**Point-to-point performance**

Figure 5.1 shows the results of a ping-pong test between two adjacent nodes. Small message latency, shown in Figure 5.1(a), is approximately 2.5 times worse with nested or shadow guest environments compared to native. This is a result of the larger interrupt
overhead in the virtualized environment. However, note that in absolute terms, for the smallest messages, the latency for the virtualized case is already a relatively low $12 \mu s$, compared to the native $5 \mu s$. Eliminating this virtualized interrupt overhead, as is the case with accelerated portals, and would be the case with more recent AMD SVM hardware implementations, results in virtually identical performance in native and guest environments.

Figure 5.1(b) plots the same data but extends the domain of the x-axis to show the full bandwidth curves. The nested and shadow guest environments show degraded performance for mid-range messages compared to native, but eventually reach the same asymptotic bandwidth once the higher interrupt cost is fully amortized. Bandwidth approaches 1.7 GByte/s. Avoiding the interrupt virtualization cost with accelerated portals results again in similar native and guest performance.

Collective performance

Figures 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 show the performance of the MPI Barrier, Allreduce, and Alltoall operations, respectively. The operations that have data associated with them, Allreduce and Alltoall, are plotted for the 16-byte message size since a common usage pattern in HPC applications is to perform an operation on a single double-precision number (8 bytes) or a complex double precision number (16 bytes).

Both Barrier and Allreduce scale logarithmically with node count, with Allreduce having slightly higher latency at all points. In contrast, Alltoall scales quadratically and is therefore plotted with a log y-axis. In all cases, the choice of nested vs. shadow paging does not appear to matter. What does matter, however, is the use of an interrupt-driven versus a polling-based communication in the guest environment. Similarly to what was observed in the point-to-point benchmarks, eliminating network interrupts by using the polling-based accelerated portals network stack results in near native performance. As noted previously, more recent AMD SVM implementations support selective interrupt ex-
Both interrupt-driven access and accelerated portals-based access to the SeaStar NIC are shown. For interrupt-driven access, virtualization adds an additional 8–16 $\mu$s to latency and achieves lower bandwidth for small messages. With the AMD SVM virtualization hardware available on Red Storm, passthrough interrupt delivery requires a VM exit. More recent hardware relaxes this requirement and should result in native performance. For accelerated portals, virtualized and native performance are already nearly identical.
iting, which would make the virtualized interrupt-driven performance identical to the native or virtualized accelerated portals numbers. Still, even with this limitation, virtualized interrupt-driven communication is quite fast in absolute terms, with a 6240 node barrier or all-reduce taking less than 275 $\mu$s to perform.

The Alltoall operation is interesting because the size of the messages exchanged between nodes increases with node count. This causes all of the configurations to converge at high node counts, since the operation becomes bandwidth limited, and the cost of interrupt virtualization is amortized.

### 5.1.4 HPCCG application

HPCCG [33] is a simple conjugate gradient solver that is intended to mimic the characteristics of a broad class of HPC applications in use at Sandia, while at the same time being simple to understand and run. A large portion of its runtime is spent performing sparse matrix-vector multiplies, which is a memory bandwidth intensive operation.

HPCCG was used in weak-scaling mode with a “100x100x100” subproblem on each node, using approximately 380 MB of memory per node. This configuration is representative of typical usage, and results in relatively few and relatively large messages being communicated between neighboring nodes. Every iteration of the CG algorithm performs an 8-byte Allreduce, and there are 149 iterations during the test problem’s approximately 30 second runtime. The portion of runtime consumed by communication is reported by the benchmark to be less than 5% in all cases. Interrupt-driven communication was used for this and other application benchmarks. Recall that the microbenchmarks show virtualized interrupt-driven communication is the slower of the two options we considered.

As shown in Figure 5.5, HPCCG scales extremely well in both guest and native environments. Performance with shadow paging is essentially identical to native performance, while performance with nested paging is 2.5% worse at 2048 nodes.
Figure 5.2: MPI barrier scaling microbenchmark results measuring the latency of a full barrier. Both interrupt-driven access and accelerated portals-based access to the SeaStar NIC are shown. For interrupt-driven access, the additional interrupt latency overhead compounds as the barrier scales. With the AMD SVM virtualization hardware available on Red Storm, passthrough interrupt delivery requires a VM exit. More recent hardware relaxes this requirement and thus should provide native performance. For accelerated portals, virtualized and native performance are already nearly identical.
Figure 5.3: MPI Allreduce scaling microbenchmark results measuring the latency of a 16 byte all-reduce operation. Both interrupt-driven access and accelerated portals-based access to the SeaStar NIC are shown. For interrupt-driven access, the additional interrupt latency overhead compounds as the number of nodes in the reduction scales. With the AMD SVM virtualization hardware available on Red Storm, passthrough interrupt delivery requires a VM exit. More recent hardware relaxes this requirement and thus should provide native performance. For accelerated portals, virtualized and native performance are already nearly identical.
Figure 5.4: MPI AlltoAll scaling microbenchmark results measuring the latency of a 16 byte all-to-all operation. Both interrupt-driven access and accelerated portals-based access to the SeaStar NIC are shown. For interrupt-driven access, the effect of the additional interrupt latency in virtualization declines as we scale up, with performance converging at about 2048 nodes. Virtualized access to accelerated portals performs identically to native.
Figure 5.5: HPCCG application benchmark performance. Weak scaling is measured. Virtualized performance is within 5% of native.
5.1.5 CTH application

CTH [20] is a multi-material, large deformation, strong shock wave, solid mechanics code developed by Sandia National Laboratories. It is used for studying armor/anti-armor interactions, warhead design, high explosive initiation physics, and weapons safety issues.

A shaped charge test problem was used to perform a weak scaling study in both native and guest environments. As reported in [21], which used the same test problem, at 512 nodes approximately 40% of the application’s runtime is due to MPI communication, 30% of which is due to MPI_Allreduce operations with an average size of 32 bytes. The application performs significant point-to-point communication with nearest neighbors using large messages.

Figure 5.6 shows the results of the scaling study for native and guest environments. At 2048 nodes, the guest environment with shadow paging is 3% slower than native, while the nested paging configuration is 5.5% slower. Since network performance is virtually identical with either shadow or nested paging, the performance advantage of shadow paging is likely due to the faster TLB miss processing that it provides.

5.1.6 SAGE application

SAGE (SAIC’s Adaptive Grid Eulerian hydrocode) is a multidimensional hydrodynamics code with adaptive mesh refinement developed at Los Alamos National Laboratory [47]. The timing.c input deck was used to perform a weak scaling study. As reported in [21], which used the same test problem, at 512 nodes approximately 45% of the application’s runtime is due to MPI communication, of which roughly 50% is due to MPI_Allreduce operations with an average size of 8 bytes. In the same report, Sage is measured to be 3.5 times more sensitive to noise than CTH at 2048 nodes.

Figure 5.7 shows the results of executing the scaling study in the native and virtualized
Figure 5.6: CTH application benchmark performance. Weak scaling is measured. Virtualized performance is within 5% of native.
environments. At 2048 nodes, shadow paging is 2.4% slower compared to native while nested paging is 3.5% slower. As with CTH, the slightly better performance of shadow paging is believed to be due to its faster TLB miss processing.

5.2 Passthrough I/O

One of the principle goals in designing Palacios was to allow a large amount of configurability in order to allow targeting of multiple and diverse environments. This allows us to enable a number of configuration options that are specific to HPC environments, in order to minimize any overheads and maximize performance. The special HPC configuration of Palacios makes a number of fundamental choices in order to provide guest access to
hardware devices with as little overhead as possible. These choices were reflected both in the architecture of Palacios, as configured for HPC, as well as two assumptions about the environment Palacios executes in.

The first assumption we make for HPC environments is that only a single guest will be running on a node at any given time. Node here refers to some specific partition of the physical resources, be that a single CPU core, a single multicore CPU, or a collection of multicore CPUs. Restricting each partition to run a single guest environment ensures that there is no resource contention between multiple VMs. This is the common case for capability supercomputers as each application requires dedicated access to the entirety of the system resources. It is also the common case for space-shared capacity machines. The restriction vastly simplifies device management because Palacios does not need to support sharing of physical devices between competing guests; Palacios can directly map an I/O device into a guest domain without having to manage the device itself.

The second assumption we make for HPC environments is that we can place considerable trust in the guest OS because HPC system operators typically have full control over the entire software stack. Under this assumption, the guest OS is unlikely to attempt to compromise the VMM intentionally, and may even be designed to help protect the VMM from any errors.

5.2.1 Passthrough I/O implementation

In Palacios, passthrough I/O is based on a virtualized PCI bus. The virtual bus is implemented as an emulation layer inside Palacios, and has the capability of providing access to both virtual as well as physical (passthrough) PCI devices. When a guest is configured to use a passthrough device directly, Palacios scans the physical PCI bus searching for the appropriate device and then attaches a virtual instance of that device to the virtual PCI bus. Any changes that a guest makes to the device’s configuration space are applied only to the
virtualized version. These changes are exposed to the physical device via reconfigurations of the guest environment to map the virtual configuration space onto the physical one.

As an example, consider a PCI Base Address Register (BAR) that contains a memory region that is used for memory-mapped access to the device. Whenever a guest tries to change this setting by overwriting the BAR’s contents, instead of updating the physical device’s BAR, Palacios instead updates the virtual device’s BAR and reconfigures the guest’s physical memory layout so that the relevant guest physical memory addresses are redirected to the host physical memory addresses mapped by the real BAR register. In this way, Palacios virtualizes configuration operations but not the actual data transfer.

Most devices do not rely on the PCI BAR registers to define DMA regions for I/O. Instead the BAR registers typically point to additional, non-standard, configuration spaces, that themselves contain locations of DMA descriptors. Palacios makes no attempt to virtualize these regions, and instead relies on the guest OS to supply valid DMA addresses for its own physical address space. While this requires that Palacios trust the guest OS to use correct DMA addresses as they appear in the host, it is designed such that there is a a high assurance that the DMA addresses used by the guest are valid.

The key design choice that provides high assurance of secure DMA address translation from the guest physical addresses to the host physical addresses is the shape of the guest’s physical address space. A Palacios guest is initially configured with a physically contiguous block of memory that maps into the contiguous portion of the guest’s physical address space that contains memory. This allows the guest to compute a host physical address from a guest physical address by simply adding an offset value. This means that a passthrough DMA address can be immediately calculated as long as the guest knows what offset the memory in its physical address space begins at. Furthermore, the guest can know definitively if the address is within the bounds of its memory by checking that it does not exceed the range of guest physical addresses that contain memory, information that is
readily available to the guest via the e820 map and other standard mechanisms. Because guest physical to host physical address translation for actual physical memory is so simple, DMA addresses can be calculated and used with a high degree of certainty that they are correct and will not compromise the host or VMM. The code required is literally just a few lines and very difficult to get wrong.

It is also important to point out that as long as the guest uses physical addresses valid with respect to its memory map, it is impossible for it to affect the VMM or other passthrough or virtual devices with a DMA request on a passthrough device.

To allow the guest to determine when a DMA address needs to be translated (by offsetting) for passthrough access, Palacios uses SymSpy to advertise which PCI devices are in fact configured as passthrough. Each PCI bus location tuple (bus ID, device ID, and function number) is combined to form an index into a bitmap. If a device is configured as passthrough the bit at its given index will be set by the VMM and read by the guest OS. This bitmap allows the guest OS to selectively offset DMA addresses, allowing for compatibility with both passthrough devices (which require offsetting) and virtual devices (which do not). Furthermore, when the guest is run without the VMM in place, this mechanism naturally turns off offsetting for all devices.

**Comparison with other approaches to high performance virtualized I/O:** Due to both the increased trust and control over the guest environments as well as the simplified mechanism for DMA address translation, Palacios can rely on the guest to correctly interact with the passthrough devices. The passthrough I/O technique allows direct interaction with hardware devices with as little overhead as possible. In contrast, other approaches designed to provide passthrough I/O access must add additional overhead. For example, VMM-Bypass [59], as designed for the Xen Hypervisor, does not provide the same guarantees in terms of address space contiguousness. Furthermore, their usage model assumes that the guest environments are not fully trusted entities. The result is that the implementation
complexity is much higher for VMM-Bypass, and further overheads are added due to the need for the VMM to validate the device configurations. Furthermore, their technique is highly device specific (specifically Infiniband) whereas our passthrough architecture is capable of working with any unmodified PCI device.

Self-Virtualization [78] is a technique to allow device sharing without the need for a separate virtual driver domain. While self virtualization does permit direct guest interaction with hardware devices it does via a simplified virtual interface which places a limit on the usable capabilities of the device. This approach also requires specially architected hardware, while our passthrough implementation supports any existing PCI device.

5.2.2 Current implementations

We have currently implemented passthrough I/O for both a collection of HPC OSes, such as Catamount and Kitten, as well as for commodity Linux kernels. The Catamount OS specifically targets the Cray SeaStar as its only supported I/O device, therefore Catamount did not require a general passthrough framework. However, Kitten and Linux are designed for more diverse environments so we have implemented the full passthrough architecture in each of them. In each case, the implementation is built on the SymSpy guest implementation (Section 4.3), which consists of about 300 lines of C and assembler. The actual DMA address offsetting and bounds checking implementation is about 20 lines of C.

Both Kitten and Linux include the concept of a DMA address space that is conceptually separate from the address space of core memory. This allows a large degree of compatibility between different architectures that might implement a separate DMA address space. The environment exposed by Palacios is such an architecture. Every time a device driver intends to perform a DMA operation it must first transform a memory address into a DMA address via a DMA mapping service. Our guest versions of both Linux and Kitten include a modified mapping service that selectively adds the address offset to each DMA address.
if the device requesting the DMA translation is configured for passthrough. Our modifications also perform a sanity check to ensure that the calculated DMA address resides inside the guests memory space, thus protecting the VMM from any malformed DMA operations. These modifications are small, easy to understand, and all encompassing, meaning that the VMM can have a high degree of confidence that even a complicated OS such as Linux will not compromise the VMM via malformed DMA operations.

5.2.3 Infiniband passthrough

To quantify the overhead of Palacios virtualization with a commodity NIC, we examined the performance of Mellanox MLX4 (ConnectX) cards configured for passthrough in Linux. Passthrough support for these 64-bit PCI Express devices was provided through the PCI passthrough support described above.

We measured round-trip latency for 1 byte messages averaged over 100000 round trips and 4 megabyte message round trip bandwidth averaged over 10000 trips using the OpenFabrics `ibv_rc_pingpong` program. The client system which performed the timings ran native Fedora 11 with Linux kernel 2.6.30, and the client machine ran a diskless Linux BusyBox image that also used Linux kernel 2.6.30 with symbiotic extensions either natively or virtualized in Palacios using shadow paging.

As can be seen in Figure 5.8, Palacios’s pass-through virtualization imposes almost no measurable overhead on Infiniband message passing in both Kitten and Linux. In particular, Palacios’s passthrough PCI support enables virtualized Linux to almost perfectly match the bandwidth of native Linux on Infiniband, and because Infiniband does not use interrupts for high-speed message passing with reliable-connected channels, the 1-byte message latencies with and without virtualization are identical.
Figure 5.8: Infiniband bandwidth at message sizes from 1 byte to 4 megabytes. 1-byte round-trip latency both native and virtualized was 6.46 µsec, with peak bandwidth for 4MB messages at 12.49 Gb/s on Linux virtualized with Palacios compared to 12.51 Gb/s for native Linux.
5.2.4 Future extensions

Future advances in hardware virtualization support may obviate the need for the passthrough techniques described above. For example, AMD’s IOMMU adds hardware support for guest DMA translations. However, we should note that our approach includes a very minimal amount of overhead and it is not clear that hardware techniques will necessarily perform better. An IOMMU would introduce additional performance overhead in the form of page table lookups, something which our approach completely avoids. As we will show in the next section and others have demonstrated [1], with the appropriate assumptions software approaches can often demonstrably operate with less overhead than hardware approaches.

5.3 Workload-sensitive paging mechanisms

In our evaluations we have focused on two standard techniques for virtualizing the paging hardware: Shadow Paging and Nested Paging as described in Section 5.1.2. We have found that the best performing technique is heavily dependent on the application workload as well as the architecture of the guest OS. As an example, Catamount performs a minimal number of page table operations, and never fully flushes the TLB or switches between different page tables. This means that very few operations are required to emulate the guest page tables with shadow paging. Because the overhead of shadow paging is so small, shadow paging performs better than nested paging due to the better use of the hardware TLB. In contrast, Compute Node Linux (CNL) another HPC OS, uses multiple sets of page tables to handle multitasking and so frequently flushes the TLB. For this OS there is a great deal more overhead in emulating the page table operations and any improvement in TLB performance is masked by the frequent flush operations. For this case nested paging is clearly the superior choice.
Based on our earlier evaluation in Chapter 3, we demonstrated that the behavior of the guest OS and applications have a critical impact on the performance of the virtualized paging implementation. We have found this to be true in the broader server consolidation context [4] as well as the HPC context we discuss here. Those results showed that the choice of virtual paging techniques is critically important to ensuring scalable performance in HPC environments and that the best technique varies across OSes and applications. This suggests that an HPC VMM should provide a mechanism for specifying the initial paging technique as well as for switching between techniques during execution. Furthermore, an HPC VMM should provide a range of paging techniques to choose from. Palacios incorporates a modular architecture for paging architectures. New techniques can be created and linked into the VMM in a straightforward manner, with each guest being able to dynamically select among all the available techniques at runtime.

5.4 Controlled preemption

It is well understood that background noise can have a serious performance impact on large scale parallel applications. This has led to much work in designing OSes such that the amount of noise they inject into the system is minimized. Palacios is designed not only minimize the amount of overhead due to virtualization, but also to concentrate necessary overheads and work into deterministic points in time in an effort to minimize the amount of noise added to the system by virtualization.

Palacios runs as a non-preemptible kernel thread in Kitten. Only interrupts and explicit yields by Palacios can change control flow. Palacios controls the global interrupt flag and guest interrupt exiting and uses this control to allow interrupts to happen only at specific points during exit handling. This combination of behaviors allows Palacios to guarantee well-controlled availability of CPU resources to the guest. Background pro-
cesses and deferred work are only allowed to proceed when their impact on performance will be negligible.

When a guest is configured it is allowed to specify its execution quantum which determines the frequency at which it will yield the CPU to the Kitten scheduler. It is important to note that the quantum configured by Palacios is separate from the scheduling quantum used by Kitten for task scheduling. This separation allows each guest to override the host OS scheduler in order to prevent the host OS from introducing additional OS noise. Furthermore this quantum can be overridden at runtime such that a guest can specify critical sections where Palacios should not under any circumstances yield the CPU to another host process.

5.4.1 Future extensions

An extant issue in HPC environments is the overhead induced via timer interrupts. A large goal of Kitten is to implement a system with no dependence on periodic interrupts, and instead rely entirely on on-demand one shot timers. However, periodic timers are occasionally necessary when running a guest environment with Palacios, in order to ensure that time advances in the guest OS. Because some guest OSes do require periodic timer interrupts at a specified frequency, the VMM needs to ensure that the interrupts can be delivered to the guest environment at the appropriate rate. We are developing a method in which the guest OS is capable of both enabling/disabling as well as altering the frequency of the host’s periodic timer. This would allow a guest OS to specify its time sensitivity\(^1\), which will allow Palacios and Kitten to adapt the timer behavior to best match the current workload.

\(^1\)You can think of this as being loosely correlated to the guest’s timer frequency setting
5.5 Conclusion

Our primary contribution has been to demonstrate that it is possible to virtualize the largest parallel supercomputers in the world\(^2\) at very large scales with minimal performance overheads. Even tightly coupled, communication-intensive applications running on specialized lightweight OSes that provide maximum hardware capabilities to them can run in a virtualized environment with \(\leq 5\%\) performance overhead at scales in excess of 4096 nodes. This result suggests that such machines can reap the many benefits of virtualization that have been articulated before (e.g., [37, 22]). One benefit not previously noted is that virtualization could open the range of applications of the machines by making it possible to use commodity OSes on them in capacity modes when they are not needed for capability purposes.

We believe our results represent the largest scale study of HPC virtualization by at least two orders of magnitude, and we have described how such performance is possible. Scalable high performance rests on passthrough I/O, workload sensitive selection of paging mechanisms, and carefully controlled preemption. These techniques are made possible via a symbiotic interface between the VMM and the guest, an interface we have generalized with SymSpy.

Beyond supercomputers, our experiences with these symbiotic techniques are increasingly relevant to system software for general-purpose and enterprise computing systems. For example, the increasing scale of multicore desktop and enterprise systems has led OS designers to consider treating multicore systems like tightly-coupled distributed systems. As these systems continue to scale up toward hundreds or thousands of cores with distributed memory hierarchies and substantial inter-core communication delays, lessons learned in designing scalable system software for tightly-coupled distributed memory su-

\(^2\)Red Storm is currently the 17th fastest machine in the world.
percomputers will be increasingly relevant to them. In many ways these systems will contain increased complexity, because they will be designed with much more diverse software and hardware environments. The SymSpy symbiotic interface is effective in HPC settings due to the relatively small amount of state information needed for optimization. However, in commodity environments the increased complexity of both the hardware and software will require more detailed and complex information that SymSpy is capable of exposing. As a solution to this the next chapter will discuss SymCall, a functional symbiotic interface that allows a VMM to request that a guest execute state queries on the VMM’s behalf.
Chapter 6

Symbiotic Upcalls

Having demonstrated the utility of symbiotic virtualization in the realm of HPC, I will now shift focus commodity environments. While the impetus for supporting symbiotic interfaces in HPC systems is quite large, it also is of equal use for more standard system architectures. As I have explained, there is a great deal of interest in optimizing virtualized performance in data center environments, and several techniques have been developed for bridging the semantic gap present in those systems. However, with the wide deployment of complex OS environments such as Linux, the amount and complexity of OS state information is quite formidable. Even a symbiotic interface such as SymSpy would be incapable of handling the amount of information necessary to optimize many of these systems. This increased complexity requires a new approach to collecting state information, one that does not require a guest environment to preemptively expose an overwhelming amount of data. Instead of relying on the guest OS to provide the data in an easily accessible manner, it is possible for it to support a functional interface that allows a VMM to run queries against it. This would allow the guest OS to organize its internal state however it wanted, and still provide a mechanism whereby a VMM could easily access it. This chapter will evaluate SymCall, a symbiotic interface that provides a VMM with functional access to a guest’s internal context.
6.1 Introduction

The SymCall interface is designed to allow the VMM to make synchronous upcalls into the guest kernel. SymCall essentially makes it possible for a guest to easily provide an efficient and safe system call interface to the VMM. These calls can then be used during the handling of a guest exit. That is, the VMM can invoke the guest during the handling of a guest exit. This chapter describes the design and implementation of SymCall in Palacios in considerable detail, and evaluates the latency of SymCall.

Using the SymCall interface, I designed, implemented, and evaluated a proof-of-concept symbiotic service in Palacios. This service, SwapBypass, uses shadow paging to reconsider swapping decisions made by a symbiotic Linux guest running in a VM. If the guest is experiencing high memory pressure relative to its memory partition, it may decide to swap a page out. However, if the VMM has available physical memory, this is unnecessary. Although a page may be swapped out and marked unavailable in the guest page table, SwapBypass can also keep the page in memory and mark it available in the shadow page table. The effect is that access to the “swapped” page is at main memory speeds, and that the guest is using more physical memory than initially allotted, even if it is incapable of dynamically adapting to changing physical memory size.

Implementing SwapBypass requires information about the mapping of swap IDs to swap devices, which is readily provided via a SymCall, but extremely challenging to glean otherwise. I evaluated SwapBypass both through performance benchmarks, and through an examination of its implementation complexity.

6.2 SymCall functional interface

SymCalls are a new VMM/guest interface by which a VMM can make synchronous upcalls into a running guest OS. In a guest OS, this interface is designed to resemble the existing
system call interface as much as possible, both in terms of the hardware interface presented
to the guest, as well as the internal upcall implementations. Based on the similarity to
system calls I refer to symbiotic upcalls as symcalls.

The x86 architecture has a several well defined frameworks for supporting OS system
calls. These interfaces allow a system call to be executed via a special instruction that
instantiates a system call context defined at initialization time by the OS. The interfaces
also define a separate instruction to return from a system call and reinstate the calling
process context. Two versions of these instructions exist: SYSENTER/SYSEXIT and
SYSCALL/SYSRET. As part of it’s initialization, the OS writes to a series of MSRs that
collectively define the environment that will be created when the system call instruction is
executed. While the two interfaces vary slightly, in general the environments they create
are the same. The environmental context consists of an instruction and stack pointer, as
well as code and stack segment selectors. There is also support for auxiliary segment
selectors for the FS and GS segments, which are used by the OS to reference CPU local
storage areas. These components are written to a special set of MSRs. When a System call
instruction is executed, the context variables are copied out of the MSRs and instantiated
on the hardware. When execution resumes the CPU is running a special OS code path that
dispatches to the correct system call handler. When a system call returns it executes the
corresponding exit instructions that reverse this procedure.

Due to the conceptual similarity between symcalls and system calls I designed our
implementation to be architecturally similar as well. Just as with system calls, the guest
OS is responsible for enabling and configuring the environment which the symcalls will
execute in. It does this using a set of virtualized MSRs that are based on the actual MSRs
used for the SYSCALL and SYSRET interface. When the VMM makes a symbiotic upcall,
it configures the guest environment according to the values given by the guest OS. The
next time the guest executes it will be running in the SymCall dispatch routine that invokes
the handler for the specific symcall. This configuration is the third step of the symbiotic configuration procedure in Figure 4.2.

### 6.2.1 Virtual hardware support

The SymCall virtual hardware interface consists of a set of MSRs that are a union of the MSRs used for the SYSENTER and SYSCALL frameworks. I combine both the MSR sets to provide a single interface that is compatible for both the Protected (32 bit) and Long (64 bit) operating modes. The set of symbiotic MSRs are:

- **SYMCALL RIP**: The value to be loaded into the guest’s RIP/EIP register. This is the address of the entry point for symcalls in the guest kernel.

- **SYMCALL RSP**: The value to be loaded into the guest’s RSP/ESP register. This is the address of the top of the stack that will be used when entering a symcall.

---

1The execution model however more closely resembles the SYSCALL behavior
• **SYMCALL.CS:** The location of the code segment to be loaded during a symcall. This is the code segment that will be used during the symcall. The stack segment is required to immediately follow the code segment, and so can be referenced via this MSR.

• **SYMCALL.GS:** The GS segment base address to be loaded during a symcall.

• **SYMCALL.FS:** The FS segment base address to be loaded during a symcall. The GS or FS segments are used to point to kernel-level context for the symcall.

The RIP, RSP, and CS(+SS) MSRs are needed to create the execution context for the symbiotic upcall. The FS and GS MSRs typically hold the address of the local storage on a given CPU core. FS or GS is typically used based on the operating mode of the processor.

As I stated earlier the execution model for a symbiotic upcall is based on system calls. The one notable difference is that symbiotic upcalls always store the guest state before the call is executed and reload it when the symcall returns. Furthermore the state is saved inside the VMM’s address space and so is inaccessible to the guest OS. This is largely a safety precaution due to the fact that the guest OS has much less control over when a symbiotic call is executed. For example, a system call can only be executed when a process is running, but a symcall can also occur when the guest is executing in the kernel.

As described, the system call return process copies back the context that existed before the system call was made (but possibly modified afterwards). Returning from a symbiotic upcall is the same with the exception being that the symbiotic call always returns to the context immediately before the symcall was made. This is because the calling state is not saved in the guest environment, but instead stored by the VMM. Because there is no special instruction to return from a symcall the guest instead executes a special hypercall indicating the return value.
The virtual hardware interface I have developed follows the system call design to minimize the behavioral changes of a guest OS. Our other objective was to create an interface that would be implementable in physical hardware. Existing hardware implementations could be extended to provide hardware versions of the MSRs that would only be accessible while the CPU is executing in a VM context. A second type of VM entry could be defined which launches into the state defined by the MSRs and automatically saves the previous guest state in the virtual machine control structures. And finally a new instruction could implemented to return from a symbiotic upcall and reload the saved guest state.

### 6.2.2 Symbiotic upcall interface

Using the virtual hardware support, I have implemented a symbiotic upcall facility in the Palacios VMM. Furthermore I have implemented symbiotic upcall support for two guest OSes: 32 bit Linux and the 64 bit Kitten OS. Our SymCall framework supports both the Intel VMX and AMD SVM virtualization architectures. The symcalls are designed to resemble the Linux system call interface as closely as possible. The description will focus on the Linux implementation.

Implementing the SymCall interface required modifications to both the Palacios VMM as well as the Linux kernel running as a guest. The scale of the changes is shown in Figure 6.2. The modifications to the guest OS consisted of 211 lines of C and 129 lines of assembly as measured by SLOCcount. This code consisted of the generic SymCall infrastructure and did not include the implementation of any symcall handlers. The VMM
infrastructure consisted of an additional 300 lines of C implemented as a compile time module.

**Guest OS support** The Linux guest implementation of the symbiotic upcall interface shares much commonality with the system call infrastructure. Symbiotic upcalls are designed to be implemented in much the same manner as a normal system call. Each symbiotic upcall is associated with a given call index number that is used to lookup the appropriate call handler inside a global array. The OS loads the `SYSCALL RIP` MSR with a pointer to the SymCall handler, which uses the value of the `RAX` General Purpose Register (GPR) as the call number. The arguments to the symcall are supplied in the remaining GPRs, which limits each symbiotic upcall to at most 5 arguments. Our current implementation does not support any form of argument overflow, though there is no inherent reason why this would not be possible. The arguments are passed by value. Return values are passed in the same way, with the error code passed in `RAX` and additional return values in the remaining GPRs. Any kernel component can register a symbiotic upcall in exactly the same way as it would register a system call.

One notable difference between symcalls and normal system calls is the location of the stack during execution. Normal system calls execute on what is known as the kernel mode stack. Every process on the system has its own copy of a kernel mode stack to handle its own system calls and possibly also interrupts. Among other things this allows context switching and kernel preemption, because each execution path running in the kernel is guaranteed to have its own dedicated stack space. This assurance is possible because processes are unable to make multiple simultaneous system calls. Symbiotic upcalls on the other hand can occur at any time, and so cannot use the current process’ kernel stack. In our implementation the guest OS allocates a symbiotic stack at initialization. Every symbiotic upcall that is made then begins its execution with `RSP` loaded with the last address of the stack frame. Furthermore it is mandated that symbiotic upcalls cannot nest,
that is the VMM cannot perform a symcall while another symcall is running. This also
means that symbiotic upcalls are an independent thread of execution inside the OS. This
decision has ramifications that place a number of restrictions on symcall behavior, which I
will elaborate on in Section 6.2.3.

**VMM support** From the VMM perspective symbiotic upcalls are accessed as standard
function calls, but are executed inside the guest context. This requires modifications to
the standard behavior of a conventional VMM. The modifications to the Palacios VMM
required not only additional functionality but also changes and new requirements to the
low level guest entry/exit implementation.

As I stated earlier the VMM is responsible for saving and restoring the guest execution
state before and after a symbiotic upcall is executed. Only a single instance of the guest
state is saved, which means that only one symcall can be active at any given time. This
means that symbiotic upcalls cannot nest. Our design does not perform a full checkpoint
of the guest state but rather only saves the minimal amount of state needed. This allows
symbiotic upcalls some leeway in modifying the current guest context. For example the
guest OS is not prevented from modifying the contents of the control registers. In general
the saved state corresponds to the state that is overwritten by values specified in the symcall
MSRs.

The guest state that is saved by the VMM includes:

- **RIP**: The instruction pointer that the guest was executing before the exit that led to
  the symbiotic upcall.

- **Flags Register**: The system flags register

- **GPRs**: The full set of available General Purpose registers, including the Stack Pointer
  \((RSP)\) used for argument passing.
- **Code Segment Descriptor/Selector:** The selector and cached descriptor of the code segment

- **Stack Segment Descriptor/Selector:** The selector and cached descriptor of the Stack segment

- **FS and GS Segment Bases:** The base addresses for both the FS and GS segments. These are used by the guest OS to store the address of the local processor data area.

- **CPU Privilege Level:** The AMD virtualization architecture requires the CPU Privilege level be saved as a separate entity, even though it is specified by the lower bits of the CS and SS segment selectors. For simplicity it is saved separately when running on SVM.

Because symbiotic upcalls are executed in guest context the VMM had to be modified to perform a nested VM entry when a symcall is executed. VMM architectures are based on an event model. The VMM executes a guest in a special CPU operating mode until an exceptional event occurs, a special action is taken or an external event occurs. This causes the CPU to perform a VM exit that resumes inside the VMM context at a given instruction address. The VMM is then responsible for determining what caused the exit event and taking the appropriate action. This generally entails either emulating a certain instruction, handling an interrupt, modifying the guest state to address the exception, or servicing a request. This leads most VMMs to be implemented as event-dispatch loops where VM entries are made implicitly. That is a VM entry occurs automatically as part of a loop, and exit handlers do not need to be written to explicitly re-enter the guest.

For symbiotic upcalls I had to make VM entries available as an explicit function while also retaining their implicit nature. To do this I had to make the main event loop as well as the exit handlers re-entrant. Re-entrancy is necessary because it is not only possible
but entirely likely that the guest will generate additional exits in the course of executing a symbiotic upcall. I found that it was fairly straightforward to modify the exit handlers to be re-entrant, however the dispatch function was considerably more complicated.

Implementing re-entrancy centered around ensuring safe access to two global data structures: The guest state structure which contains the state needed by the VMM to operate on a given guest environment and the virtualization control structures that store the hardware representation of the guest context. The guest state needed by the VMM is deserialized and serialized atomically before and after a VM entry/exit. This structure is re-entrant safe because the VMM checkpoints the necessary state before and after a symbiotic call is made. This ensures that the guest will safely be able to re-enter the guest after the symbiotic upcall returns, because the guest state is copied back to the hardware structures before every entry. However it does not store the hardware state containing the exit information. In practice the exit information is small enough to store on the stack and pass as arguments to the dispatch function.

6.2.3 Current restrictions

In our design, symbiotic upcalls are meant to be used for relatively short synchronous state queries. Using symcalls to modify internal guest state is much more complicated and potentially dangerous. Since our current implementation is based on this fairly narrow focus, I made a number of design choices that limit the behavior of the symcall handler in the guest OS. These requirements ensure that only a single symcall will be executed at any given time and it will run to completion with no interruptions, i.e. it will not block.

The reasoning behind restricting the symcall behavior is to allow a simplified implementation as well as a provide behavioral guarantees to the VMM executing a symbiotic upcall. If symbiotic upcalls were permitted to block, the synchronous model would essentially be broken, because a guest OS would be able to defer the upcall’s execution
indefinitely. Furthermore it would increase the likelihood that when a symbiotic upcall did return, the original reasons for making the upcall would no longer be valid. This is in contrast to system calls where blocking is a necessary feature that allows the appearance of synchronicity to applications.

In order to ensure this behavior, a symcall handler in the guest OS is not allowed to sleep, invoke the OS scheduler, or take any other action that results in a context switch. Furthermore while the guest is executing a symbiotic upcall the VMM actively prevents the injection of any external interrupts such as those generated by hardware clocks. Our implementation also blocks the injection of hardware exceptions, and mandates that symcall handlers do not take any action that generates a processor exception that must be handled by the guest OS. While this might seem restrictive, I note that, in general, exceptions generated in a kernel code path are considered fatal.

The requirement that symcall handlers not block has further ramifications in how they deal with atomic data structures. This is particularly true because, as I stated earlier, a VMM can execute a symbiotic upcall at any point in the guest’s execution. This means that it is possible for a symcall to occur while other kernel code paths are holding locks. This, and the fact that symcalls cannot block, mean that symcalls must be very careful to avoid deadlocks. For instance, if a kernel control path is holding a spinlock while it modifies internal state it can be pre-empted by a symbiotic upcall that tries to read that same state. If the symcall ignores the lock it will end up reading inconsistent state, however if it tries to acquire the spinlock it will deadlock the system. This is because the symcall will never complete which in turn means the process holding the lock will never run because symcalls must run to completion and cannot be interrupted.

In order to avoid deadlock scenarios while still ensuring data integrity, special care must be taken when dealing with protected data structures. Currently our implementation allows symbiotic upcalls to acquire locks, however they cannot wait on that lock if it is
not available. If a syscall attempts to acquire a lock and detects that it is unavailable, it must immediately return an error code similar to the POSIX error \textit{EWOULDBLOCK}. In multiprocessor environments I relax the locking requirements in that symbiotic upcall handlers can wait for a lock as long as it is held by a thread on another CPU.

6.3 SwapBypass example service

I will now show how symcalls make possible optimizations that would otherwise be intractable given existing approaches by examining SwapBypass, a VMM extension designed to bypass the Linux swap subsystem. SwapBypass allows a VMM to give a VM direct access to memory that has been swapped out to disk, without requiring it be swapped in by the guest OS.

SwapBypass uses a modified disk cache that intercepts the I/O operations to a swap disk and caches swapped out pages in the VMM. SwapBypass then leverages a VM’s shadow page tables to redirect swapped out guest virtual addresses to the versions in the VMM’s cache. SwapBypass uses a single syscall to determine the internal state and permissions of a virtual memory address. The information returned by the syscall is necessary to correctly map the page and would be extremely difficult to gather with existing approaches.

I will now give a brief overview of the Linux swap architecture, and describe the SwapBypass architecture.

6.3.1 Swap operation

The Linux swap subsystem is responsible for reducing memory pressure by moving memory pages out of main memory and onto secondary storage, generally on disk. The swap architecture is only designed to handle pages that are assigned to anonymous memory regions in the process address space, as opposed to memory used for memory mapped
files. The swap architecture consists of a number of components such as the collection of swap disks, the swap cache, and a special page fault handler that is invoked by faults to a swapped out memory page. The swap subsystem is driven by two scenarios: low memory conditions that drive the system to swap out pages, and page faults that force pages to be swapped back into main memory.

**Swap storage** The components that make up the swap storage architecture include the collection of swap devices as well as the swap cache. The swap devices consist of storage locations that are segmented into an array of page sized storage locations. This allows them to be accessed using a simple index value that specifies the location in the storage array where a given page is located. In Linux this index is called the *Swap Offset*. The swap devices themselves are registered as members of a global array, and are themselves identified by another index value, which Linux calls the *Swap Type*. This means that a tuple consisting of the *Swap Offset* and *Swap Type* is sufficient for determining the storage location for any swapped out page.

As pages are swapped out, the kernel writes them to available swap locations and records their location. As a side effect of swapping out the page, any virtual address that refers to that page is no longer valid and furthermore the physical memory location is most likely being used by something else. To prevent accesses to the old virtual address from operating on incorrect data, Linux marks the page table entries pointing to the swapped out page as not present. This is accomplished by unsetting the *Present* bit in the page table entry (PTE). Because marking a page invalid only requires a single bit, the rest of the page table entry is ignored by the hardware. Linux takes advantage of this fact and stores the swap location tuple into the available PTE bits. I refer to PTEs that are marked not present and store the swap location tuple as *Swapped PTEs*.

As a performance optimization Linux also incorporates a special cache that stores memory pages while they are waiting to be swapped out. Because anonymous memory
is capable of being shared between processes and thus referenced by multiple virtual addresses, Linux must wait until all the PTEs that refer to the page are marked as swapped PTEs before it can safely move the page out of main memory and onto the appropriate swap device. Tracking down all the references to the page and changing them to Swapped PTEs is typically done in the background to minimize the impact swapping has on overall system performance. Thus it is possible for pages to remain resident in the cache for a relatively long period of time, and furthermore it is possible that one set of PTEs will point to a page in the swap cache while another set will be marked as Swapped PTEs. This means that just because a PTE is a Swapped PTE does not mean the page it refers to is actually located at the location indicated by the Swapped PTE. It is important to note that every page in the swap cache has a reserved location on a swap device, this means that every page in the swap cache can be referenced by its Swapped PTE. The swap cache itself is implemented as a special substructure in the kernel’s general page cache, this is a complex internal kernel data structure organized as a radix tree.

**Swapped page faults** As I mentioned earlier Linux marks the page table entries of swapped out pages as invalid and stores the swap location of the page into the remaining bits. This causes any attempted access to a swapped out virtual address to result in a page fault. Linux uses these page faults to determine when to swap pages back into main memory. When a page fault occurs the kernel exception handler checks if the faulting virtual address corresponds to a Swapped PTE. If so, it first checks if the page is resident in the swap cache. If the page is found in the page cache then the handler simply updates the PTE with the physical memory address of the page in the swap cache and indicates that there is a new reference to the page. If the page is not found in the swap cache then the Swapped PTE contains the location of the page in the collection of swap devices. This triggers a swap in event, where the swap subsystem reads the page from the swap device and copies it to an available physical memory location. This operation could itself trigger
additional swap out events in order to make a location in main memory available for the swapped in page. Once the page is copied into main memory it is added to the swap cache, because its possible that other Swapped PTEs reference that page and have not been updated with its new physical address. Once all references have been updated the page is removed from the swap cache.

Finally it should be noted that after a page has been swapped in a copy of the page remains on the swap device. This means that if a process swaps in a page only in order to read it, that the page can simply be deleted from the swap cache without writing it to the swap device. The next time the page is referenced it will simply be copied back into the swap cache. Also note that a page can be swapped in from disk and written to while still in the swap cache, and then swapped out again. In this case the version is the swap cache must be written back to the swap device. This makes it possible for a swapped out page to be desynchronized from its copy on the swap device. This behavior is important and has ramifications for SwapBypass that I will discuss later.

### 6.3.2 SwapBypass implementation

SwapBypass uses shadow page tables to redirect the swapped PTEs in a guest’s page table to pages that are stored in a special cache located in the VMM. This allows a guest application to directly reference memory that has been swapped out to disk by it’s OS. An example set of page table hierarchies are shown in Figure 6.3. In this case the guest OS has swapped out 3 pages that are referenced by the current set of page tables. As I described earlier it has marked the Swapped PTEs as not present in order to force a page fault when they are accessed. However, when a VMM is using shadow paging all page faults cause VMExits, which allows a VMM to handle page faults before the guest OS. In many cases the VMM updates its shadow page tables to reflect the guest page tables and continues execution in the guest, other times the VMM must forward the page fault exception to the
Figure 6.3: The guest and shadow page table configuration needed to provide a guest access to memory it has swapped out. With standard shadow paging a swapped out page triggers a page fault that is injected into the guest environment that causes the page to be swapped in. However, with SwapBypass swapped out pages are remapped by the VMM to point to pages located in the swap disk cache in the VMM’s memory space. Essentially, the guest’s virtual address space is virtualized to allow the VMM to redirect virtual address accesses.
Table showing the components and lines of code needed to implement SwapBypass:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Lines of Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Swap disk cache</td>
<td>373(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page fault handler</td>
<td>47(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SwapBypass core</td>
<td>182(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guest SymCall functions</td>
<td>53(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>655(C)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.4: Lines of code needed to implement SwapBypass as measured by SLOCcount

VM so it can be handled by the guest OS. Without SwapBypass the VMM would only see that the guest marked its page table entries as invalid, and thus forward the page fault to the guest OS. However when SwapBypass is active it is able to detect that the guest’s PTE is in fact a Swapped PTE\(^2\), and set the shadow PTE to point at the page in the cache. SwapBypass uses a special symcall to inspect the internal swap state of the guest Linux kernel as well as to determine the access permissions of the virtual address containing the swapped PTE.

SwapBypass is implemented with several components. A single symcall that returns the state of a guest virtual address, a special swap device cache that intercepts I/O operations to a swap disk, a new edge case that is added to the shadow page fault handler, and the SwapBypass core that provides the interface between the symcall, swap disk cache, and shadow page table hierarchy.

Swap disk cache: The first component of SwapBypass is a cache that is located inside the VMM between a guest and its swap disk. This cache intercepts all I/O operations and caches swapped out pages as they are written to disk. As swapped pages are written to disk

---

\(^2\)A Swapped PTE contains a set of flags to indicate a swapped page without any additional information.
they are first inserted into the cache, if the cache is full then victim pages are chosen and flushed to disk according to a Least Recently Used (LRU) policy. When pages are read from disk they are copied from cache if found, otherwise the pages are read directly from disk and not inserted into the cache.

During initialization the swap disk cache registers itself with SwapBypass, and supplies its *Swap Type* identifier as well as a special function that SwapBypass uses to query the cache contents. This function takes as an argument the *Swap Offset* of a page located on disk and returns the physical address of the page if it is present in the cache. In order for the swap disk cache to determine its *Swap Type* identifier I had to modify Linux to add the *Swap Type* to the swap header that is written to the first page entry of every swap device. The swap disk cache intercepts this write and parses the header to determine its *Swap Type*.

The swap disk cache is also responsible for notifying SwapBypass of disk reads which correspond to swap in events. These events drive invalidations that I will discuss in more detail later.

**SwapBypass symcall** Implementing SwapBypass requires knowledge of the state of a swapped out page and the permissions that the current process has on the virtual address referring to that page. This information is extremely difficult to determine from outside the guest context. Furthermore this information cannot be collected asynchronously. The reason for this is that if the VMM does not immediately modify the shadow page tables to point to a page in the cache then it *must* inject a page fault into the guest. The page fault would then cause the guest to swap the page back into its memory space, and modify the Swapped PTE to point at the new location. By the time the asynchronous upcall completed the reason for calling it would no longer exist. Furthermore, because symcalls are executed synchronously they execute in the process context that existed when the exit leading to the symcall occurred. In the case of SwapBypass this means that the symcall executes as the process that generated the page fault on the swapped PTE. An asynchronous approach
could not provide this guarantee, which would greatly complicate the implementation.

The syscall takes two arguments: a *guest virtual address* and a *Swapped PTE*. The guest virtual address is the virtual address that caused the page fault while the Swapped PTE is the guest PTE for that virtual address. The syscall returns a set of three flags that mirror the permission bits in the hardware PTEs (Present, Read/Write, and User/System). These bits indicate whether the virtual address is valid, whether the page is writable, and finally whether it can be accessed by user processes.

The first action taken by the syscall is to find the task descriptor of the process which generated the page fault. Linux stores the current task descriptor in a per-CPU data area whose location is stored in the FS segment selector. This means that the task descriptor is found by simply calling `get_current()`, because the FS segment is loaded as part of the syscall entry.

Next, the syscall determines if the page referenced by the Swapped PTE is in fact swapped out or if it is present in the kernel’s swap cache. As I stated before, Linux does not immediately update all the Swapped PTEs referencing a given page, so it is possible for the PTEs to be out of date. In this case the guest’s page fault handler would simply redirect the PTE to the page’s location in the swap cache and return. Therefore, if the syscall detects that the page is present in the swap cache, it immediately returns with a value indicating that the page is not present. This will cause SwapBypass to abort and continue normal execution by injecting a page fault into the guest. SwapBypass cannot operate on pages in the swap cache, even if they are available in the SwapBypass cache because of the synchronization issues mentioned earlier.

If the swapped PTE does not refer to a page in the swap cache, then it can be redirected by SwapBypass. In this case it is necessary to determine what access permissions the current process has for the virtual address used to access the page. Linux does not cache the page table access permissions for swapped out pages, so it is necessary to query the
process’ virtual memory map. The memory map is stored as a list of virtual memory areas that make up the process’ address space. The symcall scans the memory map searching for a virtual memory area that contains the virtual address passed as an argument to the symcall. Once the region is located, it checks if the region is writable and if so sets the writable flag in the return value.

Finally the symcall checks if the virtual address is below the 3GB boundary, and if so sets the user flag in the return value.

**Shadow page fault handler** Similar to the Linux swap subsystem, SwapBypass is driven by page faults that occur when a guest tries to access a swapped out page. When operating normally, the shadow page fault handler parses the guest page tables in order to create a shadow page table hierarchy. If the shadow handler determines that the guest page tables are invalid, then it simply injects a page fault into the guest.

For SwapBypass to function correctly the shadow page fault handler must be able to detect when a guest page fault was generated by a swapped PTE. This can be determined by simply checking several bits in the swapped PTE. If this check succeeds, then the shadow page fault handler invokes SwapBypass. Otherwise it continues normally and injects a page fault. The important take away here is that the shadow page fault handler can determine if a fault is caused by a swapped PTE by simply checking a couple of bits that are already available to it. This means that there is *essentially no additional overhead* added to the shadow paging system in the normal case.

When the shadow page fault handler invokes SwapBypass it supplies the virtual address and the swapped PTE from the guest page tables. SwapBypass returns to the shadow page fault handler the physical address where the swapped page is located and a set of page permissions. The shadow page fault handler then uses this information to construct a shadow PTE that points to the swapped out page. This allows the guest to continue execution and operate on the swapped out page as if it was resident in the guest’s address
Page fault on a Swapped PTE

Figure 6.5: The execution path of SwapBypass in response to a guest page fault on a swapped PTE. First SwapBypass checks whether the faulting address corresponds to a swapped out page that is present in the swap disk cache. If so, it invokes the find_get_page() syscall to determine the permissions for the swapped page. Finally, SwapBypass updates the shadow page table to point the swapped out entry to the page stored in the swap disk cache.

Space. If the swapped page is unavailable to SwapBypass then the shadow page fault handler falls back to the default operation and injects a page fault into the guest.

### SwapBypass core
The SwapBypass core interfaces with the swap disk cache, the syscall, and the Shadow page fault handler and tracks the swapped PTEs that have been successfully redirected to the swap disk cache. SwapBypass is driven by two guest events: page faults to swapped PTEs and I/O read operations to the swap disk cache. Page faults create mappings of swapped pages in the shadow page tables, while read operations drive the invalidation of those mappings. The execution path resulting from a page fault is shown in Figure 6.5, and the execution path for disk reads is shown in Figure 6.6.

### Page faults
When a guest page fault occurs and the shadow page fault handler determines that it was caused by an access to a swapped PTE, SwapBypass is invoked and passed the faulting virtual address and guest PTE. First SwapBypass determines which swap device the swapped PTE refers to and the location of the page on that device. Next,
it queries the swap disk cache to determine if that page is present in the memory cache. If the page is present, SwapBypass makes a symcall into the guest passing in the virtual address and swapped PTE value. The symcall returns whether the swapped page is in fact located on disk, and the permissions of the virtual address.

If the page is present in the swap disk cache and the symcall indicates that the page on disk is valid, then SwapBypass adds the virtual address onto a linked list that is stored in a hash table keyed to the swapped PTE value. This allows SwapBypass to quickly determine all the shadow page table mappings currently active for a swapped page. Finally SwapBypass returns the permissions and physical address of the swapped page to the shadow page fault handler.

**Disk reads** Read operations from a swap disk result in the guest OS copying a page off the swap device and storing it in the swap cache. When this operation completes the OS
will begin updating the swapped PTEs to reference the page in memory. When this occurs SwapBypass must remove any existing shadow page table entries that reference the page. If the shadow page table entries were not invalidated, then the guest could see two different versions of the same memory page. One version would be in the guest’s swap cache and be referenced by any new page table entries created by the guest, while any old swapped PTEs would still only see the version on disk.

When the swap disk cache detects a read operation occurring, it combines it’s *Swap Type* with the page index being read to generate the swapped PTE that would be used to reference that page. The swap disk cache then notifies SwapBypass that the page referenced by the swapped PTE has been read. SwapBypass then locates the list of shadow page table mappings for that swapped PTE in the previously mentioned hash table. Each shadow page table entry is invalidated and the swapped PTE is deleted from the hash table. SwapBypass then returns to the swap disk cache which completes the I/O operation.

### 6.3.3 Alternatives

I believe that SwapBypass is a compelling argument for Symbiotic Virtualization and SymCall in particular. Especially when considered against current alternatives. Consider two other approaches that could be taken based on current techniques. The gray-box/introspection approach would require that the VMM read and parse the internal guest state to determine whether a page was capable of being remapped by SwapBypass. Even if the guest was modified to include the read/write and user/system bits in the swapped PTE format, the VMM would still have to access the swap cache directly. This would be a very complex procedure that would need to locate and access a number of nested data structures.

The second approach would be to use the current upcall implementations that are based on hardware interrupts and guest device drivers. This approach has two problems: inter-
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>VMExits</th>
<th>Cycles</th>
<th>µs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First (“cold”)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>63455</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Next (“warm”)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15771</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.7: SymCall latency for a simple echo() syscall. The first call takes longer because it generates 5 shadow page faults as a result of its execution. The second call is shorter because the pages are already mapped in, and so it does not generate any nested exits.

Interrupts are asynchronous by nature and Linux uses a return from an interrupt handler as an opportunity to reschedule the current task. The asynchronous issue could be dealt with in the VMM by first ensuring that the guest context was configured to immediately handle the interrupt if it was injected, however this would be complex and might result in some upcalls being aborted. However it would also require changes to the Linux interrupt handling architecture to forbid context switches for certain interrupt classes.

Finally, a simple disk cache might be used instead of SwapBypass to speed up accesses to swapped pages. While this does benefit performance, SwapBypass is capable of completely eliminating the overhead of the swap system in the Linux kernel. As our evaluation shows, this dramatically improves performance, even over an ideal swap device with no I/O penalty.

### 6.4 Evaluation

I evaluated both the performance of the SymCall implementation as well as the implementation of SwapBypass. These tests were run on a Dell SC-440 server with a 1.8GHz Intel Core 2 Duo Processor and 4GB of RAM. The guest OS implementation was based on Linux 2.6.30.4.
6.4.1 SymCall latency

The first test measured the latency in making a symcall. For this test I implemented an `echo()` symcall, that simply returned the arguments as return values. First I measured the latency of a symcall made for the first time. When a symcall is first executed, or “cold”, it will access a number of locations in kernel memory that are not present in the shadow page tables. The guest will generate shadow page faults until all the memory locations are accessible. For a simple symcall with no external references this requires 5 shadow page faults. I also ran a second test of a symcall after its memory regions have been added to the shadow page tables. In this “warm” case the symcall generated no exits. The results shown in Figure 6.7 are an average of 10 test calls. The latency for a “cold” symcall is 64 thousand CPU cycles, which on our test machine equates to around 35 microseconds. The “warm” symcall completed in ~16 thousand cycles or 9 microseconds.

6.4.2 SwapBypass performance

I have evaluated the effectiveness of SwapBypass using a set of memory benchmarks that operate on anonymous memory regions. These benchmarks include the microbenchmarks Stream [62] (small vector kernel) configured to use 300MB of memory and GUPS [72] (random access) configured to use 256MB of memory. Stream and GUPS are part of the HPC Challenge benchmark suite. I also used the ECT memperf benchmark [89] configured to use 256MB of memory. ECT memperf is designed to characterize a memory system as a function of working set size, and spatial and temporal locality. Each benchmark was run in a guest configured with 256MB of memory and a 512MB swap disk combined with a swap disk cache in the Palacios VMM. The performance of each benchmark was measured as a function of the size of the swap disk cache. The benchmarks were timed using an external time source.
Figure 6.8: Performance results for Stream, GUPS, and ECT Memperf benchmarks. The benchmark runtime was measured for variable sized swap disk caches.
Figure 6.9: Hardware event statistics for Stream, GUPS, and ECT Memperf benchmarks. Events were counted for each benchmark run using variable sized swap disk caches.
For the Stream benchmark I ran tests using a hardware swap disk, a virtual swap disk implemented using a simple disk performance model, and a pure RAM disk implemented in VMM memory. The hardware disk was a 7200RPM SATA disk partitioned with a 512MB swap partition. Our harddisk model used a simplistic average seek delay based on the hardware specifications of the SATA disk. For the other benchmarks I only used the RAM disk without a disk model. Our reason for concentrating our evaluation on a RAM-based swap disk is to generate ideal I/O conditions for the Linux swap system. With the RAM-based swap disk all disk I/O is eliminated and data is transferred at the speed of system memory. This means that the Linux swap architecture is the sole source of overhead, assuring that any performance benefits gained by SwapBypass are not simply the result of implementing a disk cache in RAM. Our inclusion of the hardware swap disk and disk model evaluations is to help illustrate the effects of SwapBypass with non-ideal I/O.

**Stream** Our initial benchmark is Stream, configured to use a 300MB region of memory. Figure 6.8(a) shows the runtime of the Stream benchmark for exponentially increasing swap disk cache sizes. I first ran the benchmark using the hardware swap disk as well as with SwapBypass configured with no swap disk cache. Without a cache, SwapBypass flushes all swapped pages to disk and so cannot access them, meaning that SwapBypass will have no beneficial effect on the performance. As the figures show both the hardware and disk model configurations performed comparably with runtimes of around 450 seconds or 7.5 minutes. The configuration using the RAM disk swap device completed in only around 150 seconds or 2.5 minutes due to the lack of disk I/O.

I then began to scale up the size of the swap disk cache exponentially to determine the impact SwapBypass would have on performance. As the cache size increases the runtime begins to decrease until the combined size of the cache and the VM’s physical memory partition exceeds the working set size of the benchmark. As soon as this threshold is
reached the runtime drops off dramatically and the performance of both disk model and RAM disk configurations are essentially identical at 14 seconds. At this point and beyond, SwapBypass is able to satisfy every swapped page fault by mapping the shadow page tables to the page in the swap disk cache—the Linux swap system is completely bypassed and is essentially cut out of the guest’s execution path.

The effectiveness of SwapBypass at bypassing the swap system is demonstrated in Figure 6.9(a), which provides a hardware level view of Linux swap system. For each benchmark run I collected the number of pages transferred to and from the swap device (Pages swapped in and Pages swapped out), the number of page faults generated by swapped out pages (Swapped page faults (reads) and Swapped page faults (writes)), and also the number of pages that SwapBypass was able to map into the guest from the swap disk cache (Pages mapped by SwapBypass). As the swap disk cache size initially increases the number of page faults and swap I/O operations does not change much but the number of pages mapped by SwapBypass increases substantially. However, when the cache size plus the guest memory partition size reaches the benchmark’s working set size, all the measurements decrease dramatically. Also, the number of pages swapped in by the guest OS goes to 0.

**GUPS** GUPS exhibits behavior similar to that of Stream. The GUPS results are shown in Figures 6.8(b) & 6.9(b)

**ECT Memperf** ECT Memperf results are shown in Figures 6.8(c) & 6.9(c). The memperf results are limited to swap disk cache sizes of 128MB and greater because the execution time for lower cache sizes was too large to measure. The execution time for the 128MB cache size was around 1800 seconds or 30 minutes, and the test run for the 64MB cache size was terminated after 6 hours.

**Summary of results** A summary of the speedups that SwapBypass can provide for the different benchmarks is shown in Figure 6.10. The reason for the dramatic increase in
### Figure 6.10: Performance speedup factors of SwapBypass. The speedup of ECT memperf is measured over the 128MB swap disk cache configuration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>speedup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stream (No model)</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stream (disk model)</td>
<td>32.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUPS</td>
<td>15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECT Memperf</td>
<td>30.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

performance once the working set size threshold is reached is due to a compounding factor. When an OS is in a low memory situation, swapping in a page necessitates swapping another page out, which will need to be swapped in at a later time, which will in turn force a page to be swapped out, and so on. Therefore when SwapBypass is able to avoid a swap in operation, it is also avoiding a swap out that would be needed to make memory available for the swapped in page. SwapBypass is therefore able to prevent the guest from trashing, which unsurprisingly improves performance dramatically.

Our results show that it is possible to artificially and transparently expand a guest’s physical memory space using a VMM service. Furthermore, the availability of a symbiotic interface makes implementing this feature relatively easy, while existing approaches would require deep guest introspection or substantial modifications to the guest OS. Being able to easily implement SwapBypass suggests that there are other extensions and optimizations that could be built using symbiotic interfaces.

### 6.5 Conclusion

In this chapter I presented the design and implementation of the SymCall functional upcall interface. This framework was implemented in the Palacios VMM and a Linux guest kernel. Using the symbiotic interfaces I implemented SwapBypass, a new method of decreasing memory pressure on a guest OS. Furthermore, I showed how SwapBypass is only
possible when using a symbiotic interface. Finally, I evaluated SwapBypass showing it improved swap performance by avoiding thrashing scenarios resulting in 11–32x benchmark speedups.

While SymCall allows a VMM to extract detailed state information from a guest environment, it is limited in only being able to use queries that have been explicitly implemented and made available by the guest OS. If the guest OS does not implement a syscall that performs an operation needed by the VMM, then the VMM has not other recourse for performing that operation or obtaining the information. In order to provide a VMM with the utmost flexibility in interacting with a guest environment, a mechanism is required that allows a VMM to execute arbitrary code inside the guest context. The next chapter will examine symbiotic modules, a framework that allows just that. A symbiotic modules allows a VMM to inject blocks of code that run in the guest’s context and are able to interface with a guest OS using the guest’s own internal API.
Chapter 7

Symbiotic Modules

Symbiotic virtualization as described to this point depends on the guest environment making its context available to the VMM explicitly. Both SymSpy and SymCall require that the guest OS implement a set of explicit interfaces that the VMM can use to access internal state in the guest environment. While I have demonstrated the usefulness of this approach, it does retain a shortcoming in that the interfaces are static and specific. A VMM is completely dependent on a guest OS providing a specific piece of state information or a specific syscall. If the VMM needs information not provided by the guest OS, or needs a different symbiotic interface, the VMM has no other recourse. What is needed is a method in which a VMM can interact arbitrarily with the guest context, and create new symbiotic interfaces and communication channels dynamically.

I have developed symbiotic modules (SymMod) as a solution to this problem. SymMod is a mechanism that allows a VMM to run arbitrary blocks of code inside the guest context. These code blocks are injected into the guest context as modules and are able to implement special device drivers, security scanners, performance monitors, or any other functionality that is needed by the VMM. In essence these modules can be thought of as a special kind of loadable kernel module in Linux or a driver in Windows. I will explore three different types of symbiotic modules that interface with the running guest context in different ways.
The important thing to note is that symbiotic modules vastly minimize the semantic gap because they actually operate inside the guest context instead of through a generic external interface. Because of their location inside the guest context, a guest OS can access the module’s functionality with negligible overhead, since the VM does not need to trap into the VMM whenever the module is invoked.

In this chapter I will describe three different types of symbiotic modules that each have different behaviors and uses:

- **OS specific drivers** – Standard OS drivers that interface with an OS in the same manner as legacy drivers

- **Symbiotic Modules** – Specialized modules that are protected from the guest environment but accessible by it

- **Secure Symbiotic Modules** – Fully secure modules that cannot be detected or accessed by the guest environment, and can only be invoked by the VMM

Each of these module types can be used to extend VMM and guest OS functionality in different ways and for different purposes. I have implemented SymMod, a symbiotic module framework in the Palacios VMM and a Linux guest OS, which allows dynamic injection of each of class of symbiotic module. The rest of this chapter will describe SymMod.

### 7.1 Motivation

Operating systems have long implemented support for extensibility and modularity as a means of managing the complexity of diverse hardware environments. These mechanisms allow new functional components to be added to an OS at runtime and are most commonly used for device drivers. This modularity allows an OS to dynamically reconfigure itself to
support new hardware and optimize its behavior for specific workloads and environments. This is as true for virtualized environments as it is for those running directly on hardware.

Device drivers are of particular importance because, virtualized I/O is currently the predominant performance bottleneck for virtualized architectures. Thus the mechanisms used to communicate with devices are a particularly important component of the virtualized environment, as their performance has a very large impact on overall system performance. These mechanisms include a combination of device driver behavior as well as the interfaces exposed by the virtual devices themselves. Virtualized devices are currently the greatest source of tension when choosing between compatibility and performance. While emulated virtual devices based on common physical hardware provide a large degree of compatibility for existing operating systems, the mechanisms used to emulate the devices results in substantial performance penalties.

The central problem with using emulated hardware devices for virtual I/O is the overhead associated with device interactions. Emulation is driven by traps into the VMM anytime the device driver interacts with the emulated device. These interactions take the form of either an x86 in/out instruction to a device’s IO port or a memory operation to a address range that is mapped by the device. The VMM configures itself to exit into the VMM whenever one of these operations occur, thus resulting in a VM exit and entry cycle for every operation. As stated earlier, VM entries and exits are extremely expensive hardware operations, much more expensive than the actual native device I/O operations. However, due to the fact that these operations are relatively cheap on real hardware, existing device drivers have been implemented to perform these operations frequently. As a result many of these drivers generate large overheads in a virtual machine environment, often for non-critical operations.

The fact that legacy device I/O cannot be done without imposing significant overhead in a virtual machine has inspired the adoption of paravirtual I/O interfaces. Paravirtual
devices expunge and consolidate device operations to create a streamlined interface that minimizes the overhead imposed by VM entries and exits. While paravirtual I/O does improve I/O performance, it requires all virtualized OSes to implement special device drivers designed specifically for the paravirtual devices. This means that every OS would need to implement a set of device drivers for every VMM architecture that it runs on. This has been widely adopted by both VMMs and operating systems, as the possible combinations of VMMs and OSes are relatively small. OSes that use these devices incorporate them in such a way that paravirtual devices appear and behave exactly the same as traditional hardware devices. This allows the OS architecture to stay the same, and for paravirtual device drivers to use the same kernel interfaces as existing hardware drivers.

While this approach has been very effective in enabling OSes to use paravirtual devices, it inherits a number of legacy design decisions that impose a set of restrictions when running in a virtualized context. This is due to the fact that OSes have traditionally been designed such that they always run on static hardware environments with a set of devices that are permanent and known a priori. Furthermore, it has been assumed that devices themselves expose extremely stable interfaces due to the fact that any changes to the interface requires changes to the actual device hardware. However, with virtual environments these assumptions are no longer valid. First, because virtual devices are implemented in software, the interfaces can be changed quickly and frequently. Second, because VMs can be moved between different VMM environments, the available devices given to a VMM can in fact change dynamically as the OS is running.

Most virtual hardware is used as a surrogate for existing hardware device types, such as network and block devices. Therefore, one approach to the issues mentioned above is to create a standard set of I/O interfaces for common device types that can be widely adopted across both VMM and OS architectures. Linux implements such an interface called VirtIO [82]. While a standardized interface does provide a common architecture that
can be targeted by both operating systems and VMMs, it prevents any improvements to the interface or other diverse interfaces designed for more specific environments. Therefore, standardization does improve the situation, but it does not provide a complete solution to the problems discussed.

It should also be noted that virtual devices can include more exotic functionality than standard hardware. For instance it is common practice for VMMs to include a special set of guest tools or special device drivers that provide optimized I/O interfaces as well as advanced functionality to provide better integration with the underlying virtualization layer. One such example of these special drivers is the balloon driver [15]. This is a special device that allocates unused guest memory to compact a VM’s memory footprint. This provides optimized behavior for VM migration as well as increased consolidation on shared hardware. Other specialized drivers allow for increased integration with a GUI [106, 70]. As new special devices are developed it will be necessary to continuously develop standardized interfaces for them.

### 7.2 Symbiotic Modules

The essential problem is that with current architectures OS users are required to include special device drivers for every virtual hardware configuration that the OS could conceivably run on. This creates a need for profligate inclusion of device drivers for all possible hardware environments. Loading these drivers either requires user intervention whenever a VM is run on a different VMM, or it requires the inclusion and preconfiguration of all the possible device drivers. The problem becomes even more prevalent when considering passthrough device access. With the introduction of self-virtualized [78] and SR-IOV [18] devices that provide hardware support for passthrough operation, the number of drivers needed to be included will grow to unmanageable sizes. In this environment, it is both
impractical and inefficient to require OSes to include full support for all the possible hard-
ware combinations they will encounter. What is needed instead is a mechanism whereby
a device driver for a specific piece of hardware can be loaded into a VM from an external
source. Instead of requiring every VM to have prescient knowledge of the hardware envi-
ronments it will run on, the guest OS should allow a VMM to provide the necessary drivers
needed to interact with each environment. To achieve this goal I have developed *symbiotic
modules*.

Symbiotic modules provide greater flexibility for virtualizing devices. For instance,
with symbiotic modules a VMM can load specialized drivers for a given piece of hardware
depending on factors outside a VM’s realm of knowledge. As an example, a specialized
device could support multiple modes of operation depending on whether it is being shared
between multiple VMs or dedicated to a single VM. Depending on how the VMM has
allocated the device, it can provide the OS a specialized driver that is optimized based
on the current conditions. Furthermore, a VMM would be capable of changing the actual
hardware a VM is interfacing with. An example of this would be a VM that is migrated to
a remote site while still needing to retain its old IP address. In this case the VMM could
replace a passthrough network card driver with one that uses an overlay network to route
packets to and from the original home network. This would allow a VM to continue exe-
cuting without being forced to reconfigure itself based on actions taken in layers beneath
it.

In a wider sense symbiotic modules are a means of creating symbiotic communication
channels that do not already exist. Whereas the symbiotic interfaces I have already de-
scribed implement explicit interfaces exported by a guest OS, symbiotic modules allow a
VMM to extend a guest OS to support any symbiotic interface that it currently lacks. Sym-
biotic modules also allow a VMM to extend the functionality of a guest OS in an almost
arbitrary manner. OS modules are implemented based on very high level semantic inter-
faces built into the core of the OS. These interfaces allow drivers and modules to interact with many different components of the OS kernel in much the same way as standard kernel code. This direct access to the internal kernel API allows modules to interact with many kernel subsystems, and to extend the OS functionality to a very large degree.

One drawback to this approach is that a VMM needs to incorporate modules that are specific to the OSes intended to run them. Linux modules cannot be loaded into Windows, and vice versa. However, there is no reason why a standard module format and interface cannot be developed. Both Linux and Windows have invested large amounts of time and effort in maintaining a standard user space API for applications. It is not infeasible that such an API could be created to support externally loaded modules.

It might seem that this argument for a standard module interface is contradictory, given that I have previously stated that standard interfaces are too stifling to be widely adopted for virtual hardware. However, there is an important distinction between the interface that crosses the VMM/guest boundary and an interface implemented inside a guest kernel. Device interfaces that cross the VMM/guest boundary are necessarily semantically poor, due to the fact that interface operations are prohibitively expensive. A complex and semantically rich interface will quickly become unusable due to the overhead of sending that information across the VMM/guest boundary. In other words, the semantic gap for virtual hardware interfaces is necessarily very large. However, if a standard interface is implemented inside a guest kernel context, it can be much more complex. The reason for this is that the increased complexity does not impose additional performance penalties resulting from VMM/guest context switches. This leads to a small semantic gap. By creating a very rich standardized internal interface, VMMs could still implement highly specialized drivers and modules while not losing too much generality.
7.3 Symbiotic device drivers

As I explained earlier, allowing a VMM to dynamically replace a guest’s device drivers enables a number of possibilities that until now were not feasible. For one, it allows a VMM to give a guest direct hardware access in a manner that is secure. Furthermore, it allows a VMM to dynamically switch the underlying hardware from passthrough to virtual without interrupting the guest. This mechanism can be used to enable secure passthrough devices, secure passthrough device sharing between multiple guests, migration of VMs using passthrough devices, and access to devices for which the guest lacked an appropriate driver.

7.3.1 Current Kernel Module Architectures

This dissertation considers symbiotic modules in the context of Linux, and so it is necessary to first describes the Linux kernel module architecture. Linux allows a large degree of extensibility via dynamically loaded modules, and as such exports a common API and loading mechanism. All kernel modules have a common binary format that enables the running kernel to parse and link them into the active OS. This format consists of a slightly modified ELF relocatable object file [101] with a few special sections.

Figure 7.1 demonstrates the loading procedure for a standard Linux kernel module. When the module is loaded from user space, the object file is first copied from user space into the kernel’s address space and unpacked into available memory regions by the module loader. This module load occurs as either an explicit user space operation or from a specialized probe operation instigated by the kernel. The module itself is located on some storage medium that is then read by the kernel. After the module is unpacked the kernel’s module linker then begins to link the relocatable symbols from the unpacked module to exported internal kernel symbols. These kernel linkage symbols are themselves included
in a special kernel section that contains all of the available exported functions and variables that make up the module API. During this process the kernel module is also capable of exporting its own symbols that future modules can link against.

Each module has a small number of special symbols that refer to functions and variables that are used as part of the linking process. The most important symbols are the initialization and deinitialization functions. After a module has been fully linked into the kernel the loading mechanism explicitly invokes the module’s initialization function to activate the module. This function is responsible for registering the module’s functionality with the internal kernel APIs. For instance a device driver would register itself with the device layer and advertise the hardware devices it is meant to interface with. Because the module’s initialization function is always called and has complete access to the kernel’s memory space, the module is essentially unbounded in what it can do.
7.3.2 Guest Architecture

The most basic form of a symbiotic module is a standard kernel module that uses a specialized loading mechanism. Instead of being loaded from user space, a module is instead copied from the VMM’s context into the guest context. This allows the VMM to maintain a collection of kernel modules that can be dynamically loaded into any Linux kernel that is running inside a VM. This loading mechanism is based on a new virtual device (based on the VirtIO interface) that is dedicated to loading symbiotic modules.

This device supports several modes of operation. First a guest OS can request a specific module from the VMM. In this scenario a guest OS might detect that a new piece of hardware has become available, and does not have access to the appropriate driver. In response to this, the guest kernel can query the underlying VMM if the necessary driver is available. If so, the guest kernel begins the loading process as shown in Figure 7.1. The symbiotic loading process is very similar to the operations performed for user space modules, with the exception that the module is loaded from the specialized device instead of from user space. In the second case, a VMM can explicitly load a module into a running guest, even if the guest OS has not requested it. In this case the VMM notifies the guest OS that a module is about to be loaded, at which time the guest kernel allocates the necessary space and returns the load address back to the VMM in the form of a set of DMA descriptors. Once the destination has been received by the VMM, the module is copied into the memory referenced by the DMA descriptors and the module load process follows the previous case.

7.3.3 VMM Architecture

Implementing symbiotic modules in Palacios required not just a specialized module loading device but also a framework for including, accessing, and tracking the symbiotic mod-
ules inside the VMM context. In order to manage the collection of symbiotic modules, Palacios adds an additional layer of encapsulation to the already encapsulated module objects. This encapsulation allows kernel modules to be linked into Palacios’ library image as black box binary objects. The encapsulation layer added by Palacios includes metadata about the module such as the target OS, the target architecture (i386 or x86_64), and the module’s type, name and size. These symbiotic modules are created during the build process and then placed in a special Palacios build directory. During compilation the build process scans this directory and links in any object files that are found. This allows any symbiotic module to be loaded into Palacios by simply doing a file system copy of the module file into the Palacios build tree.

After the linking stage of Palacios’ build process, the symbiotic modules are located in a special ELF section of the Palacios Library. When Palacios is initialized by the host OS, this section is scanned and the encapsulated metadata is parsed. The module object and associated metadata are then stored in an internal hash table which is queried whenever a module load request is made.

### 7.4 General Symbiotic Modules

While basic symbiotic device drivers offer a basic mechanism that can be used to extend existing Linux kernels, they only scratch the surface of what can be achieved with a fully featured symbiotic module architecture. The existing kernel module framework is still designed around the legacy assumptions about the environment the OS will be running in. One major issue with this is that the Linux development process does not consider the internal kernel API a standard interface that will stay constant across different versions. This means that, to guarantee correctness, every kernel module must explicitly target a specific kernel version. This means that the VMM must not only be able to determine the
version of the running kernel, but it also must store different device driver implementations for every possible kernel version that will be running. This inverts the initial problem of requiring systems to track an ever larger collection of device drivers for every possible scenario, and shifts the responsibility from the guest OS to the VMM. To fully address this problem a new API is needed; one that is guaranteed to remain semantically stable for different versions of the same kernel.

Providing a stable user space API is one of the basic guidelines that OS developers try to follow. It is widely known that successful and widely deployed operating systems place a very strong emphasis on ensuring that any internal changes to the kernel do not cause an application to stop working. In effect the user space API is regarded as a permanent fixture, that is guaranteed to always stay the same. Therefore, an application written for a given OS version, will always work for any future versions of the kernel. This consistency, however, does not propagate to internal OS interfaces. This creates a problem, because, as stated above, those are the interfaces that a symbiotic module would use. In order for symbiotic modules to be widely usable there needs to exist a standard internal module API which remains consistent across different OS versions.

The problem with module interface consistency exists because the internal API is in effect not an official interface at all. Modules are actually linking directly to the internal kernel data structures and functions, which must be able to change in order to support new OS features. In order to successfully provide a stable and consistent module API, an actual interface must be constructed that serves as a wrapper around the internal kernel structure. This interface must be considered to be as formal as the user space API, which will guarantee that any module written for it is guaranteed to work indefinitely. It should be noted that this will necessarily create a new semantic gap between the internal kernel state and the semantic information exposed via the new API. However this semantic gap will be much smaller than existing interfaces, due to its implementation inside the kernel,
which will make accessing the interface an inexpensive operation.

One important point to keep in mind is that this new API is not a simple set of wrapper functions that handle data marshaling between internal kernel structures and the interface specifications. This API is in fact a fully symbiotic interface, in other words it is designed fully in keeping with the goals of symbiotic virtualization enumerated in Chapter 4. As a symbiotic interface, the API is specifically geared towards the assumption that the OS is running in a virtual environment. As a result this would include a re-architecting of the OS in order to expose a feature set that would be usable by a VMM.

As an example of one such interface, consider the earlier cases of hardware devices and the associated device drivers. As mentioned previously, migration poses a significant problem for device access in a virtualized OS. This problem comes to the fore even in a relatively simple case of migrating VMs between hosts located on the same LAN but with different passthrough network devices. A fundamental question is what should happen in this case, and what such a scenario would look like to a guest OS. Currently, the only way to handle this is to disable the network interface from the original host and reconfigure a new network interface with a new driver once the guest has started running at the destination host. In current OS architectures this will result in a disconnection of any open network connections, which leads to the breakage of the desired virtualization abstraction. The desired behavior would be a transparent switch to a new hardware device while leaving the logical network interface intact. Supporting this behavior is not possible with the current module framework in Linux, however with the addition of a symbiotic module interface this becomes fairly straightforward.

In essence the device driver is split between a hardware interface component and an OS interface component. Using this separation, the hardware interface layer can be swapped in a manner that is transparent to the OS, while the OS state pertaining to a specific network interface remains intact. In this case the symbiotic interface corresponds to the interface
separating the hardware and OS components of the driver. As long as this is a common API, specialized hardware drivers can be loaded into the OS by the VMM, and connected to the active high level network interface. In order to demonstrate the feasibility of using these types of symbiotic modules, I have incorporated this extended feature set into the architecture for symbiotic device drivers explained earlier.

### 7.4.1 Architecture and Operation

I have implemented a general symbiotic module framework inside both Palacios and Linux as an extension to the symbiotic device driver framework. The extensions include a new symbiotic module API inside the Linux kernel comprising a general purpose symbiotic
module interface. This framework also supports a constrained protection model in which the module itself is protected from being modified by the guest environment. This is achieved by loading each module into a read-only memory region which a guest OS can read and execute but not modify. To support this protection mode, I have also added a new linkage mechanism that relies on the VMM itself to link the module into a running kernel. The architecture of this new framework is illustrated in Figure 7.2.

The key feature that enables symbiotic modules is the inclusion of a new symbiotic API into a guest OS. This interface must include internal OS functions and data structures while being general enough to remain consistent as the rest of the OS changes. This requires that the interface remain separate from the internal kernel API, while still providing proximal functionality. The symbiotic interface I have developed is similar to, but separate from, the current module API implemented in Linux. The interface itself consists of a set of common data structures, global variables, and accessible functions with standardized calling formats. The variables and functions are explicitly exported as interface components inside the kernel. As a result of being exported, the link location for each is stored in a special section of the kernel’s binary image. During the kernel’s initialization process, the section’s location is advertised to the VMM by way of the SymSpy interface.

Publishing the API symbol table to the VMM is what allows the linking process to be offloaded into the VMM itself. The symbiotic modules are compiled into an intermediate ELF format, containing special sections denoting unresolved external symbols. The VMM is then able to perform the final linkage by updating the unpacked module object with the internal kernel locations of the exported API symbols. The end result is a block of code that can be loaded and run inside the guest context, with direct access to the symbiotic API supported by the guest kernel.

Up to now, I’ve explained how it is possible to load an executable module to a state where it is executable inside the guest environment. However, such an approach is not
obviously superior to the existing linking infrastructure that is already implemented by the Linux kernel. The reason for delegating the linking phase to the VMM is to support protection mechanisms. Recall that a symbiotic module is protected from any writes originating from the guest OS, this precludes the guest OS from performing the linking steps due to the requirement that it modify the module itself to update the locations corresponding to external symbols. This leaves only the VMM with the ability to perform the necessary updates to the module image to handle symbol resolution.

While linking is taken care of by the VMM, there are still a small number of requirements placed on the guest OS to support this procedure. Besides exporting a symbiotic module API, the guest OS needs to reserve virtual memory for the module itself to be loaded, as well as ensuring that the module is properly initialized. In my implementation of SymMod, the guest OS is responsible for dynamically allocating a physically contiguous region of guest physical memory as well as an associated region of virtual memory in the kernel address space. When a module is loaded, the VMM notifies the guest OS of a pending module injection and the amount of memory needed to contain it. The guest OS allocates this memory, and returns the virtual address back to the VMM. The VMM then copies the module data into the allocated memory region and performs the linking process. Once the process is complete the VMM notifies the guest OS that the module has been loaded. The fact that a special contiguous physical memory region has been allocated by the guest allows the VMM to use page table protection mechanisms to ensure that nothing in the guest context will be able to modify any contents of the module’s memory region. This is accomplished by updating the memory map associated with the given VM, which ensures that the page tables will always disallow any write operations occurring from the guest context. Finally, once the guest receives notification that the load has completed, it activates the module by calling a special initialization function specified by the VMM. This initialization process then registers the module with the internal kernel services.
It should be noted that while the module is protected from being modified by the guest OS, there is no mechanism or policy in place to prevent other types of misuse. For instance, the guest OS is still capable of jumping to any address inside the module and executing from there. I have chosen not to address this issue in the current version, but note that there are possible approaches that can be taken. Because a VMM can fully virtualize the CPU, it is possible for the VMM to put in place certain safeguards that would disallow the OS from jumping to arbitrary code locations in the module. For instance, if an OS was designed to operate at a lower privilege level, then the VMM could create virtual call gates. This would fully restrict the guest OS from entering into the module except at predefined locations. Another approach could rely on page faults generated by instruction fetches whenever the guest OS tries to call into the module. Implementing this feature is left as future work.

7.5 Secure Symbiotic Modules

The two forms of the symbiotic modules described so far have focused on providing additional functionality, such as device drivers, to a guest OS. In almost all situations, these modules deliver an obvious benefit to the guest context and so we can rely to some degree on the guest OS supporting them. That is to say that we can trust the guest to cooperate to a certain degree during the module’s loading, initialization, and execution. For instance, a small module that simply acts as a notification service for changes made at the VMM layer would be beneficial to the execution of the guest. The guest would have no reason to try to subvert it, other than as an attack vector targeting the VMM itself. While the use of a symbiotic module as a cross layer attack vector might seem dangerous, it is important to note that existing VMM interface layers suffer from this same problem [69].

There are a certain class of modules, however, that do require stronger guarantees about
the security of their execution. For instance, modules designed to implement security scanning features need to ensure that a compromised guest environment will be unable to interfere with their correct execution. For these types of modules, the framework presented thus far does not provide the guarantees necessary to ensure correct functionality. To address this issue, I have developed a third type of symbiotic module called a Secure Symbiotic Module. A secure symbiotic module is very similar to the previously described symbiotic modules, with differences only made to the interactions with the guest environment and the assumed execution context.

7.5.1 Environmental assumptions

Secure symbiotic modules are designed with the assumption that an OS is always initialized from a known valid state. That is, at boot time it is verifiable that the OS being loaded has not already been compromised. This assumption is fairly straightforward to enforce. One method is to load the OS image from a non volatile medium such as a CD, over the network via PXE, or even from the VMM itself. In these cases any successful attacks would only be able to compromise the local, in memory, version of the kernel. These local modifications would be lost the next time the machine is rebooted. Additionally the VMM could use checksumming to ensure that only a known valid kernel image is being loaded. Regardless of the method used, this ensures that the OS is secure until the user space initialization begins. This provides a window of guaranteed uncompromised execution which the VMM can rely upon to handle the necessary configuration needed for secure symbiotic modules. Once this configuration is completed, the VMM no longer has to rely on any cooperation from the guest OS to successfully execute the symbiotic module in a secure context. Furthermore, secure symbiotic modules can be loaded at any point thereafter, and still enjoy the same security guarantees.

It is also assumed that attacks do not result in the large scale modification to the run-
ning guest kernel. Such an attack would essentially install its own OS kernel that emulates the expected behavior of the current kernel while hiding an active attack payload. While this does create a vector of attack, it should be noted that an attack of this scale would be exceedingly complicated and would likely be detectable due to the sheer scale of modifications done to the guest context.

### 7.5.2 Architecture

The architecture for secure symbiotic modules is given in Figure 7.3. Secure symbiotic modules use the same linking process as regular symbiotic modules, with a few modifications. Normal symbiotic modules require the guest OS to dynamically allocate memory
to contain the module itself as well as perform the requisite initialization. This is due to the fact that normal symbiotic modules are assimilated into the running kernel image, and once loaded effectively become part of the guest OS. In contrast, secure symbiotic modules operate as entirely separate entities that are never accessed by the guest OS or any part of the guest context. This is accomplished by removing the secure modules from the guest context at all times, except when the VMM wants them to be executed. The architecture ensures that the guest context is never even aware that a secure symbiotic module is present or activated.

While still running within the secure execution window during initialization the OS performs two crucial steps that provide the environment needed by the secure symbiotic module framework. The first operation is to provide the VMM with the necessary API that will be used to access the kernel functionality. This API is created in the same manner as the regular symbiotic module API, with the only difference being how it is advertised to the VMM. While regular symbiotic modules export the symbol table passively via SymSpy, secure symbiotic modules use a hypercall to send the VMM a copy of the API symbols during the secure execution window. This prevents any attack from compromising the module loading process by rewriting the symbol table to point to corrupted entries. This ensures that the symbols used to link a secure symbiotic module are valid. It should be noted that the API might still be subverted by corrupting the API implementation functions themselves. The solution to this, which I am leaving as future work, is to sequester the implementation of the secure API into a single memory region. This memory region is then passed to the VMM during the secure initialization window, where it is write protected by the VMM. In this way the API is fully protected from being modified by anything running in the guest context.

The second necessary step taken during the initialization window is to reserve an address space that will be used by any secure symbiotic module loaded by the VMM. The
kernel accomplishes this by reserving a region of its virtual address space, and marking it as unusable. It is important to note that this only reserves virtual memory and not physical memory. Because the secure symbiotic module is otherwise invisible to the guest context there is no need to locate it inside the guest’s physical memory space. This also allows the VMM to multiplex a wide range of modules using the same memory region. This memory region is implemented using a special extension to the shadow paging architecture inside Palacios called a virtual memory overlay.

**Virtual memory overlay** Once the guest OS allocates a virtual address region, it signals its availability to Palacios. Once Palacios receives the information about this region it creates a special *virtual memory overlay* map. While the normal memory map used by Palacios maps guest physical memory addresses, the virtual memory map operates on guest virtual addresses. This map is only usable when the guest is running with shadow paging and operates in a similar manner to the mapping used for SwapBypass as discussed in Chapter 6.

Having a special virtual memory region controlled entirely by the VMM allows Palacios to ensure that a secure symbiotic module linked into that destination will always run correctly. Moreover it allows Palacios to dynamically map arbitrary pages into the guest memory space at runtime. The map is implemented as a clone of the physical memory map, with the exception that it operates on virtual addresses instead of physical ones. The shadow paging handlers are also modified to query the virtual memory overlay map at the very beginning of the page fault handler. If a page fault corresponds to a map entry, the handler calls a special function that fixes up the page fault based on the virtual address region. Once that function returns the handler returns immediately to the guest, and completely bypasses the standard shadow paging handlers.

To understand why this is necessary consider an example. If a guest OS were to re-
serve a physical address region, instead of a virtual address region, then the corresponding virtual addresses used to access the region would be whatever the guest page tables were configured to. This would allow an attacker to disable a secure symbiotic module simply by removing any page table entries that point to the physical memory reserved for the modules. Even if the guest OS modified the virtual addresses corresponding to the reserved region, the API would most likely break if the symbols were linked using relative addresses. To prevent this from occurring the VMM cannot depend on the guest OS to provide the virtual address lookups needed to execute a secure symbiotic module. This means that the VMM must be responsible for providing the virtual address to physical address conversion using shadow page tables. This in turn allows the VMM to redirect the virtual addresses to any physical addresses in host memory, which leads to the ability to multiplex modules into the same virtual memory region.

**SymCall** So far I have described a framework for linking in a block of code that is otherwise completely inaccessible to the environment it is intended to run in. While this might seem like a pointless exercise, it is actually a crucial design component. Based on the assumptions I have been using, the guest OS cannot be trusted in any manner once it has initialized its user space environment. At this point an attacker could very possibly have exploited a vulnerability in the kernel itself and gained control over the system. This means that the VMM cannot rely on the guest OS to actually use any of the secure features implemented inside the module. Naturally, one of the attacker’s first actions will be to disable the security features that might detect or hinder them. Therefore, any secure module that requires invocation from the guest OS itself is vulnerable to being disabled. Since the OS cannot be trusted to invoke the module, that leaves only the VMM. Furthermore, the module must always be protected from an adversarial guest context during its execution.

In order to protect the secure symbiotic module from a compromised guest context, the
executing environment needs the following properties:

- The module code must be inaccessible from the guest context at all times, unless it has been explicitly invoked
- Invocation must vector immediately into the module, with no code path that involves anything under the control of the guest OS
- The module’s execution must never be interrupted in a way that causes the execution to vector out of the module and into the guest OS.

Fortunately, all of these requirements can be met by invoking the module using a Sys-Call. As you might recall, symcalls can result in an immediate vectoring into a specific location inside the guest context. Furthermore, during the execution of a SysCall the VMM ensures that all external events are suppressed, which guarantees that the syscall will always run to completion and never block.

7.5.3 Operation

When everything is put together, Palacios is capable of dynamically invoking an arbitrary module at any point of a guest’s standard operation. Once the environment is initially configured by the guest OS, a set of modules can be transparently loaded in the background and remain ready to be run whenever the VMM chooses. Each module is linked and loaded in a reserved location of the host’s memory, where it is kept unused until needed. When the VMM decides to use a module’s functionality, as part of a periodic scan or in response to suspicious behavior, Palacios reconfigures the virtual address overlay map to point to the module’s location in host memory. This effectively activates the module inside the guest context, the module can now access any part of the guest image and the module is visible to the guest environment. However, instead of returning control back to the guest itself,
Palacios instead invokes a symcall that vectors control into the module. At this point the module performs its function and finally returns from the symcall, which in turn returns control back to the VMM. At this point the VMM unmaps the module from the virtual memory overlay and performs any necessary actions based on the result of the secure modules execution. If no problems were detected Palacios returns execution to the guest from where it originally left off. This method of operation is the same for every secure symbiotic module, and any module can be activated in this way simply by reconfiguring the virtual memory overlay to point to its location in host memory.

7.6 Conclusion

In this chapter I introduced symbiotic modules, and described the SymMod framework I have implemented in both Palacios and Linux. Symbiotic modules provide solutions to several problems prevalent in virtualized environments. First, symbiotic device drivers are a mechanism for avoiding the need to preconfigure VM's for every possible execution environment they might run on. Symbiotic device drivers allow a VMM to dynamically inject kernel modules and device drivers into a running kernel to extend or provide services that are missing from the guest kernel. Second, generic symbiotic modules serve to answer many of the problems not directly solved by symbiotic device drivers, at the expense of significant modifications to a guest kernel. These modules require a new internal OS API that is designed to remain stable across OS versions. These modules also serve as a mechanism for adding new symbiotic communication channels that do not already exist in a guest environment. Finally, secure symbiotic modules provide a secure execution environment for symbiotic modules whose usefulness relies on them being protected from the guest environment.
Chapter 8

Related Work

8.1 Virtualization Approaches

Pre-virtualization [54] is a technique of transforming an existing OS to use a paravirtualized interface. This approach automates the development effort needed to convert an OS from using a hardware interface to a paravirtualized one. In many ways pre-virtualization closely resembles symbiotic virtualization, it modifies an OS to allow a runtime VMM environment to modify its behavior to extend and optimize its performance in a virtual environment. However, pre-virtualization diverges from symbiotic virtualization in the techniques it uses. Pre-virtualization uses compile time binary modification to transform a guest OS such that it can be operated on by the VMM. Symbiotic virtualization is an approach that transforms an OS design such that it allows VMM modifications.

There are many current examples of virtualization tools that implement both full system virtualization [108, 70, 103] and paravirtualization [6, 76, 109]. In fact it is quickly becoming the case that these approaches are no longer mutually exclusive. Despite the blurring of the boundaries between both of these methods there has not been a significant departure from either. Symbiotic virtualization is a new interface approach for virtual environments by introducing a guest interface that a VMM can use.
Other virtualization techniques involve partitioning the internal OS state in such a way that separate user space environments can operate independently and concurrently [74, 58, 104]. While symbiotic techniques could possibly be applied to these environments, they lie outside of the context of my thesis due to the higher semantic layer at which they operate. While at a high level these approaches appear similar to the other virtualization architectures, they are in fact quite different and do not expose the same functionality as the full OS approaches.

8.2 Bridging the semantic gap

Considerable effort has been put into better bridging the semantic gap of the VMM↔OS interface and leveraging the information that flows across it [42, 41, 49, 96, 51, 75, 31]. However, the information gleaned from such black-box and gray-box approaches is still semantically poor, and thus constrains the decision making that the VMM can do. Further, it goes one way; the OS learns nothing from the VMM. In symbiotic virtualization the OS would make its internal state information easily accessible to the VMM and understandable. In addition to such a passive information interface, the OS would also also provide a functional interface that the VMM could use to access OS functionality. The VMM would use the passive information interface and the functional interface to augment OS functionality and improve performance via optimizations of the virtual environment.

Currently one of the most compelling uses for bridging the semantic gap is virtual machine introspection, most commonly used in security applications [14, 113, 26, 43, 25, 77, 40, 5, 44]. These approaches are notable because they attempt to generate semantic information of an untrusted guest environment. While symbiotic virtualization does not solve or completely address the problems that these tools aim to solve, it is the case that symbiotic approaches could facilitate these tools operation. Security introspection architectures
typically monitor common data structures and OS state present in a virtual machine. A symbiotic OS would provide this state in an accessible manner to a security scanner. If the security scanner begins operation at a known correct state, it can detect changes to these structures much more efficiently in a symbiotic context. However, it is also important to note that these structures could not be trusted completely, and other safeguards would have to be in place to ensure their integrity.

Others have also explored bridging the semantic gap to modify internal OS state in order to improve performance. FoxyTechnique [111] adapts the behavior of the underlying virtual hardware in order to elicit the desired responses by the guest OS. While similar to symbiotic virtualization this approach is still limited by the semantic gap, where as a symbiotic approach would not have those limitations. My thesis will be examining how to remove the semantic gap in order to facilitate the development of examples such as this.

8.3 SymCall

While SymCall is a new interface for invoking upcalls into a running guest environment, providing upcall support for a guest OS is not a new concept. However the standard approaches are generally based on notification signals as opposed to true upcall interfaces [16]. These notifications usually take the form of hardware interrupts that are assigned to special vectors and injected by the VMM. Because interrupts can be masked by a guest OS, these upcall interfaces are typically asynchronous. Furthermore, existing upcalls consist of only a notification signal and rely on a virtual device or event queue to supply any arguments. Symcalls in contrast are always synchronous and do not need to be disabled with the same frequency as interrupts. Furthermore they allow argument passing directly into the upcall, which enables the VMM to expose them as normal function calls.
8.4 Virtual device drivers

Many people have explored how to provide direct access to hardware devices for performance reasons. These approaches either require specialized hardware [78, 84], or specialized drivers [59]. My approach of symbiotic device drivers is complementary to these approaches. Symbiotic device drivers allow a VMM to provide a specialized device driver that provides VMM specific functionality, such as safety and reusability guarantees [110]. Furthermore symbiotic device drivers allow a VMM to provide a specific device driver to interface with local hardware, without requiring a VM to include large driver sets or rely on virtualized device interfaces such as [6, 53, 82].

8.5 Virtualization in HPC

Recent research activities on operating systems for large-scale supercomputers generally fall into two categories: those that are Linux-based and those that are not. A number of research projects are exploring approaches for configuring and adapting Linux to be more lightweight. Alternatively, there are a few research projects investigating non-Linux approaches, using either custom lightweight kernels or adapting other existing open-source OSes for HPC.

The Cray Linux Environment [45] is the most prominent example of using a stripped-down Linux system in an HPC system, and is currently being used on the petaflop-class Jaguar system at Oak Ridge National Laboratories. Other examples of this approach are the efforts to port Linux to the IBM BlueGene/L and BlueGene/P systems [86, 7]. Since a full Linux distribution is not used, this approach suffers many of the same functionality weaknesses as non-Linux approaches. In some cases, these systems have also encountered performance issues, for example due to the mismatch between the platform’s memory management hardware and the Linux memory management subsystem.
Examples of the non-Linux approach include IBM’s Compute Node Kernel (CNK) [65] and several projects being led by Sandia, including the Catamount [79] and Kitten projects as well as an effort using Plan9 [64]. Both CNK and Kitten address one of the primary weaknesses of previous lightweight operating systems by providing an environment that is largely compatible with Linux. Kitten differs from CNK in that it supports commodity x86_64 hardware, is being developed in the open under the GPL license, and provides the ability to run full-featured guest operating systems when linked with Palacios.

The desire to preserve the benefits of a lightweight environment but provide support for a richer feature set has also led other lightweight kernel developers to explore more full-featured alternatives [85]. We have also explored other means of providing a more full-featured set of system services [99], but the complexity of building a framework for application-specific OSes is significantly greater than simply using an existing full-featured virtualized OS, especially if the performance impact is minimal.

There has been considerable interest, both recently and historically, in applying existing virtualization tools to HPC environments [80, 19, 27, 37, 97, 98, 112]. However, most of the recent work has been exclusively in the context of adapting or evaluating Xen and Linux on cluster platforms. Palacios and Kitten are a new OS/VMM solution developed specifically for HPC systems and applications. There are many examples of the benefits available from a virtualization layer [66] for HPC. There is nothing inherently restrictive about the virtualization tools used for these implementations, so these approaches could be directly applied to this Palacios and Kitten.
Chapter 9

Conclusion

In this dissertation I introduced *symbiotic virtualization* and described its implementation in the Palacios virtual machine monitor. An approach to designing virtualized architectures such that high level semantic information is available across the virtualization interface. Symbiotic virtualization bridges the semantic gap via a bidirectional set of synchronous and asynchronous communication channels.

Palacios is a OS independent embeddable VMM designed to target diverse architectures and environments, of which I am the primary developer of. Palacios was developed in response to the fact that existing virtualization solutions target highly specific data center and desktop environments, without focusing on other areas such as HPC and education. Palacios supports a wide range of both compile time and run time configuration options that generates a specialized architecture for each environment it is used in. Palacios currently supports multiple host OS environments such as the Kitten Lightweight Kernel for HPC, MINIX, and Linux. To date Palacios has successfully virtualized a very wide range of hardware, including a Cray XT supercomputer, both Infiniband and Ethernet clusters, as well as standard desktop and server machines.

As part of a collaboration with Sandia National Laboratories, Palacios has been evaluated using the RedStorm Cray XT3. This evaluation demonstrated that with a correctly
designed and configured architecture supercomputing applications can successfully run in a virtualized context with negligible overhead. Using common HPC benchmarks as well specialized applications developed at Sandia, we were able to perform a large scale evaluation which delivered performance within 5% of native. Furthermore, our evaluations showed that the low level interaction between the VMM and guest OS can have profound effects on system performance at scale, and that there is no single correct VMM architecture. A VMM that delivers performance as close to native as possible, must take into account a guest’s internal behavior and state. Specifically we found that the choice of virtual paging implementations can produce dramatically difference results depending on the guest’s behavior and implementation.

As a result of our evaluation I discovered that correctly optimizing a VMM requires detailed knowledge of the internal state of a guest environment. However current virtualization solutions make it a point to hide this information as much as possible, instead implementing extremely low level interfaces that make almost no semantic information available. The use of these interfaces makes collecting internal state information extremely difficult and costly. In order to solve these problems, I developed SymSpy a basic symbiotic interface that all other symbiotic interfaces are built on top of. SymSpy used shared memory regions to allow a VMM and a guest to asynchronously exchange well structured data. This interface allows a guest to advertise and access high level state information that would otherwise be difficult to obtain.

To evaluate the impact of symbiotic virtualization in HPC settings, I implemented a set of symbiotic interfaces targeting HPC. These interfaces were built using the SymSpy framework. One application of symbiotic virtualization was a feature called *PCI Passthrough*. This feature allows a host OS to fully relinquish control of a PCI device over to a guest OS. If the guest OS contains a symbiotic framework it can access the device directly without incurring any performance loss as a consequence of running as a
VM. Using the PCI passthrough interface we were able to show that a guest environment can perform network I/O using Infiniband hardware at native speeds. Furthermore, we were able to expand our earlier evaluation on RedStorm to 4096 nodes, the largest scale virtualization study performed to date.

While our results showed great promise for symbiotic virtualization in the context HPC, symbiotic interfaces can also be used in commodity environments. To explore further how symbiotic virtualization can be used to improve existing VMM architectures I developed SymCall. SymCall is a functional interface that allows a VMM to perform a synchronous upcall into a guest environment while executing an exit handler. This upcall framework allows the VMM to examine complex state information that is impossible to expose via a shared memory interface. Much of an OS’s internal state is scattered among various data structures and memory locations, requiring a procedural interface to answer basic questions about it. SymCall allows the implementation of such an interface in such a way that its operation is invisible to the guest itself. Using SymCall I implemented SwapBypass, an example VMM service that optimizes the performance of the Linux swap subsystem. SwapBypass uses shadow paging techniques, an intelligent virtual disk, and a single SymCall to transparently expand a guest’s memory space. In evaluations I was able to show that SwapBypass can effectively bypass the entire Linux swapping architecture providing access to swapped out memory at core memory speeds.

Finally, I designed and implemented the SymMod framework, which allows a VMM to dynamically load blocks of code that run in a guest context. This framework allows a VMM to extend an operating system’s functionality at run time by injecting functional extensions that interface directly with the guest OS’ internal API. With SymMod a VMM includes a set of symbiotic modules that target a given interface implemented inside a guest OS. These modules are then loaded into the running VM where they are capable of augmenting the guest’s functionality in arbitrary ways. This mechanism allows a VMM
to directly control a guest’s implementation in order to optimize its behavior or ensure its integrity. I examined three different mechanisms for loading symbiotic modules into a guest environment. First I developed a new mechanism whereby standard Linux kernel modules can be loaded directly into a running Linux kernel from the VMM instead of user space. Second, I explored a new internal kernel interface which load themselves into a guest environment in a protected context which cannot be altered by the guest OS itself. Finally, I implemented a fully secure mechanism whereby modules can be loaded without any guest interaction and in fact remain wholly transparent to the guest itself.

9.1 Summary of contributions

- **Development of symbiotic virtualization** I have developed symbiotic virtualization, a new approach to virtualized architectures that expose high level semantic information. With symbiotic virtualization a VMM and guest environment communicate high level semantic information across a bidirectional set of synchronous and asynchronous communication channels. These interfaces are optional and are compatible with non symbiotic environments as well as native hardware.

- **Palacios** I am the primary designer and implementer of Palacios, an OS independent embeddable VMM primarily for use in HPC environments. Palacios is an open source project that is publicly available under the BSD license.

- **Implementation of a symbiotic virtualization architecture** I have designed and implemented a symbiotic virtualization framework. The VMM component of the framework is implemented inside the Palacios VMM, while guest frameworks have been implemented in both Linux and Kitten.

- **SymSpy** I have designed and implemented SymSpy, passive, asynchronous symbi-
otic interface based on shared memory.

• **Symbiotic upcalls** I have implemented the SymCall framework which allows a VMM to make synchronous upcalls into a running guest OS.

• **SwapBypass** I implemented a symbiotic swapping extension that prevents a guest OS from thrashing in low memory situations. This example will use shadow paging mechanisms to transparently extend the amount of memory available to a guest environment.

• **Symbiotic modules** I implemented a framework that allows a symbiotic VMM to dynamically inject device drivers directly into a guest environment. These drivers will allow a guest OS to have direct access to hardware in a secure manner. Furthermore, the drivers can be changed in response to configuration changes or migration events.

• **Kitten: a lightweight HPC OS** I have assisted in the development of the Kitten lightweight kernel being developed by Sandia National Laboratories. I have contributed several functional extensions and to several design decisions.

• **Palacios and Kitten** I have embedded Palacios in Kitten. This entailed implementing the Palacios/Kitten interface harness as well as the Kitten interface for controlling Palacios.

• **Evaluation of virtualization in HPC at scale** I have evaluated Palacios and Kitten in the largest scale virtualization benchmark to date on the Red Storm supercomputer at Sandia. The evaluations were done using standard Sandia benchmarks running inside Catamount [46] and Compute Node Linux [45], two OSes used in HPC contexts.
• **Evaluation of symbiotic virtualization in HPC** I have explored and evaluated how symbiotic interfaces and the symbiotic approach in general can be applied to HPC systems.

• **Passthrough PCI devices** I have used the symbiotic approach to implement a new architecture for passthrough device I/O for physical PCI devices. This architecture allows a guest environment to access physical devices with no overhead.

• **Black box methods to bridge the semantic gap** I have implemented and evaluated several mechanisms for bridging the semantic gap in virtual networks..
  
  – **Automatic network reservations for virtual machines** I have demonstrated that by bridging the virtual network semantic gap it is possible to provide dynamic runtime network reservations for unmodified OSes and applications. I have implemented **VRESERVE**, a system that provides optical network reservations dynamically using virtual network traffic inference.
  
  – **Virtual network services** I have designed and implemented **VTL**, a framework for building virtual network services that provide optimizations and extensions to unmodified applications and OSes. The VTL framework allows anyone to easily bridge the virtual network semantic gap in a generic way.

### 9.2 Future Work

This dissertation has described Palacios, a fully featured and widely used VMM, as well as symbiotic virtualization, a new approach to designing virtualized interfaces. While the results so far are quite promising, both Palacios and symbiotic virtualization contain a large amount of promise for future developments.
9.2.1 Palacios

Palacios continues to be a project of active development and research. In many ways this dissertation serves as the introduction of Palacios, in so far as we have demonstrated its capability and promise but have not yet fully explored its possibilities. As of the writing of this dissertation, the implementation in MINIX is still fairly recent and the implementation in Linux has only just begun. Furthermore the implementation of multicore guest support is still in progress, and the virtual paging framework is still under active development. For the foreseeable future, Palacios will continue to be extended and improved.

9.2.2 Virtualization Architectures

In addition to working on the Palacios VMM itself, our work has and will continue to provide new insights into the core architectures behind virtual machines. The current hardware virtualization extensions are still very new, by x86 ISA standards, and will doubtlessly be the subject of many future improvements. The experiences with Palacios have placed us in a unique position of being able to propose new mechanisms and architectures for future virtualization platforms. Of predominant interest is the future of virtualized I/O. Hardware support for virtualized I/O is just beginning to emerge, and there are many research questions regarding how best to use these new technologies. Features such as IOMMUs and virtualized PCI devices based on SRIOV have yet to be fully introduced, and an open problem exists on how best to make use of them.

9.2.3 Virtualization in HPC

There is also much work left in the virtualization of HPC systems. As of this dissertation the focus has been on evaluating Palacios as a proof of concept, to demonstrate that large scale HPC virtualization is feasible. As we continue on with Palacios, I expect that that
focus will gradually change as Palacios becomes more widely used in HPC centers.

9.2.4 Symbiotic virtualization

In this dissertation, my description of symbiotic virtualization has been centered predominantly around the interfaces themselves, at the expense of evaluating applications that use them. The symbiotic interfaces I have developed are primarily enabling technologies, that open the door for many more advanced features and applications that have yet to be developed. I believe there are many opportunities in exploring how to further use these interfaces in specific situations. For instance, an obvious future step is to design, implement, and evaluation a fully functional security analysis system implemented using the secure symbiotic module framework, or developing a dynamic driver layer built on standard symbiotic modules. Also it is worth exploring the use of symcalls for performance monitoring, such as implementing a kprobes interface based on the SymCall framework. These and many more research areas have been enabled by the presence of these interfaces, and there is a great deal of future work in exploring how to use them.
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